AGM Statement
02 February 2016

Dewhurst plc (the "Company")
AGM Statement
Dewhurst plc, will hold its Annual General Meeting at 11.00 a.m. today. The
Chairman, Richard Dewhurst, will make the following statement:
"In the Outlook issued in our 2015 Annual Report in early December we indicated
that demand in the UK was weak but that overseas demand was stable. That
weakness in the UK has continued and shows no immediate signs of
improvement. The strengthening of the pound against the Euro has certainly
damaged our competiveness and encouraged an increase in imports of packaged lift
components from Europe. The recent falling back of the pound from its peak levels is
welcome.
In addition, demand for our keypad products unexpectedly and rapidly slowed in the
first quarter although it has since stabilised in January. In those markets where sales
remain reasonable we have been under greater pressure on margins exacerbated by
adverse exchange rate movements. The lead time from order to invoicing of our
products is generally very short, which also means the visibility of changes in
demand is equally short. At present there is no significant improvement expected in
the immediate future. In the medium term it seems the encouraging pipeline of
prospective projects we have been discussing with customers are converting to
orders more slowly, but these projects have been delayed rather than cancelled, so
there are signs of future recovery, although timing is uncertain.
With the combination of lower short term demand, margin pressures and adverse
exchange rate movements we currently expect 2016 revenue and profit to be
materially below those for last year. The Group's balance sheet remains robust with
net cash (30 September 2015: £15.0m), which can comfortably support our current
dividends and working capital requirements."
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst PLC

+44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe
David Foreman, Will Goode (Corporate Finance)
David Banks, Tessa Sillars (Corporate Broking

+44 (0) 20 7894 7000

Posting of Annual Report and
Accounts and Notice of AGM
11 January 2016

Dewhurst PLC
("Dewhurst" or the "Group")

Posting of Annual Report and Accounts and Notice of AGM

Dewhurst PLC announces that notice of the Annual General Meeting of the
Company, to be held at 11.00am on 2 February 2016 at Dewhurst's offices at Unit 9,
Hampton Business Park, Hampton Road West, Feltham, London TW13 6DB, has
been posted to shareholders.
The Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 September 2015 have been
posted to shareholders and are also available on the Company's website at
www.dewhurst.co.uk.

For further details please contact:

Dewhurst PLC

+44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe
David Foreman, Will Goode (Corporate Finance)
David Banks, Tessa Sillars (Corporate Broking)

+44 (0) 20 7894 7000

Preliminary Results
08 December 2015

Dewhurst PLC
(“Dewhurst” or the “Group”)

Preliminary Results for the year ended 30 September 2015
Chairman’s Statement
Results
I am pleased to report improved profits for the year albeit on slightly lower sales which fell 1.4% to £45.9
million (2014: £46.6 million) mainly due to currency movements. Operating profit before amortisation of
acquired intangibles and gains on property disposal was £5.6 million (2014: £5.5 million), very close to
the previous record figures; profit before tax was £5.3 million (2014: £4.8 million) up 11% and by a small
margin our best ever.
The year followed the pattern set in the first half. After last year’s strong performance in the UK, sales
dropped back this year, whereas all but one of the overseas companies achieved better revenues. As
last year, the continued strengthening of the pound reduced the reported impact in sterling of the local
improvements. The adverse effect of the change in currency translation rates was £1.1 million on sales
and £0.2 million on profits. Sales were down at the Transportation Division, marginally down overall at
the Lift Division and broadly flat for Keypads.
Many of our operations have faced challenges this year to meet customers’ ever more demanding
expectations. Our employees are focussed on our efforts to improve and I would like to thank them for
their contribution to our progress this year.
We are planning to continue our progressive improvement in the dividend in line with our stated target,
with another 1p increase in the basic dividend proposed for the year. We sold our remaining building on
the Inverness Road site during the year and this provided a welcome gain on disposal of £0.4 million. As
a result we are proposing a special additional dividend of 3p to distribute a significant proportion of the
cash raised from that transaction.
Operations and People
Our General Manager at Australian Lift Components (ALC) left us during the year. Brad Newell has
taken on that position. Brad is new to the lift industry, but has made good progress in addressing a
number of ALC’s key issues. We welcome him to the Group and wish him continued success in his role.
We have increased our investment in equipment this year with one new high speed laser machine
purchased for Canada and another similar one ordered for Feltham. We have also replaced some of our
older moulding machines.
We have continued the drive to improve our quality and the reliability of our processes, with investment
in additional staffing and equipment.
Products
We have launched several products in the last 3 months that we have put considerable effort and
investment into during the year. Our latest control system, Ethos 2, has been released after a lengthy
development programme. This offers an intuitive touchscreen based control and integrated speed
profiling, simplifying set up for our customers. At recent industry exhibitions in North America and
Europe we also launched a touchscreen lift car operating panel, which provides end users with flexibility
in appearance and floor designations.
In our transportation division we introduced a more robust and simpler version of our retroreflective
reboundable traffic bollard earlier in the year and more recently a new highways passively safe chevron
sign system.
Outlook
We had a strong first quarter for 2015, but that does not look as though it will be replicated in the coming
year. Instead the pattern from the second quarter of last year onwards is continuing, with demand in the

UK rather weak, but most of our overseas markets stable or gently growing. There are signs of potential
future improvement in the UK with project activity quite high, but timing of orders uncertain. At some
point these projects will feed through to sales, but our business does tend to lag behind the general
performance of the economy.

Richard Dewhurst
Chairman

Strategic Report
Business Review
The Group’s principal activity in the year continued to be the manufacture of electrical components and
control equipment for industrial and commercial capital goods. The Group maintained its position as a
specialist supplier of equipment to lift, transport and keypad sectors. A business review of the Group’s
operations is dealt with below in operating highlights and in the Chairman’s Statement.
Principal Risks and Uncertainties
The board is informed at every meeting of the principal risks and uncertainties across the Group which
could have a material impact on the Group's long and short term performance and action plans to
mitigate these risks. The Group's risk assessment process is designed to identify, manage and mitigate
business risks. Business and operational risks are referred to in the business review. Financial risks,
being currency and credit risk are covered within the financial review.
Key Performance Indicators
The directors believe that the key financial performance indicators relevant to the Group are earnings per
share, adjusted operating profit, profit before tax and return on equity which are stated in the five year
review. The key non-financial performance indicators relevant to the Group are quality measures and ontime deliveries to our customers.
Operating Highlights
It has been a difficult year in our European markets, including the United Kingdom. Sales in Group
companies in this area have either been flat or have fallen. Encouragingly though, outside this region we
have seen quite a different picture, with sales in the vast majority of Group companies increasing.
In line with the Chairman I would like to thank all our employees in our Group companies, who have
worked hard all year and ensured that we have been able to deliver these results.
UNITED KINGDOM
Dewhurst UK Manufacturing
Sales at Dewhurst UK Manufacturing fell by 3% on the previous year, primarily as a result of reduced
infrastructure spending in the UK. Last year, the General Election caused a number of private and public
authority projects to be stalled which added to the challenge of effectively growing our sales. We have
however put a great deal of energy into strengthening our overseas markets and this has led to an
increase of 10% in our export sales. The two primary areas of growth were Canada, where we have
been able to broaden the range of products we sell to our sister company, Dupar Controls. The Middle
East was the second area of growth. We have focused our effort here for the last two years and these
efforts are now starting to pay off with some reasonable signalisation orders from a range of customers.
Our new UniBlade products and other products that we have developed for Destination Despatch Lift
Systems have sold well. We have won significant projects in the UK, Canada and Dubai for both new
builds and modernisation.

Research and Development through the year focused primarily on smaller projects aimed at broadening
and improving our current range of products. We added a number of variants to our UniBlade family of
products and we have also improved the illuminators on our core Compact 3 and Jumbo pushbuttons.
We have maintained the focus on Continuous Improvement of our processes and our most significant
event for this year was the launch of our new online ordering system. The system allows customers to
order our fastest moving pushbutton products as well as key switches and other lift auxiliaries online. In
addition to providing 24 hour access, we feel it also presents the products in a clearer and much more
appealing way. Initial feedback from customers has been positive and we would expect good take up
of the system over the coming year.
In the three years following our move from Hounslow to Feltham, our main priority has been to bed down
the production facility and ensure that everything is working as we would like it to. Capital investment
has remained relatively low. It is therefore pleasing to report that this year we have made some
significant investments in new plant, with the purchase of two new Arburg moulding machines, to replace
existing machines that were over 20 years old. Towards the end of the year we also ordered a new
Amada fibre laser cutter that we have now commissioned. Fibre laser machines are able to cut our
stainless steel faceplates significantly faster than conventional CO2 machines. As well as cutting faster,
they have much lower running costs in terms of laser gases, electricity and maintenance costs.
Thames Valley Controls (TVC)
After a really excellent year last year, we knew that TVC would struggle to live up to that performance
again this year and indeed they did experience a 16% fall in sales.
TVC’s orders are made up of a
steady flow of base orders and then a smaller number of one off projects. Last year we had an
unusually high number of projects and this year those project orders returned to more normal levels.
Despite the fall in sales, TVC contributed strongly to Group profits.
Even though we have seen a reduction in the number of projects compared with last year, we have
continued to be successful with our Navigator Destination Despatch Control System. We have won a
number of new projects in the commercial sector including at Manchester’s Arndale Centre and for a
landmark building on Euston Road in London.
We have continued to build on the success of our lift monitoring products by adding in new features and
facilities, specifically an integrated CCTV function. This provides lift operators with an enhanced safety
offering, particularly in unmanned environments, as well as providing safeguards against anti-social
behaviour.
Traffic Management Products (TMP)
In line with our other UK companies TMP encountered difficult trading conditions and sales fell 18% on
the previous year. However costs were well controlled and TMP’s profits were not significantly
impacted.
The team at TMP has continued to make good progress this year. We have invested in new products
with the launch of Evo N our new reflective, reboundable bollard, which complies with all current
standards. Evo-N has achieved a passive safety level of 100NE4, which means that even if hit by a
vehicle at 100 km/h it will rebound intact. This illustrates the robustness of its design. We have also
developed and launched a new range of Chevrons called Evo-Chev. These products pinpoint hazardous
bends and roundabouts, helping to reduce accidents in the locations. Evo-Chev incorporates the TMP
patented self-righting base (used on our bollard products) and allows the Chevron to return to an upright
position following impact.
Investment has been made at TMP in our marketing material with the launch of a new website including
the facility for on line ordering.

EUROPE
Dewhurst Hungary
Sales at Dewhurst Hungary were more or less identical to last year, although price reductions over the
previous year meant that there was some growth in terms of the number of units shipped.
Improved processes both at the factory in Hungary but also in terms of our supply chain, have allowed
us to reduce our costs and achieve some growth in profits.
We have built up a strong and knowledgeable quality team in Hungary, with the support of a key
customer. The systems we now have in place are far more sophisticated and effective than those we
have across our other companies in the Group. As a result, this year we have broadened the remit of
our Dewhurst Hungary Quality Manager and promoted her to the new role of Group Quality Manager.
We have established a set of new quality measures which we expect all Group companies to report
within the next twelve months. Once companies have established these measures, we will be able to
pinpoint areas of opportunity and work to achieve continuous improvement in our quality level.
NORTH AMERICA
Dupar Controls
While the UK and Europe experienced challenging market conditions our other markets experienced
reasonable growth. Dupar was typical in this respect and following a number of years of growth
reported a 15% increase in sales over the previous year. This was an excellent achievement and
created quite a challenge for production.
We did see a squeeze on margins with the Canadian dollar weakening against both the British pound
and the US dollar, but despite this Dupar generated good profit growth.
There has been significant investment this year in new computer software to improve our processes.
This investment is on-going but we aim to see the rewards during the next twelve months.
Dupar have also been involved in a major new product development and towards the end of the year we
launched the US1 Touch Car Operating Panel.
This product is a state of the art alternative to
traditional pushbuttons. It allows you to create your own style of pushbutton on the touch screen, with a
background that complements the design of your building or lift car. It is however quite a niche product,
designed for high end installations and we currently see it complementing our range of traditional
pushbuttons rather than replacing them.
The increased sales have meant it has been critical for us to continue to invest in new plant and
machinery. As with Dewhurst UK we needed to replace Dupar’s laser machine and we have purchased
the same Amada fibre laser cutting machine for Dupar. This was installed and commissioned halfway
through the year and we have benefitted greatly from its increased capacity and reliability.
Elevator Research & Manufacturing (ERM)
Sales have been flat at ERM over the last twelve months however increases in costs pushed ERM into a
small loss for the year. It has been a difficult year operationally and we have operated with an Interim
General Manager at the company whilst we work to find a new General Manager.
ERM is a good company, with a wonderful opportunity to improve service levels and grow sales outside
the Los Angeles area. We believe that in the right hands ERM can prosper greatly and we are not going
to rush to fill the post of General Manager. We need to be absolutely confident that we have the correct
person for the job.

AUSTRALIA & ASIA
Australian Lift Components (ALC)
ALC saw strong demand this year and grew sales by nearly 20% over the previous year. As a result
profits recovered considerably from last year’s disappointing level.
There was a change of personnel at ALC and we welcome Brad Newell our new General Manager.
We have reenergised our Continuous Improvement initiatives in the plant and focused hard on
streamlining our assembly processes, as well as implementation of rigid 5S activity.
ALC are now working to increase their market share with the major lift companies to ensure that the
growth in sales continues through the coming year.
Lift Material
It was very much a year of consolidation at Lift Material. Sales continued to grow steadily, increasing
10% on the previous year.
We continue to win business for the EHC escalator handrails all around Australia and in other countries
in the Pacific region. Most projects include installation of the handrails in addition to supplying the
material. This requires a great deal of organisation. The logistics of ensuring the people, installation
tools and product are in the right place at the right time, in a country as vast as Australia is quite
demanding.
Dual Engraving
Dual had an excellent year with 20% sales growth on last year.
They have been involved in some major modernisation projects in Perth, the most notable of which was
Central Park. This is a landmark building located in Perth’s Central Business District with 51 floors and
a total of 23 lifts. Dual supplied and installed bespoke new car interiors and entrances for the lifts.
Dewhurst Hong Kong
Dewhurst Hong Kong grew sales by just over 10% to achieve a record year for both sales and profit.
We have been able to broaden our market and are now achieving notable levels of sales in other South
East Asian countries, primarily Singapore and Malaysia.
Approved and signed on behalf of the board

David Dewhurst
Group Managing Director
7 December 2015

Financial Review
Trading results
Dewhurst sales continued a similar trend to that reported in the half year with full year revenue
marginally down on last year. UK revenue continued to weaken across all domestic companies but again
overseas companies performed strongly. The regions of biggest revenue growth were in Canada and
Australia which saw double digit percentage increases in local terms, with nearly all those subsidiaries
reporting record sales in local currency. Unfortunately, upon retranslation into Pounds Sterling for group
reporting, the strengthened pound reduced like for like sales by £1.1 million or 2.4% and accounts for

more than the reported Group decrease. Overall revenue decreased by 1.4% from £46.6 million to £45.9
million.
The same foreign retranslation also impacted operating profits by £0.2 million or 2.9%, but despite this
the Group’s overseas operations still reported improvements on last year. Operating profit before gain on
disposal of property and acquired intangible amortisation increased by 2.1% from £5.5 million to £5.6
million and in percentage terms increased from 11.7% to 12.2% of revenue.
Strong cash position
Cash flow was once again very good with £3.6 million of cash being generated from operations (2014:
£3.9 million). Despite pension contributions of £1.4 million, increased dividends, as well as investing £0.9
million in key plant and equipment, the Group ended the year with cash and short-term deposits at £15.0
million, up £2.1 million from £12.9 million in 2014.
We started and finished the year with no borrowing or bank overdraft facility.
Pension scheme deficit
I am pleased to report that this year, Dewhurst plc saw no material increase in the scheme deficit of
£12.2 million. The net effect of three key actuarial assumptions changes: the liability discount rate
changing from 3.8% to 3.7%, the RPI rate changing from 2.9% to 3.0% and the mortality table changing
to reflect more accurately the recent past and current mortality rates, resulted in an overall £5k
adjustment.
The scheme was closed to future accrual in 2010 but the Group continue to pay a fixed sum of £1.4
million annually to reduce the defined benefit pension scheme deficit and all recommendations made by
the scheme's actuary to eliminate the scheme deficit within an agreed timeframe have been fully
implemented.
Contingent liability settlement
Following dismissal of the lawsuit in the Arizona Court, without admission or finding of liability, Dewhurst
(Hungary) Kft and AIG agreed and paid in the current financial year a confidential full and final settlement
of all claims arising from this dispute.
Gain on disposal of property
The old factory site in Hounslow (Inverness Road) was sold in 2012 generating the cash to acquire and
develop the current site in Feltham. At that time, the property developers were not interested in acquiring
the caretaker’s bungalow which was also owned by Dewhurst plc and was adjacent to the old site. The
directors therefore chose to retain this bungalow in the short term whilst the Hounslow site was
redeveloped into residential properties in the expectation that the redevelopment would enhance the
bungalow’s future value. The directors sold this property in May 2015 giving rise to a £0.4 million gain on
disposal.
Amortisation of acquired intangibles
The amortisation relates to Dual Engraving’s acquired customer list and key relationships which are
being written off over 3 years. These will be fully written off in February 2016.
Subsidiary Share Repurchase
As a result of amortising the acquired intangibles within Dual Engraving, this subsidiary will have little or
no retained earnings for dividend redistribution until distributable profits surpass the A$1.6 million
amortisation being written off but the subsidiary does have surplus cash above its day to day working
capital requirements. Therefore to redistribute this surplus cash back to its shareholders, Dual
Engraving exercised a share repurchase of A$500k in Dec 2014. Since Dual Engraving is only 70%
owned by Dewhurst plc, this transaction is reported both within the consolidated and Company cash flow
statement as well as within related party transactions.

Treasury policy
The Group seeks to reduce or eliminate financial risk to ensure sufficient liquidity is available to meet
foreseeable needs and to invest cash assets safely and profitably. The policies and procedures operated
are regularly reviewed and approved by the board. By varying the duration of its fixed and floating cash
deposits, the Group maximises the return on interest earned.
With over half of profit before tax earned and held in foreign currencies, the Group continues to hedge
internally where possible and to consider the need to use derivatives in the form of foreign exchange
contracts to manage its currency risk.
Dividends
Dividends are accounted for when paid or approved by shareholders, and not when proposed, therefore
the proposed final dividend for 2015 has not been accrued at the balance sheet date. The total dividend
for 2015 of 13.00p per share is 44% up on 2014 and is covered 4.1 times by earnings. Total equity
improved from £22.4 million to £24.3 million.
There was no change in the number of allotted shares during the year.
Jared Sinclair
Finance Director
7 December 2015
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Will Goode (Corporate Finance)
David Banks / Tessa Sillars (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Consolidated statement of comprehensive income
For the year ended 30 September 2015
2015
£(000)

2014
£(000)

45,946

46,616

(40,271)

(41,437)

Adjusted operating profit*
Gain on disposal of property
Amortisation of acquired intangibles
Operating profit

5,588
357
(270)
5,675

5,475
–
(296)
5,179

Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation

107
(464)
5,318

85
(452)
4,812

Taxation

(851)

(866)

Profit for the financial year

4,467

3,946

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs

Other comprehensive income:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined benefit pension scheme

(884)

(2,570)

177

514

(707)

(2,056)

(1,282)

(669)

257

134

Total that may be subsequently reclassified to income statement

(1,025)

(535)

Other comprehensive income/(expense) for the year, net of tax

(1,732)

(2,591)

2,735

1,355

4,406

3,930

61

16

4,467

3,946

2,759

1,379

(24)

(24)

2,735

1,355

51.99p

46.22p

Deferred tax effect
Total that will not be subsequently reclassified to income statement
Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations
Deferred tax effect

Total comprehensive income for the year

Profit for the year attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests

Total comprehensive income for the year attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests

Basic and diluted earnings per share

* Operating profit before goodwill write down, gain on disposal of property and amortisation of acquired intangibles

Consolidated balance sheet
At 30 September 2015
2015

2014

£(000)

£(000)

2,695

3,129

171

463

Property, plant and equipment

8,581

8,665

Deferred tax asset

2,491

2,086

13,938

14,343

Inventories

4,751

4,501

Trade and other receivables

8,056

9,199

–

26

14,958

12,928

27,765

26,654

41,703

40,997

4,502

5,398

Current tax liabilities

348

–

Short-term provisions

318

959

5,168

6,357

Retirement benefit obligation

12,197

12,192

Total liabilities

17,365

18,549

Net assets

24,338

22,448

Share capital

847

847

Share premium account

157

157

Capital redemption reserve

290

290

Translation reserve

(11)

929

Retained earnings

22,521

19,590

Total attributable to equity

23,804

21,813

534

635

24,338

22,448

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles

Current assets

Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents

Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

Non-current liabilities

Equity

shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors and authorised for issue on 7 December 2015 and were
signed on its behalf by:
Richard Dewhurst Chairman
Jared Sinclair Finance Director
Company Registration Number: 160314

Consolidated statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 30 September 2015
Share
capital

Share
premium
account

Capital
redemption
reserve

Translation
reserve

Retained
earnings

Non
controlling
interest

Total
equity

£(000)

£(000)

£(000)

£(000)

£(000)

£(000)

£(000)

851

157

286

1,425

18,540

611

21,870

–

–

–

–

–

48

48

–

–

–

(630)

–

(40)

(670)

benefit pension scheme

–

–

–

–

(2,570)

–

(2,570)

Deferred tax effect

–

–

–

134

514

–

648

(4)

–

4

–

–

–

–

Share repurchase – cost

–

–

–

–

(104)

–

(104)

Dividends paid

–

–

–

–

(720)

–

(720)

Profit for the year

–

–

–

–

3,930

16

3,946

847

157

290

929

19,590

635

22,448

–

–

–

–

–

(77)

(77)

–

–

–

(1,197)

–

(85)

(1,282)

benefit pension scheme

–

–

–

–

(884)

–

(884)

Deferred tax effect

–

–

–

257

177

–

434

Dividends paid

–

–

–

–

(768)

–

(768)

Profit for the year

–

–

–

–

4,406

61

4,467

847

157

290

(11)

22,521

534

24,338

At 1 October 2013
Shares issued
Exchange differences on
translation of foreign operations
Actuarial gains/(losses) on defined

Share repurchase - nominal

At 30 September 2014
Shares repaid
Exchange differences on
translation of foreign operations
Actuarial gains/(losses) on defined

At 30 September 2015

Consolidated cash flow statement
For the year ended 30 September 2015
2015
£(000)

2014
£(000)

5,675

5,179

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation

991

1,194

(1,343)

(1,360)

Exchange adjustments

(251)

(57)

(Profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

(423)

(21)

4,649

4,935

(Increase)/decrease in inventories

(250)

56

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables

1,143

(643)

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

(896)

(47)

Increase/(decrease) in provisions

(641)

207

Cash generated from operations

4,005

4,508

Tax paid

(428)

(605)

Net cash from operating activities

3,577

3,903

–

(112)

Subsidiary share repurchase – non controlling interest element

(77)

–

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment

458

47

(893)

(408)

Development costs capitalised

(61)

(70)

Interest received

107

85

(466)

(458)

(768)

(720)

–

(104)

Net cash used in financing activities

(768)

(824)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

2,343

2,621

12,928

10,506

(313)

(199)

14,958

12,928

Additional contributions to pension scheme

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of business and assets

Purchase of property, plant and equipment

Net cash generated from/(used in) investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Purchase of own shares

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Notes
1. AGM, results and dividends
The trading profit for the year, after taxation, amounted to £4.5 million (2014: £3.9 million).
A 3p special dividend in addition to the normal final dividend on the Ordinary and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary shares of 7.00p per
share (2014: 6.20p) for the financial year ended 30 September 2015 will be proposed at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) to
be held on 2 February 2016. If approved, the shares will turn ex-div on 21 January 2016 with the dividend being paid on 17
February 2016 to members on the register at 22 January 2016.
An interim dividend of 3.00p per share (2014: 2.80p) was paid on 25 August 2015.

2. Earnings per share and dividend per share
Weighted average number of shares
For basic and diluted earnings per share

2015
No.

8,474,898

2014
No.
8,504,298

The calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share is based on the profit for the financial year of £4,406,018 and on
8,474,898 Ordinary 10p and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares, being the weighted average number of shares in issue
throughout the financial year.
Paid dividends per 10p ordinary share
2014 final paid of 6.20p (2013: 5.66p)

2014

2015
£(000)

£(000)

(525)

(482)

(254)

(238)

11

–

(768)

(720)

2015 interim paid of 3.00p (2014: 2.80p)
Unclaimed dividends returned - more than 12 years old

The final proposed dividend is based on 3,309,200 Ordinary 10p shares and 5,165,698 ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares,
being the latest number of shares in issue. The directors are proposing a 3p special dividend in addition to the normal final
dividend of 7.00p (2014: 6.20p) per share, totalling £847k (2014: £525k). This dividend has not been accrued at the balance
sheet date.

3. Accounting policies
The accounting policies applied to the 2015 accounts have been consistent with 2014 in all manners.

4. Basis of preparation
The financial information set out above does not constitute the company’s statutory accounts for the years ended 30 September
2015 or 2014. Statutory accounts for 2014 have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies. The statutory accounts for 2015
which are prepared under IFRS as adopted by the EU will be delivered to the Registrar of Companies following the company's
annual general meeting.
The preliminary statement of results has been reviewed by and agreed with the Company’s auditor, Moore Stephens LLP, who
have indicated that they will be giving an unqualified opinion in their report on the statutory financial statements for 2015. The
auditor has also reported on the 2014 accounts. Their report was unqualified, did not include references to any matters to which
the auditor drew attention to by way of emphasis without qualifying the opinion and did not contain a statement under section
498 of the Companies Act 2006.

Dewhurst plc has prepared its consolidated and company financial statements in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union (EU) from 1 October 2005. The group and company financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with those parts of the Companies Act 2006 that are applicable to companies
adopting IFRS. The company is registered and incorporated in the United Kingdom; and quoted on AIM.
It is expected that the audited Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 September 2015 will be sent to shareholders and will
also be available on the Company’s website www.dewhurst.co.uk on 23 December 2015.

Holdings in Company
07 December 2015

For filings with the FCA include the annex
For filings with issuer exclude the annex

TR-1: NOTIFICATION OF MAJOR INTEREST IN SHARESi
1. Identity of the issuer or the underlying issuer
of existing shares to which voting rights are
attached: ii

Dewhurst Plc

2 Reason for the notification (please tick the appropriate box or boxes):
An acquisition or disposal of voting rights
An acquisition or disposal of qualifying financial instruments which may result in the
acquisition of shares already issued to which voting rights are attached
An acquisition or disposal of instruments with similar economic effect to qualifying
financial instruments
An event changing the breakdown of voting rights
Other (please
specify):

Voting rights held by a controlled undertaking (Threshold
previously crossed by a controlled undertaking, disclosed in
accordance with the Transparency Directive Amendment
effective 26 November 2015)

3. Full name of person(s) subject to the
notification obligation: iii

FMR LLC

4. Full name of shareholder(s)
(if different from 3.):iv

See Section 9

5. Date of the transaction and date on
which the threshold is crossed or
reached: v

N/A

6. Date on which issuer notified:

28 November 2015

7. Threshold(s) that is/are crossed or
reached: vi, vii

5%

ü

8. Notified details:
A: Voting rights attached to shares viii, ix
Class/type of
shares
if possible using
the ISIN CODE

GB0002675048

Situation previous
to the triggering
transaction
Number
Number
of
of
Shares
Voting
Rights

Resulting situation after the triggering transaction

N/A

200,000

N/A

Number
of shares

Number of voting
rights

Indirect

Direct

xi

Indirect

% of voting rights
xii

Direct

200,000

x

Indirect

6.04%

B: Qualifying Financial Instruments
Resulting situation after the triggering transaction
Type of financial
instrument

Expiration
xiii
date

Exercise/
xiv
Conversion Period

Number of voting
rights that may be
acquired if the
instrument is
exercised/ converted.

% of voting
rights

C: Financial Instruments with similar economic effect to Qualifying Financial Instruments
xv, xvi

Resulting situation after the triggering transaction
Type of financial
instrument

Exercise
price

Expiration
xvii
date

Exercise/
Conversion
xviii
period

Number of voting rights
instrument refers to

% of voting rights
xx

Nominal

Total (A+B+C)
Number of voting rights

Percentage of voting rights

200,000

6.04%

Delta

xix,

9. Chain of controlled undertakings through which the voting rights and/or the
financial instruments are effectively held, if applicable: xxi

Controlled Undertaking
FMR CO., INC
Grand Total

Percentage
Holding
6.04
6.04

Proxy Voting:
10. Name of the proxy holder:
11. Number of voting rights proxy holder will acquire/
cease to hold:
12. Date on which proxy holder will acquire/ cease to
hold voting rights:

13. Additional information:

Threshold previously crossed by a controlled
undertaking, disclosed in accordance with the
Transparency Directive Amendment effective 26
November 2015

14. Contact name:

Sally-Ann Hatton

15. Contact telephone number:

fil-regreporting@fil.com, 01737 837148

Settlement of Claim
22 June 2015

Dewhurst PLC
("Dewhurst" or the "Company")
Settlement of Claim against Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft

Dewhurst plc announces the settlement of the claim (previously notified on 31
January 2014 - see RNS number: 0166Z) against Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft, a
subsidiary of the Company, by AIG Specialty Insurance Co.
Following dismissal of the lawsuit in the Arizona Court, without admission or finding
of liability, Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft and AIG have agreed a confidential full and final
settlement of all claims arising from this dispute. There is no material impact on
current market expectations for the results of Dewhurst in either this or future
financial years.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200
Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director

Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser) Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000
David Foreman / Will Goode (Corporate Finance)
David Banks / Tessa Sillars (Corporate Broking)

Half Yearly Report
09 June 2015

Dewhurst plc - Interim Results for the 6 months ended 31 March 2015

Directors' Interim Report
FIRST HALF
I am pleased to report a better first half profit performance for the Group compared to last year. Weakness
in the UK market resulted in lower revenue domestically, but the overseas companies of the Group
performed strongly. Overall Group revenue decreased marginally to £22.8 million (2014: £23.0 million), but
profit before tax increased by 4% to £2.2 million (2014: £2.1 million). Adjusted operating profit* of £2.6
million (2014: £2.5 million) is up 3% on last year and earnings per share grew by 5% to 18.6p (2014:
17.8p). The Group balance sheet remains strong with cash of £13.0 million (2014: £10.4 million).
After a positive start to the year, UK sales fell back in the second quarter, possibly affected by the General
Election. In the six months ended 31 March 2015, UK sales were weaker across both Lift and Transport
divisions, but the impact was greatest in the Lift division after a very strong first half for those products last
year. The fall in UK sales was almost completely offset by stronger North American, Asian and Australian
performance; however the weaker Australian and Canadian Dollars reduced reported Group revenue by
approximately £0.2 million in the first six months.
OUTLOOK
The UK Government has indicated that constraints on public spending will increase further and this is likely
to impact our public sector sales. In our overseas markets the short term outlook is reasonably positive,
suggesting that current trends are likely to continue. Consequently we expect our markets in the UK to
remain weaker, whilst our overseas markets should remain buoyant, at least for the second half of the year.
However a further fall in the Australian and Canadian currencies will have some negative impact on the
profitability of our operations in those countries and their contribution to Group performance.
DIVIDENDS
The Directors have declared an increased interim dividend of 3.00p (2014: 2.80p) which amounts to
£254,000 (2014: £238,000). The interim dividend is payable on 25 August 2015 and will be posted on 20
August 2015 to shareholders appearing in the Register on 10 July 2015 (ex-dividend date being 9 July
2015).
A final 2014 dividend of 6.20p (2014: 5.66p) which amounted to £525,000 (2014: £482,000) was approved
at the AGM held on 3 February 2015 and was paid on 19 February 2015 to members on the register at 16
January 2015.
By Order of the Board
J C SINCLAIR
Finance Director & Secretary
8 June 2015

* Operating profit before goodwill write down, amortisation of acquired intangibles and gain on property disposal

Dewhurst plc
The unaudited consolidated income statement, statement of recognised income and expense, balance
sheet and cash flow statement of Dewhurst plc and its subsidiaries for the half-year ended 31 March 2015,
as compared with the corresponding half-year ended 31 March 2014 and the year ended 30 September
2014, shows the following results:
Half year
ended
31 March
2015
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2014
£000’s

Year
ended
30 September
2014
£000’s

22,772

23,021

46,616

(20,364)
2,549
(141)
2,408

(20,698)
2,471
(148)
2,323

(41,437)
5,475
(296)
5,179

48
(232)

39
(226)

85
(452)

2,224
Est. (645)

2,136
Est. (619)

4,812
(866)

Profit for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

1,579

1,517

3,946

1,565
14
1,579

1,506
11
1,517

3,930
16
3,946

Basic and diluted earnings per share
Dividends per share

18.63p
3.00p

17.82p
2.80p

46.22p
9.00p

Half year
ended

Half year
ended

Year
ended

31 March
2015
£000’s

31 March
2014
£000’s

30 September
2014
£000’s

Est. (122)

Est. 127

(2,570)

(256)
(15)
(393)

(482)
15
(340)

(669)
648
(2,591)

1,579

1,517

3,946

1,186

1,177

1,355

1,195
(9)
1,186

1,181
(4)
1,177

1,379
(24)
1,355

Consolidated income statement

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs
Adjusted operating profit*
Amortisation of acquired intangibles
Operating profit
Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Tax on profits

Consolidated statement of recognised
income and expense
Net income/(expense) recognised
directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined
benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation
of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity
Net income / (expense) recognised
directly in equity in the period
Profit for the financial period
Total recognised income and expense
for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

* Operating profit before goodwill write down, amortisation of acquired intangibles and gain on property disposal

Dewhurst plc
Half year
ended
31 March
2015
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2014
£000's

Year
ended
30 September
2014
£000’s

3,016
307
8,458
2,073
13,854

3,251
664
8,882
1,689
14,486

3,129
463
8,665
2,086
14,343

4,496
10,087
13,045
27,628
41,482

4,191
9,722
10,407
24,320
38,806

4,501
9,199
26
12,928
26,654
40,997

5,381
172
1,031
6,584

5,305
228
757
6,290

5,398
959
6,357

Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation
Total liabilities

11,868
18,452

9,951
16,241

12,192
18,549

Net assets

23,030

22,565

22,448

847
157
290
724
20,464
22,482

851
157
286
1,043
19,572
21,909

847
157
290
929
19,590
21,813

548

656

635

23,030

22,565

22,448

Consolidated balance sheet

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax asset
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current tax liabilities
Short term provisions

Equity
Share capital
Share premium account
Capital redemption reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings
Total attributable to equity shareholders of the
Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

These half-year condensed financial statements are unaudited and do not constitute statutory accounts
within the meaning of Section 435 of the Companies Act 2006. The results for the year ended 30
September 2014 set out above are abridged. Full accounts for that year reported under IFRS, on which the
auditors of the Company made an unqualified report have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies.
The presentation of these Interim Financial Statements is consistent with the 2014 Financial Statements
and its accounting policies, but where necessary comparative information has been reclassified or
expanded from the 2014 Interim Financial Statements to take into account any presentational changes
made in the 2014 Financial Statements or in these Interim Financial Statements. Reported figures for the
current half year and all comparatives have been amended as a result of IAS19 (revised), which requires
the recalculation of net interest costs on the defined benefit pension scheme reported through finance costs
in the income statement.

Dewhurst plc
Half year
ended
31 March
2015
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2014
£000’s

Year
ended
30 September
2014
£000’s

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional income to pension scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and
equipment

2,408
450
(663)
(368)
-

2,323
514
(663)
(171)
(7)

5,179
1,194
(1,360)
(57)
(21)

(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Income tax paid
Net cash (used in) / from operating activities

1,827
5
(888)
(17)
72
999
(136)
863

1,996
366
(1,166)
(140)
5
1,061
(325)
736

4,935
56
(643)
(47)
207
4,508
(605)
3,903

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash (used in) / from investing activities

(161)
48
(113)

(112)
11
(123)
39
(185)

(112)
47
(408)
(70)
85
(458)

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Purchase of own shares
Net cash used in financing activities

(525)
(78)1
(603)

(482)
(482)

(720)
(104)
(824)

147

69

2,621

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents

12,928
(30)

10,506
(168)

10,506
(199)

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

13,045

10,407

12,928

Consolidated cash flow statement

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents

1
This relates to Dual Engraving Pty Ltd repurchasing shares from Michael Cook (held by D.E. Corporate Pty Ltd) in proportion to his 30% non-controlling interest.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser and Broker)
David Foreman / Will Goode (Corporate Finance)
David Banks / Tessa Sillars (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Result of AGM
03 February 2015

Dewhurst PLC
(the "Company")
Result of AGM

The Company is pleased to announce that, at its Annual General Meeting held today
at 11:00 am, all resolutions were duly passed.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Will Goode (Corporate Finance)
David Banks (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Preliminary Results
02 December 2014

Dewhurst PLC

(“Dewhurst” or the “Group”)

Preliminary Results for the year ended 30 September 2014
Chairman’s Statement
Results
I am delighted to report that we have bounced back from last year’s disappointing results to achieve our
second best figures for sales and profits and a record for earnings per share. Sales were up 7% to £46.6
million (2013: £43.7 million), operating profit before amortisation of acquired intangibles was £5.5 million
(2013: £4.1 million before goodwill write down) and profit before tax was £4.8 million (2013: £2.2 million)
up 117%. All current and prior year profit figures have been reduced this year by up to £0.4 million due to
a change in the standard for reporting pension costs.
The growth in sales was predominantly in the UK with all three UK companies recording double digit
sales increases. We also benefited from a good first full year of sales from last year’s acquisition of Dual
Engraving in Perth, Western Australia. All but one of the overseas operations registered sales growth in
local currency, but the strengthening pound somewhat reduced the positive impact of the local
performance.
It has been a demanding year with periodic peaks in sales that have challenged our production
capabilities to the full. However, the sales and operations teams have risen to the challenge and have
largely managed customers’ requirements. Our employees have shown dedication and skill in achieving
our objectives and I would like to thank them for their efforts this year.
We are again proposing a substantial increase in the dividend, to move towards our target of a maximum
4 times cover on average. This year’s proposal is an increase of 1p, giving a full year dividend of 9.00p
(2013: 8.00p) which is 12.5% up on last year.
Operations and People
We have not been looking for acquisition opportunities this year. Instead our focus has been on trying to
improve the effectiveness of the operations within the Group. As part of those efforts we have been
developing our range of metrics and working to ensure there is a clearer link between our business
strategies and our employees’ individual objectives and contributions. We have also tried to improve our
communication of these issues using a variety of different means.
Two new general managers have taken up their positions during the year: Dan Robinson took over at
TMP in April and Mike Canzoneri started at ERM in September. We welcome them to the Group and
wish them success in their roles with us.
I am pleased to report that, after a lull in recent years, we have taken on several apprentices and
trainees in the last year.
Product Investment
We have launched a new version of our solar powered traffic bollard and an enhanced security ATM
keypad during the year. We have also been putting considerable investment into products that will be
launched in the near future. A lot of work is going on behind the scenes to develop and test these new
products. In recent years we have increased our investment in quality measurement tools and testing
facilities to improve the reliability of products at launch.
Outlook
Currently demand remains stable, but news on the economy is variable and volatile. From our
perspective, Australia seems more buoyant than last year and there are some reasonable projects
scheduled for the coming year. The signs in the UK and North America are also reasonably positive,

whilst elsewhere the picture is less certain. However, the UK may struggle to maintain its positive
momentum if the Eurozone returns to recession and there is also the political uncertainty of the coming
general election.
We will continue to aim to generate improvements from within our operations, but the persistent strength
of the pound is likely to reduce the benefit of overseas sales.

Richard Dewhurst
Chairman

Strategic Report
Business Review
The company and Group principal activity in the course of the year continued to be the manufacture of
electrical components and control equipment for industrial and commercial capital goods. The Group
maintained its position as a specialist supplier of equipment to lift, transport and keypad sectors. A
business review of the Group’s operations is dealt with below in operating highlights and in the
Chairman’s Statement.
Principal Risks and Uncertainties
The board is informed at every meeting of the principal risks and uncertainties across the Group which
could have a material impact on the Group's long and short term performance and action plans to
mitigate these risks. The Group's risk assessment process is designed to identify, manage and mitigate
business risks. Business and operational risks are referred to in the business review. Financial risks,
being currency and credit risk are covered within the financial review.
Key Performance Indicators
The directors believe that the key financial performance indicators relevant to the Group are earnings per
share, adjusted operating profit, profit before tax and return on equity which are stated in the five year
review. The key non-financial performance indicators relevant to the Group are quality measures and ontime deliveries to our customers.
Operating Highlights
This year was a pleasing improvement on the previous year. Sales at the majority of Group Companies
have grown which has generated an increase in Group profit figures.
In line with the Chairman, I would like to thank our staff across all Group Companies for their hard work
and for the progress we have made together.
UNITED KINGDOM
Dewhurst UK Manufacturing
It was encouraging that after a difficult period last year, sales recovered strongly in 2014, particularly for
our lift products. The improvement was evenly spread across domestic and overseas sales.
In the UK we have focused on building our sales of complete fixtures. Rather than just selling loose
components, we are aiming to sell complete signalisation systems. With these we are able to add value
in terms of additional components and complete some work in the factory, such as panel wiring, that
would normally be carried out on site.

The market interest in our UniBlade product range has led us to significantly extend the number of
variants to suit different markets and installations. As this type of product is normally specified at an
early stage in the design process, it takes some time for orders to come to fruition. However it is
pleasing to see our new UniBlade already installed in such prestigious buildings as 122 Leadenhall
Street (the “Cheesegrater”) and the new Queens Terminal (T2) at Heathrow Airport.
We have continued to work on improving processes throughout the year, with particular focus on waste.
We have extensive moulding facilities at Feltham and we were aware that an unacceptable proportion of
the moulding material we purchase was ending up as waste. We implemented a project to significantly
reduce this and through improved planning, changes to tooling and product rationalisation we have been
able to reduce this waste.
We believe the improvements we have seen on the sales side will be sustained and we have now
increased our investment in young people with the addition of two apprentices. We have recruited one
into our Design Team and the other in our Customer Support and Programming Team. With the
apprentices we have previously taken on in manufacturing and accounts we now have a group of four.
Although this is not a large number, it is an appropriate rate of growth for our business at this time.
Thames Valley Controls
Thames Valley Controls enjoyed a very busy year. After many years of reduced Local Authority
spending, it seems that purse strings have been loosened for lifts in the last two years. TVC have
benefitted from this, both with their controller products and lift monitoring systems. Our online monitoring
system, CMS Anywhere, has proven to be just what the market needs. Lift operations can be simply
checked, either on the move or from the office. This is essential for today’s housing and facilities
managers who are required to deliver weekly and monthly KPIs to residents on lift performance. As the
demands on these managers become more and more onerous, we believe the opportunities for our
monitoring products will grow. During the year we also released a new Remote Indicator Display (RID),
which enables facilities managers to display a message on a remote screen simply by sending it a SMS
text message. This means residents can be easily informed about building repairs or maintenance
works.
On controller development, a great deal of time and effort has gone in to perfecting our Ethos 2 controller
to ensure market leading functionality.
Once again we have been able to start the year with a strong order book that should continue through
the coming year.
TMP
We successfully completed our search for a new Managing Director at TMP when Dan Robinson joined
in April. He has since carried out a strategic business review that has tailored the business to better
meet medium term needs.
Regulatory requirements in the UK, with regard to road signage, have gone through some significant
changes in the past twelve months. TMP were required to make some design changes to its core
product to ensure the new codes were met. This resulted in the launch of a new solar powered bollard,
Evo-S, with new front and wider side profiles, as well as increased light output. Evo-S is fully compliant
with the latest code requirements and carries an all-important CE mark. Since its launch mid-way
through the year, it has been very well received and has enjoyed good sales.
A key element of reboundable, reflective bollards is the base: the component which allows the bollard to
flex and then return to its original position. Historically we have used a spring mechanism that was
developed and supplied by a third party. As price competition has grown and since this is such an
important element of the bollard, we made the decision to develop our own base. Over the last two
years we have carried out extensive design work and testing on our own base design. From 2015, the

bollard products we manufacture and supply will all use the new TMP base which offers improved impact
performance at lower cost.
It does seem as though spending on road infrastructure will gradually increase over the coming years, so
we believe there are still significant opportunities to grow the business at TMP. We have added
additional design resource to facilitate the flow of new products.
EUROPE
Dewhurst Hungary
In this business we are always under pressure on margins and this year was no exception. Sales grew
marginally and we were able to implement some overhead reductions, which allowed us to improve on
last year’s performance.
During the year Dewhurst Hungary worked with colleagues in the UK to develop a new design of keypad
for one of our key customers. The new keypad meets the latest Payment Card Industry’s Security
Standards, which are extremely stringent. The upgraded product was developed on tight timescales but
was delivered to market absolutely in line with our customers’ requirements.
The test laboratory in Hungary is now fully commissioned and we are carrying out on-going life tests of
all keypad products that we manufacture in Hungary.
We continue to focus strongly on quality to ensure that the number of rejects, measured in parts rejected
per million remains below our customers’ target. To meet such a stringent target requires a great deal of
hard work and attention to detail and the team in Hungary have worked well to achieve these targets. It
is our intention to apply elements of this best practice in quality more widely across Group Companies.
NORTH AMERICA
Dupar Controls
The North American economy continued to be reasonably buoyant and Dupar Controls took advantage
of this, growing sales again this year.
Dupar sales are predominantly in Canada but the business has a Chicago sales office to cover the midwestern United States. After a few lean years, this office has grown sales strongly over the last twelve
months and we will be targeting to continue to extend our customer base in this area over the coming
years.
The increased sales at Dupar have intensified pressure on our production facilities in Ontario. In order
to boost capacity we have invested in a further CNC engraving machine and also added a second
evening shift. This allowed us to meet the additional demand and ensure that lead times were not unduly
extended.
Elevator Research & Manufacturing (ERM)
At the start of the year we changed the management structure in North America to foster harmonisation
of standards between Dupar and ERM. We promoted George Foleanu, the General Manager of Dupar
Controls, to Vice President of North American Operations.
Our aim is to provide a more consistent offering from Dupar and ERM, so whether a customer purchases
a set of fixtures from either company, they will get the same experience, in terms of service, drawings,
product design and quality. To achieve this ambition we needed one person with the correct level of
experience and expertise based in North America to be responsible for both Dupar Controls and ERM.
George is the ideal person for this role.

We have also had a change of General Manager at ERM and we welcome Mike Canzoneri to the team.
Like Dupar, ERM benefitted from the improved economic situation in the U.S. and sales rose. Through
the second half of the year, we saw some return for the additional investment we have put in to ERM on
the production side. The percentage of deliveries shipped on time improved significantly and the backlog
was eradicated. The challenge now is to ensure this higher level of service is continued through next
year.
AUSTRALIA & ASIA
Australian Lift Components (ALC)
This was a challenging year for ALC. Merging two companies is always difficult and it took longer for us
to iron out all the issues as we merged JAS into ALC. These distractions coupled with a reduction in
sales in the first half of the year led to a disappointing performance. It was however a year of two halves,
with their performance dramatically improving in the second half of the year. The team at ALC have now
set the business up positively for the coming year.
Lift Material
Lift Material grew sales throughout the year. The EHC product line, which we believed would be one of
our core lines, performed very strongly. We benefitted not only from good sales of handrails but also
encouraging sales of a wide range of escalator spare parts.
We have invested in additional training of our staff this year on the wide range of products we distribute.
Customers often have the opportunity to buy products direct from the manufacturer but they choose to
buy from us at Lift Material because of the local technical and installation support that we can offer them.
Dual Engraving
Dual’s business in Western Australia continued to be busy throughout the year and we had a number of
major projects in Perth where we supplied custom lift interiors.
The plan for Perth includes further development of the city centre, so there is certainly opportunity to
grow the business over the medium term. To that end we are investing more resource into administration
and manufacturing. This will ensure that we are able to boost our capacity to meet the available demand.
Dewhurst Hong Kong
Dewhurst Hong Kong has been operational for approximately four years and has built up an excellent
reputation for its products and services over this time.
The market in Hong Kong remains quite buoyant. We predominantly sell into the local housing and
infrastructure sectors. There is currently a great deal of infrastructure investment in Hong Kong,
particularly for the railways, with a number of extensions to the Mass Transit Rail System and the new
high-speed rail link to China.
Having previously only sold Dewhurst products, this year Dewhurst Hong Kong took on the distribution of
Avire safety edges for lifts. Initial sales have been very encouraging.
Approved and signed on behalf of the board
David Dewhurst
Group Managing Director
1 December 2014

Financial Review
Trading results
Dewhurst sales figures were the second highest we have reported and much improved on last year. We
achieved stronger sales across all sectors but the main growth areas were the UK lift and transport
sectors. Whilst the UK still faced very tough competition both sectors saw Local Authorities return to
spending, particularly for products that help them achieve improvements in their key performance
indicators. Overall revenue increased by 6.7% from £43.7 million to £46.6 million.
Having restructured parts of the business last year and looked hard at overheads we were well placed to
control these costs and benefit as revenue returned. As a result operating profit before goodwill write
down and acquired intangible amortisation increased by 34.1% from £4.1 million to £5.5 million and in
percentage terms increased from 9.3% to 11.7% of revenue.
Strong cash position
Cash flow was once again very good with £3.9 million of cash being generated from operations. Despite
pension contributions of £1.4 million, increased dividends as well as a small share repurchase the strong
trading performance meant the group ended the year with cash and short-term deposits at £12.9 million,
up £2.4 million from £10.5 million in 2013. This is aligned with the Group’s philosophy of maintaining a
strong cash position together with minimal borrowing.
We started and finished the year with no borrowing or bank overdraft facility.
Pension scheme deficit
This year has seen the scheme deficit increase by £1.7 million from £10.5 million to £12.2 million. The
scheme was closed to future accrual in 2010 and the company has since paid in £1.4 million annually to
reduce the deficit. As previously reported the movement in the liability discount rate, which is used to
calculate the net present value of future liabilities and is traditionally based upon 15 year AA bond yields,
tends to have the biggest impact on the scheme deficit and this year is no different. With a move back
down from 4.3% to 3.8% this one assumption change had approximately a £3.6 million negative impact
on the scheme position.
The Group will continue to pay a fixed sum of £1.4 million annually to reduce the defined benefit pension
scheme deficit and all recommendations made by the scheme's actuary to eliminate the scheme deficit
within an agreed timeframe have been fully implemented.
Pension scheme reporting change
In addition this year, the rule relating to the calculation of net costs on the pension scheme that are
reported through the consolidated income statement finance cost section has changed. No longer are
companies required to report the expected return on pension scheme assets based upon the long-term
rate of return expected for equities, bonds, etc. but instead are required to use the same rate of return for
all assets as defined by the liability discount rate. This change has no impact on the balance sheet
deficit but increases the finance costs reported through the consolidated income statement by £0.4
million as well as decreases the actuarial gains / (losses) on the defined benefit pension scheme
reported through the consolidated statement of recognised income and expense. We have also been
required by IAS 19 (revised) to adjust the comparatives for earlier years and the increase in finance
costs is as follows - 2013: £0.4 million, 2012: £0.1 million, 2011: £0.3 million and 2010: £0.2 million.
Amortisation of acquired intangibles
The A$1.6 million acquired intangibles arising from Dual Engraving in 2013 relate to the customer list
and key relationships present at date of acquisition; these are being written off over their deemed useful

economic life of 3 years. The amortisation will continue until February 2016 when the assets will be fully
written off.
Treasury policy
The Group seeks to reduce or eliminate financial risk to ensure sufficient liquidity is available to meet
foreseeable needs and to invest cash assets safely and profitably. The policies and procedures operated
are regularly reviewed and approved by the board. By varying the duration of its fixed and floating cash
deposits, the Group maximises the return on interest earned.
With over half of profit before tax earned and held in foreign currencies, the Group continues to hedge
internally where possible and to consider the need to use derivatives in the form of foreign exchange
contracts to manage its currency risk. As discussed last year, to reduce the impact of currency risk the
Group successfully switched Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft’s local reporting currency from Hungarian Forints to
Pounds Sterling from 1 October 2013 to match its functional currency. Whilst Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft still
operates in US Dollars as well as Pounds Sterling, this change has seen a marked reduction in the
impact of foreign currency fluctuation in 2014.
Dividends
Dividends are accounted for when paid or approved by shareholders, and not when proposed, therefore
the proposed final dividend for 2014 has not been accrued at the balance sheet date. The total dividend
for 2014 of 9.00p per share is 13% up on 2013 and is covered 5.2 times by earnings. Total equity
improved from £21.9 million to £22.4 million.
There was a reduction in the number of allotted shares during the year, and these have been fully
reported in the directors’ report
Jared Sinclair
Finance Director
1 December 2014
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
Rick Thompson / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 30 September 2014
2014
£(000)

2013^
£(000)

46,616

43,698

(41,437)

(41,104)

Adjusted operating profit*
Goodwill write down
Amortisation of acquired intangibles
Operating profit

5,475
–
(296)
5,179

4,084
(1,266)
(224)
2,594

Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation

85
(452)
4,812

100
(475)
2,219

Taxation

(866)

(1,307)

Profit for the financial year

3,946

912

3,930
16
3,946

960
(48)
912

46.22p

11.28p

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs

Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests
Basic and diluted earnings per share
* Operating profit before goodwill write down and amortisation of acquired intangibles

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense
2014

2013^

£(000)

£(000)

(2,570)

444

(669)

(947)

648

184

(2,591)

(319)

Profit for the financial year

3,946

912

Total recognised income and expense for the year

1,355

593

1,379

717

(24)

(124)

1,355

593

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity
Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity in the year

Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests

^ Restated. For more information see pension scheme reporting change detailed in the Financial Review

Consolidated balance sheet
At 30 September 2014
2014

2013

£(000)

£(000)

3,129

3,173

463

836

Property, plant and equipment

8,665

9,240

Deferred tax asset

2,086

1,709

14,343

14,958

Inventories

4,501

4,557

Trade and other receivables

9,199

8,556

26

20

12,928

10,506

26,654

23,639

40,997

38,597

5,398

5,445

959

752

6,357

6,197

Retirement benefit obligation

12,192

10,530

Total liabilities

18,549

16,727

Net assets

22,448

21,870

Share capital

847

851

Share premium account

157

157

Capital redemption reserve

290

286

Translation reserve

929

1,425

Retained earnings

19,590

18,540

Total attributable to equity

21,813

21,259

635

611

22,448

21,870

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles

Current assets

Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Short-term provisions
Non-current liabilities

Equity

shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors and authorised for issue on 1 December 2014 and were
signed on its behalf by:
Richard Dewhurst Chairman
Jared Sinclair Finance Director
Company Registration Number: 160314

Consolidated cash flow statement
For the year ended 30 September 2014
2014
£(000)

2013
£(000)

5,179

2,594

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Goodwill write down

–

1,266

1,194

1,198

(1,360)

(1,356)

Exchange adjustments

(57)

35

(Profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

(21)

75

4,935

3,812

56

415

(643)

(135)

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

(47)

(308)

Increase/(decrease) in provisions

207

30

4,508

3,814

Depreciation and amortisation
Additional contributions to pension scheme

(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables

Cash generated from operations

–

(1)

Tax paid

Interest paid

(605)

(869)

Net cash from operating activities

3,903

2,944

(112)

(1,716)

47

22

(408)

(587)

(70)

(112)

85

100

(458)

(2,293)

Dividends paid

(720)

(1,023)

Purchase of own shares

(104)

–

Net cash used in financing activities

(824)

(1,023)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

2,621

(372)

10,506

11,101

(199)

(223)

12,928

10,506

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash generated from/(used in) investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Notes
1. AGM, results and dividends
The trading profit for the year, after taxation, amounted to £3.9 million (2013: £0.9 million).
A final dividend on the Ordinary and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary shares of 6.20p per share (2013: 5.66p) for the financial year ended
30 September 2014 will be proposed at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) to be held on 3 February 2015. If approved, this
dividend will be paid on 19 February 2015 to members on the register at 16 January 2015.
An interim dividend of 2.80p per share (2013: 2.34p) was paid on 27 August 2014

2. Earnings per share and dividend per share
Weighted average number of shares
For basic and diluted earnings per share

2014
No.

2013
No.

8,504,298

8,511,398

The calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share is based on the profit for the financial year of £3,930,280 and on
8,504,298 Ordinary 10p and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares, being the weighted average number of shares in issue
throughout the financial year.
Paid dividends per 10p ordinary share
2013 final paid of 5.66p (2012: 9.68p)
2014 interim paid of 2.80p (2013: 2.34p)

2014
£(000)

2013
£(000)

(482)

(824)

(238)

(199)

(720)

(1,023)

The final proposed dividend is based on 3,309,200 Ordinary 10p shares and 5,165,698 ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares,
being the latest number of shares in issue. The directors are proposing a final dividend of 6.20p (2013: 5.66p) per share,
totalling £525k (2013: £482k). This dividend has not been accrued at the balance sheet date.

3. Contingent liability
On 13 December 2013 AIG Specialty Insurance Company filed a complaint against Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft claiming $US7
million in respect of a purported product failure of a component supplied to a third party. Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft believes it has
a strong defence and intends to defend the claim with the utmost vigour.

4. Accounting policies
The accounting policies applied to the 2014 accounts have been consistent with 2013 in all manner except as required by IAS19
(revised) where the comparative recalculation and reporting of the expected return on assets on the pension scheme have been
adjusted and restated throughout these financial statements.

5. Basis of preparation
The financial information set out above does not constitute the company’s statutory accounts for the years ended 30 September
2014 or 2013. Statutory accounts for 2013, have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies. The statutory accounts for 2014
which are prepared under IFRS as adopted by the EU will be delivered to the Registrar of Companies following the company's
annual general meeting.
The preliminary statement of results has been reviewed by and agreed with the Company’s auditor, Chantrey Vellacott DFK
LLP, who have indicated that they will be giving an unqualified opinion in their report on the statutory financial statements for

2014. The auditor has also reported on the 2013 accounts. Their report was unqualified, did not include references to any
matters to which the auditor drew attention to by way of emphasis without qualifying the opinion and did not contain a statement
under section 498 of the Companies Act 2006.
Dewhurst plc has prepared its consolidated and company financial statements in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union (EU) from 1 October 2005. The group and company financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with those parts of the Companies Act 2006 that are applicable to companies
adopting IFRS. The company is registered and incorporated in the United Kingdom; and quoted on AIM.
It is expected that the audited Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 September 2014 will be sent to shareholders and will
also be available on the Company’s website www.dewhurst.co.uk on 22 December 2014.

Transaction in Own Shares
17 July 2014

Dewhurst PLC
(the "Company")
Buy Back of Own Shares for Cancellation

The Company announces that on 17 July 2014, pursuant to the authority granted by
shareholders in the annual general meeting of the Company on 4 February 2014, it
purchased 36,500 of its own 'A' non-voting ordinary shares of 10p nominal value
each ("A Shares") for cancellation. The A Shares were purchased at 285p each. The
total number of A Shares now in issue is 5,165,698.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 8894 7000

Half Yearly Report
09 June 2014

Dewhurst plc - Interim Results for the 6 months ended 31 March 2014

Directors' Interim Report
FIRST HALF
I am pleased to report it has been a much better first half for the Group than last
year. Group turnover was up 7% at £23.0 million (2013: £21.6 million) and profit before
tax rose 38% to £2.1 million (2013: £1.5 million). Adjusted operating profit* of £2.5
million (2013: £1.8 million) is close to the Group's previous record high of £2.6 million
achieved in 2012 and is up 36% on last year. Earnings per share grew by 45% to 17.8p
(2013: 12.3p). The Group balance sheet remains strong with cash of £10.4 million
(2013: £8.1 million).
The growth in turnover was principally generated by the Lift division. We gained from a
full half year of sales from Dual Engraving and strong UK lift controller and monitoring
sales, but faced difficult trading conditions in some East coast areas of Australia.
Overall we still achieved a 10% increase on Lift division sales compared to last
year. Transport and Keypad divisions sales have stabilised, following the falls
experienced last year. The weaker Australian and Canadian Dollars reduced reported
Group sales by a little over £1 million in the six months.
OUTLOOK
After a busy Spring, some of the steam seems to have gone out of the UK lift market,
with some renewed reluctance to commit to significant projects. So although the second
half has started reasonably positively, we are expecting a quieter period over the
summer, albeit not as quiet as last year. The market for highways products is continuing
to recover slowly and demand has also been bolstered by our new products.
Overseas, North America continues to be buoyant, although competition is fierce. In
Australia, although the mining boom is over, there is still a backlog of planned
infrastructure spending and development in Western Australia. In the east there is some
uncertainty following the recent introduction of austerity measures by the
Government. However we have continued to invest in expanding our range of escalator
products and services to help offset any overall market stagnation.
DIVIDENDS
In line with the previously stated dividend strategy, the Directors have declared an
increased interim dividend of 2.80p (2013: 2.34p) which amounts to £238,000 (2013:
£199,000). The interim dividend is payable on 26 August 2014 and will be posted on 21
August 2014 to shareholders appearing in the Register on 11 July 2014 (ex-dividend
date being 9 July 2014).

A final 2013 dividend of 5.66p which amounted to £482,000, compared with 4.68p (plus
5.00p special) the previous year (2013: £824,000) was approved at the AGM held on 4
February 2014 and was paid on 20 February 2014 to members on the register at 17
January 2014.
By Order of the Board
J C SINCLAIR
Finance Director & Secretary
9 June 2014

* Operating profit before goodwill write down, amortisation of acquired intangibles and gain on property disposal

Dewhurst plc
The unaudited consolidated income statement, statement of recognised income and expense, balance
sheet and cash flow statement of Dewhurst plc and its subsidiaries for the half-year ended 31 March 2014,
as compared with the corresponding half-year ended 31 March 2013 and the year ended 30 September
2013, shows the following results:
Half year
ended
31 March
2014
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2013
£000’s

Year
ended
30 September
2013
£000’s

23,021

21,592

43,698

(20,698)
2,471
(148)
2,323

(19,841)
1,811
(60)
1,751

(41,104)
4,084
(1,266)
(224)
2,594

39
(226)

62
(266)

100
(392)

2,136
Est. (619)

1,547
Est. (499)

2,302
(1,307)

Profit for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

1,517

1,048

995

1,506
11
1,517

1,059
(11)
1,048

1,043
(48)
995

Basic and diluted earnings per share
Dividends per share

17.82p
2.80p

12.31p
2.34p

11.69p
8.00p

Half year
ended

Half year
ended

Year
ended

31 March
2014
£000’s

31 March
2013
£000’s

30 September
2013
£000’s

Est. 127

Est. 1,789

361

(482)
15
(340)

458
(673)
1,574

(947)
184
(402)

1,517

1,048

995

1,177

2,622

593

1,181
(4)
1,177

2,571
51
2,622

717
(124)
593

Consolidated income statement

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs
Adjusted operating profit*
Goodwill write down
Amortisation of acquired intangibles
Operating profit
Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Tax on profits

Consolidated statement of recognised
income and expense
Net income/(expense) recognised
directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined
benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation
of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity
Net income / (expense) recognised
directly in equity in the period
Profit for the financial period
Total recognised income and expense
for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

* Operating profit before goodwill write down, amortisation of acquired intangibles and gain on property disposal

Dewhurst plc
Half year
ended
31 March
2014
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2013
£000's

Year
ended
30 September
2013
£000’s

3,251
664
8,882
1,689
14,486

4,991
1,166
9,924
1,303
17,384

3,173
836
9,240
1,709
14,958

4,191
9,722
10,407
24,320
38,806

4,676
9,412
8,112
22,200
39,584

4,557
8,556
20
10,506
23,639
38,597

5,305
228
757
6,290

4,910
146
759
5,815

5,445
752
6,197

Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation
Total liabilities

9,951
16,241

9,631
15,446

10,530
16,727

Net assets

22,565

24,138

21,870

851
157
286
1,043
19,572
21,909

851
157
286
2,453
19,615
23,362

851
157
286
1,425
18,540
21,259

656

776

611

22,565

24,138

21,870

Consolidated balance sheet

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax asset
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current tax liabilities
Short term provisions

Equity
Share capital
Share premium account
Capital redemption reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings
Total attributable to equity shareholders of the
Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

These half-year condensed financial statements are unaudited and do not constitute statutory accounts
within the meaning of Section 435 of the Companies Act 2006. The results for the 2013 year set out above
are abridged. Full accounts for that year reported under IFRS, on which the auditors of the Company made
an unqualified report have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies.
The presentation of these Interim Financial Statements is consistent with the 2013 Financial Statements
and its accounting policies, but where necessary comparative information has been reclassified or
expanded from the 2013 Interim Financial Statements to take into account any presentational changes
made in the 2013 Financial Statements or in these Interim Financial Statements. Reported figures for the
current half year and all comparatives have been amended as a result of IAS19 (revised), which requires
the recalculation of net interest costs on the defined benefit pension scheme reported through finance costs
in the income statement.

Dewhurst plc

Consolidated cash flow statement

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Goodwill write down
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional income to pension scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of
property, plant and equipment
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash (used in) / from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of subsidiary undertakings
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash (used in) / from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Net cash used in financing activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

Half year
ended
31 March
2014
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2013
£000’s

Year
ended
30 September
2013
£000’s

2,323
514
(663)
(171)

1,751
446
(662)
(73)

2,594
1,266
1,198
(1,356)
35

(7)
1,996
366
(1,166)
(140)
5
1,061
(325)
736

(3)
1,459
176
(991)
(672)
37
9
(376)
(367)

75
3,812
415
(135)
(308)
30
3,814
(1)
(869)
2,944

(112)

(1,803)

11
(123)
39
(185)

8
(321)
62
(2,054)

(1,716)
22
(587)
(112)
100
(2,293)

(482)
(482)

(824)
(824)

(1,023)
(1,023)

69

(3,245)

(372)

10,506
(168)

11,101
256

11,101
(223)

10,407

8,112

10,506

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Result of AGM
04 February 2014

Dewhurst PLC
(the "Company")
Result of AGM

The Company is pleased to announce that, at its Annual General Meeting held today
at 11:00 am, all resolutions were duly passed.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Claim against
Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft
03 February 2014

Dewhurst PLC
("Dewhurst" or the "Company")

Claim against Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft

Dewhurst plc, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and
transport industries announces it has received a complaint against Dewhurst
(Hungary) Kft, a subsidiary of the Company, in the District Court of Arizona by AIG
Specialty Insurance Co. claiming US$7 million in respect of a purported product
failure of a component supplied to a third party.
Dewhurst (Hungary) Kft intends to defend the claim with the utmost vigour.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Preliminary Results
3 December 2013

Dewhurst PLC

(“Dewhurst” or the “Group”)

Preliminary Results for the year ended 30 September 2013
Chairman’s Statement
Results
Although we had predicted it, it is still disappointing to report a fall in sales and profits. We did expect
that the deterioration in customer confidence we detected during 2012 would impact our performance
this year. We also warned that keypad sales would fall back after an exceptional 2012. Sales were
down 15% to £43.7 million (2012: £51.6 million), operating profit before goodwill write down and
amortisation of acquired intangibles was £4.1 million (2012: £5.6 million before exceptional gain on
property) and profit before tax was £2.6 million (2012: £5.4 million) down 52%.
The primary cause of the fall in sales was the reduction in keypad sales back to normal levels. There
was also a significant drop in transport division sales in the UK and a smaller fall in UK lift business
sales. In Australia and Asia the fall in sales from continuing businesses was more than offset by the part
year contribution from our acquisition in this market. Apart from the acquisition, the other area of growth
has been North America, where performance has improved significantly in the last year.
It has been a difficult year in a number of respects. But the Group’s employees have shown great
flexibility and resilience to help us work our way through this period. I would like to thank them for their
contribution to what we have achieved this year.
Acquisition and Reorganisation
In February this year we acquired a 70% controlling shareholding in Dual Engraving (Dual) based in
Perth, Western Australia (WA). Dual provides fixtures, cab interiors and metalwork to the lift industry in
WA. Dual complements our existing companies in Australia and allows us to provide improved support
for customers across this vast continent.
Action has been taken to restructure the transport division in the UK and the Australian lift fixture
businesses to improve performance and operational control.
Dividends
We believe it is prudent to retain a cash reserve for the business and do not intend to change that view.
However, one of our objectives is to increase the cash returned to shareholders. Our dividend cover has
historically been very conservative, but we have consumed cash on a number of planned investment
projects in recent years and the continuing support of the pension scheme. With our current business
position we believe we can raise the dividend and still remain relatively conservative. As a result it is our
intention to increase the dividend to a level where on average the maximum cover is 4 times earnings
per share. Clearly this is subject to the cash position remaining healthy and any exceptional items. In
view of these intentions we are proposing to increase the dividend this year despite the disappointing
performance.
Outlook
The transport division continues to struggle with weak demand caused by the cutbacks in public sector
spending in the UK and we do not expect this to change in the short term.
However there are currently definite signs of recovery in some of our major markets, although there is
uncertainty about the sustainability of the trend. The UK economy is growing again and North America
continues to improve. Conversely Australia has fallen back in the majority of our markets on the East
Coast. At the moment this is expected to be a relatively short term dip, but we do feel it will last until at
least the half year point.
Overall, as long as the recovery maintains its momentum, we feel there is a good opportunity to achieve
improved performance in the coming year.

Richard Dewhurst
Chairman

Strategic Report
Business Review
The company and Group principal activity, in the course of the year, continued to be the manufacture of
electrical components and control equipment for industrial and commercial capital goods. The Group
maintained its position as a specialist supplier of equipment to lift, transport and keypad sectors. A
business review of the Group’s operations is dealt with below in operating highlights and in the
Chairman’s Statement on page 1.
Principal Risks and Uncertainties
The board is informed at every meeting of the principal risks and uncertainties across the Group which
could have a material impact on the Group's long and short term performance and action plans to
mitigate these risks. The Group's risk assessment process is designed to identify, manage and mitigate
business risks. Business and operational risks are referred to in the business review. Financial risks,
being currency and credit risk are covered within the financial review and the financial instruments note
(note 25).
Key Performance Indictors
The directors believe that the key financial performance indicators relevant to the Group are earnings per
share, adjusted operating profit, profit before tax and return on equity which are stated in the five year
review on page 13. The key non-financial performance indicators relevant to the Group are quality
measures and on-time deliveries to our customers.
Operating Highlights
It has been a very tough year for most operating companies within the Group.
last year, we were aware that this year would be much more difficult.

After an excellent year

All employees though have worked hard during this period and have remained motivated through some
difficult times. We have continued to improve our processes, reduce our lead times, focus on our on
time deliveries and work on quality improvements.
These advances, coupled with a good number of excellent new products to sell and the feeling that we
are selling them into improving markets, ensures that we enter the new financial year in a stronger
position.
UNITED KINGDOM
Dewhurst UK Manufacturing
After the excitement of last year with our move to our new premises in Feltham and sales well above
forecast, this year was a return to reality. We got on with the hard graft of doing business in the current
difficult business environment. Early in the year and having operated for over 12 months in the new
facility, we recruited a Continuous Improvement Manager. She has really helped us to be more efficient
in our new premises in Feltham, making some good improvements, particularly in the way we
manufacture and assemble our fixtures.
We have also embarked on a rigorous 5S programme
throughout the factory and offices to Sort, Set in Order and Standardise our processes and procedures.
This has ensured that we continue to work in a professional environment.
Over the last twelve months we have had two significant exhibitions, LiftEx held in London, in May and
Interlift, held in Germany in October. When it comes to product development, exhibitions are a good
incentive for focusing attention. This year we have continued to develop our Hall Lantern products and

ancillary products for Destination Control. We have launched a new range of UniBlade Lanterns, which
are quite striking in their design and easy to install. UniBlade is available as both a Hall Lantern for
regular lift installations or as a Lift Identifier for Destination Control Installations.
As well as these
products we have broadened our range of conventional Hall Lanterns, created a new vandal resistant
surface mount faceplate range and made numerous minor improvements to other existing products.
As previously indicated, the last financial year was tough for Dewhurst UK Manufacturing and sales were
down significantly from the previous year. We had however anticipated this to a certain extent and had
already taken significant steps to reduce our overheads, with the result that despite relatively low sales
our overall financial performance showed an encouraging improvement.
Indications are that the UK Lift Industry, in line with the UK economy as a whole, is improving and we will
be working to capitalise on this.
Thames Valley Controls
New Product Development was also one of the key activities for TVC during the year. Although they do
not exhibit overseas, LiftEx was an important opportunity to showcase new developments at the
company and TVC made the most of it.
At LiftEx we previewed the successor to our current Ethos microprocessor, Ethos 2.
This new
processor features a highly intuitive touch screen, which will make both system set up and
troubleshooting significantly easier for lift engineers. We are looking for Ethos 2 to come on line during
the current financial year. We also launched an upgraded version of our monitoring system platform
CMS Anywhere. The look of the screens has been changed to a more modern tabulated view which
allows easy viewing over a wider range of platforms such as tablets and mobile devices. There is also a
new MAPS facility that enables users to pinpoint the exact location of their lift or escalator and to show
its current status. This is particularly useful if a person is trapped in a lift or if a critical escalator has
malfunctioned.
Our flagship product, Navigator, the Ethos Hall Call Destination System, continues to gain traction in the
market and 2013 saw more systems being installed in major modernisation projects in London.
Although the UK market has been difficult, TVC has fared better than Dewhurst UK in terms of orders
received, so we start the year with a stronger order book than last year.
TMP
After last year’s solid sales growth, TMP was not immune this year to the difficult environment in the UK
and we suffered a reduction in sales. The market continues to be tough and there are some potential
code changes which will create challenges but also opportunities for TMP.
We have continued to invest heavily in new product development. We launched our Apollo range of
sign lights in the first half of the year and we are now promoting these with Local Authorities.
Engineering focus is now back on our core range of products and a new range of bollards is due to be
launched early in this financial year.
In mid-2013 John Bailey resigned as Managing Director of TMP to pursue other interests, although he
remains a non-executive Director of Dewhurst plc. We have not yet found a suitable successor but we
are looking to fill the position shortly.
Cortest ceased trading during the year.
EUROPE
Dewhurst Hungary
Sales in Hungary last year were exceptional. We knew that revenues would fall this year and sales in the
year were in line with our expectations.
There continues to be pressure on margins and the team in Hungary have worked hard to implement
efficiency changes which have been reasonably effective.

A great deal of attention is paid to product quality and this year we installed a test laboratory at the plant
in Hungary. This allows us to run product validation tests on a continual basis on random units taken
straight from the production line. The strong focus on quality has allowed us to achieve a significant
reduction in rejects, measured in parts per million by our key customer for the keypad parts. We cannot
achieve this alone and our team in Hungary work closely with our supply base to ensure that we have a
robust supply chain.
Over the years we have suffered significant foreign exchange gains and losses in Hungary. We have
now changed our base currency from the Forint to the pound and we are confident that this will
significantly reduce the impact of foreign exchange on the reported results.
NORTH AMERICA
Dupar Controls
Dupar Controls have performed well over the last few years, despite the North American market being
quite difficult. This year however the market has improved and Dupar Controls benefitted from that
improvement.
The growth in the first half of the year was significant enough to create challenges. The team at Dupar
Controls were quick to respond and boosted their capacity to ensure that customer expectations
continued to be met. It is critical in all our businesses that we achieve a high level of on time delivery.
It is also important that high levels of quality and accuracy are maintained, so when the customer
receives his goods they meet expectations. Dupar Controls and all our other fixtures businesses focus
closely on these aspects and we are confident that this strategy is helping us to increase our market
share.
Much of the product development carried out at Dewhurst UK, is tailored specifically to the requirements
of our key export markets, such as North America. Both Dupar Controls and Elevator Research and
Manufacturing will be promoting these products heavily during the coming year.
Elevator Research & Manufacturing (ERM)
We made a large number of changes in the business last year, dropping product lines that were no
longer profitable. We also relocated the fixture business into a more suitable building and introduced
some lean processes into the operation.
The results have been encouraging and the business is now on a much sounder footing.
There is
however a lot more work to be done to bring the operation up to the standard of other fixture businesses
around the Group. This will take time to achieve but it should allow ERM to thrive.
AUSTRALASIA & ASIA
Australian Lift Components (ALC)
It appeared that the Australian market was immune to the downturn that had affected most other parts of
the world. Inevitably this could not last forever and during 2013 the business environment turned and
became much more difficult. ALC sales dropped significantly as did those of JAS and it became clear
that we should merge these two businesses to ensure that we made synergistic savings as the market
softened.
In 2013 we therefore incorporated JAS into ALC and we now operate with one lift Fixture Company in
New South Wales. This is in reality a more efficient way to operate, has simplified the management
structure and will allow us to provide a higher and more consistent level of service to our customers.
Although the market has remained difficult through 2013, there are signs that following the election the
economy is beginning to pick up.

Lift Material
Lift Material obviously experienced the same market uncertainty as ALC. We did have our first full year
of sales of the Escalator Handrail Company (EHC) products and we were confident that this would be a
strong product line for us which would generate significant sales. The pickup was not quite as fast as
we had hoped but nevertheless, we generated good sales of EHC products which reduced the overall
impact of the market turndown.
The EHC product line takes up a considerable amount of space and it was clear in early 2013 that we
had outgrown our Sydney warehouse. We have therefore moved into larger premises, still conveniently
located near all the lift companies and with plenty of office and warehouse space to allow us to expand
over the medium term.
The interest in EHC products continues to build and we are still very confident that this will be a key
product line for us over the coming years.
Dual Engraving
We acquired Dual Engraving in February 2013 and revenues have been generally in line with
expectations.
Dual Engraving specialise in the design and installation of Lift Car interiors including the fixtures. They
have worked on a large number of the most prestigious new buildings in Perth and have designed some
quite spectacular interiors.
We have often looked at Car Interiors as a natural addition to our range and with the acquisition of Dual
we have access to the expertise required to carry out this work.
It is true to say that Dual’s fortunes are very much linked to the fortunes of Perth. We can look to
broaden their reach but certainly in the short term they are dependent on growth in Perth. The city does
remain buoyant and we are confident that Dual will contribute significantly to the Group over the coming
years.
David Dewhurst
Group Managing Director

Financial Review
Trading results
Dewhurst had a very difficult trading year with sales down on last year, primarily affected by the decline
in transport and keypad sales. The UK transport sector continued to face a very tough and challenging
year with sales to local authorities down significantly in bollards and non-destructive testing. As a result
TMP has been restructured to reduce its operational costs and Cortest has ceased operation and will be
wound up. Last year’s keypad sales were aided by £3.1 million of additional pass through revenue, but
even allowing for the loss of these additional sales, the keypad decline was still double digit. However
this was anticipated, because we recognised 2012 was an exceptional year for keypad sales due to a
customer building up stock. The lift sector maintained overall sales of £31.5 million with the drop in UK
and Australian fixture and UK controller sales being partially offset by strong fixture and cab sales in
North America along with the additional 8 months sales from the new lift division acquisition Dual
Engraving. Overall revenue decreased by 15.2% from £51.6 million to £43.7 million whilst operating
profit before goodwill write down, acquired intangible amortisation and the gain on the property disposal
fell by 27.1% from £5.6 million to £4.1 million.

Goodwill write down
TMP’s poor local sales and performance again meant that the company fell short of its original purchase
valuation and so required a further and final goodwill write down. In Sydney we had two companies
providing lift fixtures to the local market. We felt that this was a confusion in the market and also we
believed operational efficiency and control could be enhanced by merging JAS Engineering (JAS) into
Australian Lift Components. With this merger the goodwill at JAS could not really be separately
identified, so it has been decided to fully write this goodwill down. More information can be found in
note 10 to the accounts.
Strong cash position
Despite a poor operating performance and pension contributions of £1.4 million, cash flow was still good
with £3.8 million of cash being generated from operations. The Group spent £1.7 million, as planned,
acquiring 70% of Dual Engraving as well as £1 million on an enhanced dividend but still ended the year
at a strong £10.5 million.
We started and finished the year with no borrowing or bank overdraft facility.
Pension scheme deficit
A more detailed analysis of the retirement benefit fund assets and liabilities movements is reported in
note 22 under IAS 19, but this year has seen the scheme deficit decrease by £1.4 million from £11.9
million to £10.5 million. The scheme was closed to future accrual in 2010 and the company has since
paid in £1.4 million annually to reduce the deficit. As previously reported the movement in the liability
discount rate, which is used to calculate the net present value of future liabilities and is traditionally
based upon the 15 year AA bond yields, tends to have the biggest impact on the scheme deficit and this
year is no different. With a move back up from 4% to 4.3% this one assumption change had
approximately a £2.0 million positive impact on the scheme position. We were also assisted this year by
improved investment returns. This has meant that, in total over the past 3 years, investment returns
have performed broadly as expected.
The Group will continue to pay a fixed sum of £1.4 million annually to reduce the defined benefit pension
scheme deficit and all recommendations made by the scheme's actuary to eliminate the scheme deficit
within an agreed timeframe have been fully implemented.
Treasury policy
The Group seeks to reduce or eliminate financial risk to ensure sufficient liquidity is available to meet
foreseeable needs and to invest cash assets safely and profitably. The policies and procedures operated
are regularly reviewed and approved by the board. By varying the duration of its fixed and floating cash
deposits, the Group maximises the return on interest earned.
With over three quarters of profit before tax earned and held in foreign currencies the Group continues to
hedge internally where possible and to consider the need to use derivatives in the form of foreign
exchange contracts to manage its currency risk, as reported in note 25. The Group for several years has
been particularly aware of the translational currency risk resulting from Dewhurst (Hungary) kft’s
functional currency being Sterling, yet its local reporting currency being Hungarian Forints. As a result
from 1 October 2013 Dewhurst (Hungary) kft’s local reporting currency has been switched to Sterling to
reduce the impact of currency risk.
Dividends
Dividends are accounted for when paid or approved by shareholders, and not when proposed, therefore
the proposed final dividend for 2013 has not been accrued at the balance sheet date. The total dividend
for 2013 of 8.00p per share is 14% up on 2012 (before last year’s 5p special dividend) and is covered
1.9 times by earnings. Total equity improved from £21.6 million to £21.9 million.
There was no change in the number of allotted shares during the year.
Jared Sinclair
Finance Director

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
Rick Thompson / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 30 September 2013
Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs
Adjusted operating profit (*)
Goodwill write down
Amortisation of acquired intangibles
Gain on disposal of property
Operating profit
Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Taxation
Profit for the financial year
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests
Basic and diluted earnings per share

2013
£(000)

2012
£(000)

43,698

51,555

(41,104)

(45,895)

4,084
(1,266)
(224)
–
2,594

5,605
(3,889)
–
3,944
5,660

100
(99)
2,595

124
(342)
5,442

(1,307)

(1,688)

1,288

3,754

1,336
(48)
1,288

3,786
(32)
3,754

15.70p

44.48p

* Operating profit before goodwill write down, amortisation of acquired intangibles and gain on property disposal

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense
2013

2012

£(000)

£(000)

68

(3,619)

(947)

49

184

821

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity in the year

(695)

(2,749)

Profit for the financial year

1,288

3,754

593

1,005

717

1,004

(124)

1

593

1,005

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity

Total recognised income and expense for the year
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests

Consolidated balance sheet
At 30 September 2013
2013

2012

£(000)

£(000)

3,173

3,555

836

125

Property, plant and equipment

9,240

9,669

Deferred tax asset

1,709

2,037

14,958

15,386

Inventories

4,557

4,852

Trade and other receivables

8,556

8,421

20

–

10,506

11,101

23,639

24,374

38,597

39,760

5,445

5,583

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles

Current assets

Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

–

35

752

722

6,197

6,340

Retirement benefit obligation

10,530

11,856

Total liabilities

16,727

18,196

Net assets

21,870

21,564

Share capital

851

851

Share premium account

157

157

Capital redemption reserve

286

286

Translation reserve

1,425

2,097

Retained earnings

18,540

18,173

Total attributable to equity

21,259

21,564

611

–

21,870

21,564

Current tax liabilities
Short-term provisions
Non-current liabilities

Equity

shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors and authorised for issue on 2 December 2013 and were
signed on its behalf by:
Richard Dewhurst Chairman
Jared Sinclair Finance Director
Company Registration Number: 160314

Consolidated cash flow statement
For the year ended 30 September 2013
2013
£(000)

2012
£(000)

Operating profit

2,594

5,660

Goodwill write down

1,266

3,889

Depreciation and amortisation

1,198

875

(1,356)

(1,399)

Exchange adjustments

35

(155)

(Profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

75

(3,964)

3,812

4,906

415

(583)

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables

(135)

(27)

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

(308)

361

30

247

3,814

4,904

(1)

(5)

Tax paid

(869)

(889)

Net cash from operating activities

2,944

4,010

–

(585)

(1,716)

–

22

4,588

Purchase of property, plant and equipment

(587)

(1,374)

Development costs capitalised

(112)

(104)

100

124

(2,293)

2,649

Dividends paid

(1,023)

(579)

Net cash used in financing activities

(1,023)

(579)

(372)

6,080

11,101

5,009

(223)

12

10,506

11,101

Cash flows from operating activities

Additional contributions to pension scheme

(Increase)/decrease in inventories

Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of subsidiary undertakings
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment

Interest received
Net cash generated from/(used in) investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Notes

1. AGM, results and dividends
The trading profit for the year, after taxation, amounted to £1.3 million (2012: £3.8 million).
A final dividend on the Ordinary and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary shares of 5.66p per share (2012: 4.68p plus 5.00p special) for the
financial year ended 30 September 2013 will be proposed at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) to be held on 4 February 2014.
If approved, this dividend will be paid on 20 February 2014 to members on the register at 17 January 2014.
An interim dividend of 2.34p per share (2012: 2.34p) was paid on 27 August 2013.

2. Earnings per share and dividend per share

Weighted average number of shares
For basic and diluted earnings per share

2013
No.

2012
No.

8,511,398

8,511,398

The calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share is based on the profit for the financial year of £1,336,093 and on
8,511,398 Ordinary 10p and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares, being the weighted average number of shares in issue
throughout the financial year.
Paid dividends per 10p ordinary share
2012 final paid of 9.68p (2011: 4.46p)
2013 interim paid of 2.34p (2012: 2.34p)

2013
£(000)

2012
£(000)

(824)

(380)

(199)

(199)

The final proposed dividend is based on 3,309,200 Ordinary 10p shares and 5,202,198 ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares,
being the latest number of shares in issue. The directors are proposing a final dividend of 5.66p (2012: 9.68p which included a
5p special dividend) per share, totalling £482k (2012: £824k). This dividend has not been accrued at the balance sheet date.

3. Basis of preparation
The financial information set out above does not constitute the company’s statutory accounts for the years ended 30 September
2013 or 2012. Statutory accounts for 2012, have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies. The statutory accounts for 2013
which are prepared under IFRS as adopted by the EU will be delivered to the Registrar of Companies following the company's
annual general meeting.
The preliminary statement of results has been reviewed by and agreed with the Company’s auditor, Chantrey Vellacott DFK
LLP, who have indicated that they will be giving an unqualified opinion in their report on the statutory financial statements for
2013. The auditor has also reported on the 2012 accounts. Their report was unqualified, did not include references to any
matters to which the auditor drew attention to by way of emphasis without qualifying the opinion and did not contain a statement
under section 498 of the Companies Act 2006.
Dewhurst plc has prepared its consolidated and company financial statements in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union (EU) from 1 October 2005. The group and company financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with those parts of the Companies Act 2006 that are applicable to companies
adopting IFRS. The company is registered and incorporated in the United Kingdom; and quoted on AIM.
It is expected that the audited Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 September 2013 will be sent to shareholders and will
also be available on the Company’s website www.dewhurst.co.uk on 20 December 2013.

Director/PDMR Shareholding
2 October 2013

Dewhurst PLC
("Dewhurst" or the "Company")

Director Dealing

Dewhurst plc, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and
transport industries was notified today that Mr. Richard Dewhurst, Chairman of the
Company, purchased 2,000 non-voting 'A' ordinary shares ("'A' Shares") on 2
October 2013. The 'A' Shares were purchased at a price of £2.849 per
share. Accordingly, Richard Dewhurst's beneficial interest in the ordinary share
capital of the Company which carry voting rights is unchanged at 494,333 ordinary
shares representing 14.9 per cent. of the issued share capital of the Company and
125,666 'A' Shares representing 2.4 per cent. of the total issued 'A' Shares.

- Ends -

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Half Yearly Report
12 June 2013

Dewhurst plc - Interim Results for the 6 months ended 31 March 2013

Directors' Interim Report
FIRST HALF
It has been a difficult six months for the Group after the record performance last year. Group turnover
was down 17% at £21.6 million (2012: £26.0 million) and profit before tax fell 41% to £1.7 million (2012:
£2.9 million). Operating profit before exceptional items dropped 32% to £1.8 million (2012: £2.6 million).
Earnings per share fell 41% to 14.4p (2012: 24.2p). However the Group balance sheet remains strong
and we have paid £1.8 million for our 70% acquisition of Dual Engraving yet still have net cash of £8.1
million.
The biggest drop in sales was in the Keypad division, which was expected. The most significant reason
for the decrease is as a result of a major customer’s change in product content. Essentially a significant
component that was previously added to both our costs and revenues has been removed from our remit.
Lift division sales have fallen principally in the UK and Europe, where confidence seems most fragile.
However sales have been weak in almost all areas other than North America. The Transport division
has also seen a significant fall in sales with cutbacks in local authority and central government spending
really starting to bite this year. We are looking at the structure of our Transport businesses to more
closely align them to current levels of demand.
OUTLOOK
Sales are currently at a disappointing level and there is no sign of short term improvement.
Nevertheless confidence is improving in some markets albeit slowly and fitfully. Customers suggest that
there are projects coming, but their timing is uncertain and we do not expect them to impact this financial
year. We have introduced some new products for the lift market which have been well received by
customers, but it will take time for these products to filter through the project chain to orders.
Dual Engraving, our acquisition in Perth, Western Australia (WA) is currently performing within
management expectations. Although there is talk of the Australian economy facing a more difficult
period, there are a good number of committed projects in WA that should help the company prosper in
the short to medium term. However, the amortisation of intangible assets capitalised on the acquisition
of Dual Engraving will impact on its immediate contribution to the Group’s profit.
DIVIDENDS
The Directors have declared an interim dividend of 2.34p which amounts to £199,000; this is the same
as last year. The interim dividend is payable on 27 August 2013 and will be posted on 22 August 2013
to shareholders appearing in the Register at 3:00 p.m. on 12 July 2013 (ex-dividend date being 10 July
2013).
A final 2012 dividend of 9.68p which amounted to £834,000, compared with 4.46p previous year
(£380,000) was approved at the AGM held on 5 February 2013 and was paid on 21 February 2013 to
members on the register at 18 January 2013.
By Order of the Board
J C SINCLAIR
Finance Director & Secretary
11 June 2013

Dewhurst plc
The unaudited consolidated income statement, statement of recognised income and expense, balance
sheet and cash flow statement of Dewhurst plc and its subsidiaries for the half-year ended 31 March
2013, as compared with the corresponding half-year ended 31 March 2012 and the year ended 30
September 2012, shows the following results:
Half year
ended
31 March
2013
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2012
£000’s

Year
ended
30 September
2012
£000’s

21,592

25,997

51,555

(19,841)

(22,981)

(45,895)

1,751
1,751

2,568
(3,498)
3,946
3,016

5,605
(3,889)
3,944
5,660

62
(92)

32
(152)

124
(342)

1,721
Est. (499)

2,896
Est. (840)

5,442
(1,688)

Profit for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

1,222

2,056

3,754

1,233
(11)
1,222

2,077
(21)
2,056

3,786
(32)
3,754

Basic and diluted earnings per share
Dividends per share

14.36p
2.34p

24.16p
2.34p

44.48p
12.02p

Half year
ended

Half year
ended

Year
ended

31 March
2013
£000’s

31 March
2012
£000’s

30 September
2012
£000’s

Est. 1,615

Est. 768

(3,619)

458
(673)
1,400

104
(227)
645

49
821
(2,749)

1,222

2,056

3,754

2,622

2,701

1,005

2,571
51
2,622

2,721
(20)
2,701

1,004
1
1,005

Consolidated income statement

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs
Operating profit before goodwill write down and
gain on disposal of property
Goodwill write down
Gain on disposal of property
Operating profit
Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Tax on profits

Consolidated statement of recognised
income and expense
Net income/(expense) recognised
directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined
benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation
of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity
Net income / (expense) recognised
directly in equity in the period
Profit for the financial period
Total recognised income and expense
for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

Dewhurst plc
Half year
ended
31 March
2013
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2012
£000's

Year
ended
30 September
2012
£000’s

4,991
1,166
9,924
1,303
17,384

3,980
122
9,808
1,408
15,318

3,555
125
9,669
2,037
15,386

4,676
9,412
8,112
22,200
39,584

4,505
10,032
9,982
24,519
39,837

4,852
8,421
11,101
24,374
39,760

4,910
146
759
5,815

6,970
237
596
7,803

5,583
35
722
6,340

Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation
Total liabilities

9,631
15,446

7,979
15,782

11,856
18,196

Net assets

24,138

24,055

21,564

851
157
286
2,453
19,615
23,362

851
157
286
2,137
20,495
23,926

851
157
286
2,097
18,173
21,564

776

129

-

24,138

24,055

21,564

Consolidated balance sheet

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax asset
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current tax liabilities
Short term provisions

Equity
Share capital
Share premium account
Capital redemption reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings
Total attributable to equity shareholders of the
Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

Dewhurst plc

Consolidated cash flow statement

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Goodwill write down
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional income to pension scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of
property, plant and equipment
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash (used in) / from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of subsidiary undertakings
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash (used in) / from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Net cash used in financing activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

Half year
ended
31 March
2013
£000’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2012
£000’s

Year
ended
30 September
2012
£000’s

1,751
446
(662)
(73)

3,016
3,498
300
(640)
(7)

5,660
3,889
875
(1,399)
(155)

(3)
1,459
176
(991)
(672)
37
9
(376)
(367)

(3,946)
2,221
(236)
(1,638)
1,748
121
2,216
(2)
(418)
1,796

(3,964)
4,906
(583)
(27)
361
247
4,904
(5)
(889)
4,010

(1,803)
8
(321)
62
(2,054)

4,538
(1,061)
32
3,509

(585)
4,588
(1,374)
(104)
124
2,649

(824)
(824)

(380)
(380)

(579)
(579)

(3,245)

4,925

6,080

11,101
256

5,009
48

5,009
12

8,112

9,982

11,101

These half-year condensed financial statements are unaudited and do not constitute statutory accounts
within the meaning of Section 435 of the Companies Act 2006. The results for the 2012 year set out
above are abridged. Full accounts for that year reported under IFRS, on which the auditors of the
Company made an unqualified report have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies.
The presentation of these Interim Financial Statements is consistent with the 2012 Financial Statements
and its accounting policies, but where necessary comparative information has been reclassified or
expanded from the 2012 Interim Financial Statements to take into account any presentational changes
made in the 2012 Financial Statements or in these Interim Financial Statements.

For further information, please contact
Dewhurst Plc
Richard Dewhurst / Jared Sinclair
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)
.

Tel: +44 (0)20 8744 8251
Tel: +44 (0)20 7894 7000

Director re-designation
08 April 2013

Dewhurst PLC
("Dewhurst" or the "Company")
Director re-designation
Dewhurst plc, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and
transport industries announces that after 5 years with the business John Bailey has
decided to join his family business. We are delighted that John will retain a nonexecutive position at the Company so with immediate effect has been re-designated
from Executive Director to Non-Executive Director of the Company.
For further details please contact:

Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 894 7000

Trading Update
27 February 2013

Dewhurst PLC
("Dewhurst" or the "Group")
Trading Update
Dewhurst plc, announces that as previously noted in the Chairman's Statement of
the Company's annual report and accounts for the year ended 30 September 2012,
customer demand in the UK started the new year slowly and that weakness has
continued to date. Although Group results are traditionally stronger in the second
half, and management have no reason to expect any change in that pattern this
year, the Board now anticipate that full year profits will be significantly lower than
current market expectations.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Cantor Fitzgerald Europe (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Change of Adviser
19 February 2013

Dewhurst PLC
("Dewhurst" or the "Company")
Change of Adviser

Dewhurst plc, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and
transport industries announces that Cantor Fitzgerald Europe has been appointed as
the Company's Nominated Adviser & Broker with immediate effect.
This follows the acquisition of certain assets and businesses of Seymour Pierce
Limited by Cantor Fitzgerald Europe. For further information see the AIM Notice
dated 8 February 2013.
- Ends For further details please contact:

Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Seymour Pierce Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Acquisition in Dual Engraving
06 February 2013

Dewhurst PLC
("Dewhurst" or the "Group")
Acquisition in Dual Engraving
Dewhurst plc, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and
transport industries, is delighted to announce the acquisition of 70 per cent. of Dual
Engraving ("Dual"), based in Perth, Western Australia ("WA") (the "Acquisition"). The
terms of the Acquisition remain the same as previously announced on 12 November
2012 (see RNS number: 8244Q).
This purchase cements a relationship with Dual that started as a customer of the
Group and latterly developed as a distributor for Lift Material products in WA. After a
handover period, David Waideman will retire from Dual, but the remainder of the
management team will continue, led by Garry Holden as General Manager and
Michael Cook as Operations Manager. We aim to build on Dual's excellent reputation
for service in the WA market and help them to develop with the support and
investment we can provide as a larger organisation. This purchase demonstrates our
continuing commitment to the Australian market and our aim of improving the
Group's service to customers in Australia.
For further details please contact:

Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Seymour Pierce Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Result of AGM
05 February 2013

Dewhurst PLC
(the "Company")
Result of AGM
The Company is pleased to announce that, at its Annual General Meeting held today
at 11:00 am, all resolutions were duly passed.
For further details please contact:

Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Seymour Pierce Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
David Foreman / Rick Thompson (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Preliminary Results
04 December 2012

Dewhurst PLC

(“Dewhurst” or the “Group”)

Preliminary Results for the year ended 30 September 2012
Chairman’s Statement
Results
I am delighted to be able to report record sales and profits for the Group this year. Sales were up 24% to £51.6 million (2011:
£41.5 million), operating profit before goodwill and an exceptional gain from the sale of the property was up 15% to £5.6 million
(2011: £4.9 million) and profit before tax was £5.4 million (2011: £4.3 million) up 26%.
This would have been a good performance in any year but in the current market conditions I believe it is excellent. The
improvement was broadly based, with growth in all three product divisions. Geographically, sales improved in the UK, Europe
and the Far East. The only area not really showing improvement was North America which was broadly flat. The lift and
keypad markets held up in the second half, but the transport sector was more difficult.
For the year as a whole keypad sales and Thames Valley Controls (TVC) were the strongest contributors to growth. TVC sales
were bolstered by the new Hall Call Destination Product and good performance on remote monitoring products.
The Group’s employees have performed really well to achieve these results and I would like to thank them for their continued
effort and dedication.

Property
As reported at the half year we moved our headquarters and main Hounslow factory in December 2011. The team responsible
for this did an excellent job as we moved in on time according to plan. Inevitably there was some disruption during January and
February as we got to grips with our new facilities, but we did our best to keep this to a minimum. I would like to thank our
customers for their forbearance during this time.
The premises were formally opened by the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills in June and we were happy to
welcome a number of customers and suppliers to this event.
We completed the sale of our Inverness Road premises in early March after some lengthy negotiation. This provided a
significant cash boost to the Group and as a result the directors are proposing a special one off additional dividend of 5 pence
per share.

Acquisitions
During the year we completed our acquisition of ERM on the basis of our agreement with the shareholders in July 2010. The
US market has remained tough, but we have now recruited a new general manager to drive the business forward.

Outlook
Keypad sales were unusually high this year. It is anticipated that these sales will revert to more normal levels in the coming
year.
Our concerns expressed at the half year have proved well founded as the new year has started slowly. Customer confidence in
the UK has deteriorated and uncertainty has crept back in. Transport demand remains weak due to Local Authority and Central
Government cutbacks. However we have some potential in new products coming on stream during the year and the potential
acquisition of Dual Engraving, announced on 12 November, which may help to offset performance elsewhere.

Richard Dewhurst
Chairman

Review of Operations
Operating Highlights
We have enjoyed a good year in the majority of our geographical markets. Over the last three or four years we have found that
end customers have generally held back from spending unless it is absolutely necessary. This has flowed through to reduced
spending on modernisation of lifts.

However, we have found that this year many customers have been unable to put off

overdue investment in their lifts any longer and there has been a definite increase in modernisation work. We have certainly
benefitted in many of our businesses from the renewed activity that this has created.
In what has been a busy year we have had tremendous input from all our employees and we are very grateful for their hard
work and significant contribution to this year's success.

UNITED KINGDOM
Dewhurst UK Manufacturing
This was an eventful and fruitful year at Dewhurst UK, with some significant changes taking place.
As we indicated in last year’s report, we decided to restructure our UK businesses. We have moved the fixture and component
supply for the UK back into Dewhurst UK and this has been an almost seamless change. Dewhurst UK now has a Sales Team
of three people who have worked hard to interact with the customer base and build sales of all lift products but we have
especially focussed on fixtures. We have achieved a reasonable amount of success in terms of sales growth in this area.

In

other areas, we have benefitted from the improved lift market and demand for many of our components such as displays,
pushbuttons, locks and key switches has increased.
The move from our Inverness Road site to our new facility in Feltham seems a distant memory but it was a significant milestone
in the year and also in the Company’s history!

The move took place over the last two weeks of December 2011 and the first

two weeks of January 2012. It went very smoothly and essentially to plan. There was not a single day during the move when
production or invoicing was totally compromised and significantly in January we achieved above budget invoicing in the month
when we had carried out the largest element of our move.
Although things went as well as expected, obviously there was some impact on production and our on time deliveries dipped in
January and February of 2012. We recovered after that but achieved only 90%, so we will be working hard during the coming
year to restore on time deliveries to above 95%.

The business has undergone a period of about 18 months during which the

move has been all consuming and we have not been able to instigate new lean programmes across our manufacturing. We are
now in a position to once again focus on our processes and look to improve them across all areas.
Our design teams have also been busy and have developed a number of new products. The main focus has been on our hall
lantern products where we are developing new designs for ‘Blade’ hall lanterns that we will be able to sell not only in the UK but
also through our subsidiary companies around the world.
easier to manufacture and to install.

The Jumbo pushbutton has also been redesigned to make it both

Thames Valley Controls (TVC)
This has been the first year of operation for the newly reformed Thames Valley Controls. As previously reported, with Dewhurst
UK Manufacturing taking over the supply of the lift fixtures and components, TVC have focussed their activities on the
manufacture and supply of Lift Control Products and Lift Monitoring Systems.
TVC have had an excellent first year with strong sales and a good contribution to Group profits.
The significant development work that we carried out for our flagship product Navigator: the Ethos Hall Call Destination System,
bore fruit. We delivered a number of these systems throughout the year.

Some of these installations are now fully

commissioned and the feedback from customers and users alike has been very positive. Further development of the Navigator
product has also taken place in the year, driven by customer requirements. For example, one project that we won in Canary
Wharf required us to integrate a turnstile security system into Navigator. When staff swipe their card to gain access to the lift
lobby, a call is automatically registered with the lifts and the staff are directed immediately to the lift that will take them to their
floor. This speeds up traffic flow and improves security.
The upturn in the modernisation market also benefitted TVC and the excellent reputation of our Ethos controller in the market
led to strong sales of the product through the year.

The market remains very price-competitive and we have worked hard

throughout the year to drive down the cost of manufacture to enable us to stay competitive in the long term.
Demand for our monitoring products has also remained strong and we have continued to invest in our reporting system, CMS
Anywhere, to ensure that it is compatible with the wide range of software platforms our customers now use.

Traffic Management Products (TMP)
Despite reduced Government spending and increased competition TMP delivered good sales growth on the previous year.
Margins however remain under significant pressure as Local Authorities continue to implement spending cuts with price
becoming the key determinant in product selection.
In response to such threats TMP have commenced a lean and continuous improvement programme and are working closely
with their supply chain to ensure goals are aligned and the required efficiency and cost improvement are achieved.
TMP’s commitment to new product development has continued with the Apollo sign lights, due for launch in January 2013,
which will be followed by further product launches before the end of next year.

Cortest
Cortest achieved a record year with significant sales growth achieved through the delivery of two large PFI schemes.
The client base has continued to expand as we increase both the number of blue chip engineering companies and local
authorities with whom we do business. However, as seen with TMP, Local Authority budget cuts have impacted margins and
restricted our larger opportunities to PFI schemes.
We have made changes to the operational structure during the year to improve the effectiveness of the business to cope with
fluctuating demand and we will continue to assess how best to meet these requirements going forward.

EUROPE
Dewhurst Hungary
Hungary had a strong year for sales. Just over half this growth was generated due to a change in the content of a product that
we supply to a key customer. A relatively expensive component in the product that was originally free issued, had to be
purchased by Dewhurst Hungary. Unfortunately, it was then sold on with a relatively low handling charge. Having said that,
demand for all Hungary’s product was strong throughout the year and even without this change Hungary would have shown
good sales growth.
Throughout the year, the team at Dewhurst Hungary have carried out a large number of relatively small Kaizen projects to
continuously improve our assembly processes. These have been quite successful, leading to small but important reductions in
cycle times and also helping to improve our quality levels.
Despite being under constant price pressure, we are also under pressure to continuously improve quality standards and we
have been able to drive our number of rejected parts down quite considerably over the last twelve months. We have invested
in a state of the art Coordinate Measuring Machine, which allows us to measure the critical dimensions of components. This
ensures that we have good control of the quality of piece parts, whether they be moulded, die cast or machined.

NORTH AMERICA
Dupar Controls
Dupar had another solid year and performed in a broadly similar way to last year.

The market in North America continues to

be difficult, so to hold their own in this environment was a creditable achievement.
There has been significant focus throughout the year on trying to make sure that our products are as quick and simple to install
as possible.

We now have a large number of jobs where customers free issue us their pushbutton control printed circuit

boards. We then fully wire everything up, so that when our car stations arrive on site all the lift company needs to do is to
connect up to the connectors on these boards and the installation of the car station is complete. This can save many hours of
installation time and is a huge cost benefit to our customers.
Dupar continue to work hard to continuously improve their processes. Good progress has been made in ensuring the minimum
of programming is required to interface the drawings they produce for each job, with their laser cutter and engraving machines.
With jobs moving seamlessly through these two sections we have been able to improve our efficiency and throughput at Dupar.

Elevator Research & Manufacturing (ERM)
It has been another difficult year at ERM but we are confident that the changes we have made during the year will put us in a
much stronger position for the coming year.
We carried out a major audit of the business early in the year and this has led to a fairly significant reorganisation of ERM in
terms of the layout of our manufacturing space and also our product offering. In terms of manufacturing, we have been able to
reduce the space in which we operate and this has allowed us to vacate two of the buildings that we leased. We have moved
our fixture operation into a newer, more convenient building (one we were already leasing). Moving this part of the operation
enabled us to have a clean sheet with regard to layout of our processes, so we now have a much better flow of work around the
manufacturing space.
At the same time we have rationalised our product range and dropped two product lines which were no longer profitable.
These changes leave us with a leaner and more efficient business, which is more able to compete in the current environment.

Clive Mann who had been running ERM for the past decade retired during the year and we welcome Barnet Rogers, who has
taken up the role as the new General Manager of ERM.

He has already implemented a number of positive changes and we

wish him every success in the future.

AUSTRALASIA & ASIA
Australian Lift Components (ALC)
ALC reported a good increase in sales on the back of a healthy Australian market that benefitted all Group Companies in the
region.

Demand for fixture products was very strong with a number of large modernisation projects being completed through

the year.
ALC aims to be the supplier of choice for high quality installations in Australia, so it was pleasing that this year we have provided
fixtures for such iconic venues as the Sydney Opera House and the Melbourne Cricket Ground.

Lift Material
Lift Material had a reasonable year, again benefitting from strong demand for lift components.
In the middle of the year we signed an agreement with Escalator Handrail Company (EHC) of Canada to distribute and install
their handrails. EHC are a world leader in the escalator handrail market and have some excellent new products.
focussing on the supply and installation of their range of thermoplastic handrails.

These have the advantage of superior

resistance to delamination, drive, slippage, dust and vandalism compared with conventional handrails.
also have an extended life, so the frequency of change – out is reduced.

We will be

These new handrails

After extensive training, Lift Material are now

accredited to carry out the onsite installation (splicing) of the EHC handrails and in the last quarter of the year they carried out
their first installations.

We are confident that this will be a strong product line for us over the medium term.

JAS Engineering
In their first full year within the Dewhurst Group JAS had good sales and although margins improved there is still more work to
be done on improving efficiency. We have carried out initial lean training and implementation of a number of ideas generated
will lead to some reorganisation of the operation.

Dewhurst Hong Kong
Dewhurst Hong Kong have built on their strong performance last year with another excellent year of sales and profit growth.
After some slower years, the Hong Kong market has stabilised and there is a steady flow of major infrastructure projects which
lead to good demand for our products.

David Dewhurst
Group Managing Director

Financial Review
Record results
Dewhurst returned a record year on revenue and profits with double digit sales growth across all three business sectors. Strong
global sales in keypad products was aided by £3.1 million of additional pass through revenue but even without these additional
sales, the keypad growth was still double digit. The lift sector’s growth came from good fixture and component sales in Asia and
Australasia along with solid sales in the UK and despite the UK transport sector facing a tough and challenging year, sales of
bollards and non-destructive testing grew. Overall revenue increased 24.3% from £41.5 million to £51.6 million whilst operating
profit before goodwill write down and the gain on the property disposal grew by 14.9% from £4.9 million to £5.6 million.

Goodwill write down
Despite strong Group results, Dewhurst plc needed to take a prudent view on three subsidiaries and write down their respective
goodwill amounts. ERM, our US corporation, faced with a struggling US economy continued to make losses and so was fully
written down. A new general manager has been recruited and steps have been taken to address the losses. TMP improved
performance, but was still short of its original purchase valuation and so required a goodwill write down. And finally, Dewhurst
UK Manufacturing Ltd, having absorbed the Switching Components pushbutton range into its operations back in 2007, has seen
a conversion of customers across to the Dewhurst pushbutton range over the years. This now requires its goodwill to be written
down.

Gain on disposal of Inverness Road
The sale of the Inverness Road property is detailed in the report of the directors but as the gain was material at £3.9 million it
has been separately disclosed on the face of the consolidated income statement. After taking professional advice it is the
company’s belief that capital gains tax roll-over relief will be available and the transaction has been accounted for on that basis.

Strengthened cash position
Cash flow was once again very good with £4.9 million of cash being generated from operations despite pension contributions of
£1.4 million. The Group spent £0.8 million, as planned, completing the re-development of the Hampton Business Park property
prior to moving in as well as spending £0.6 million acquiring the final stake in ERM. The £4.5 million net proceeds from the sale
of Inverness Road ensured the Group ended the year with cash and short-term deposits at a very respectable £11.1 million.
This is aligned with the Group’s philosophy of maintaining a strong cash position together with minimal borrowing.
We started and finished the year with no borrowing and last year’s precautionary £2.0 million secured bank overdraft facility was
cancelled.

Pension scheme deficit
This year has seen the scheme deficit increase by £2.6 million from £9.3 million to £11.9 million. Although the scheme was
closed to future accrual from 1 October 2010 and the company has paid £1.4 million annually since then into the scheme this
and any asset return has been more than offset by this year’s change in assumptions, specifically the liability discount used.
The liability discount is used to calculate the net present value of future liabilities and is traditionally based upon the 15 year AA
bond yields. The yield in the past year has dropped from 5% to 4% and this one assumption change has had approximately a
£6 million negative impact on the scheme position.
The Group will continue to pay a fixed sum of £1.4 million annually to reduce the defined benefit pension scheme deficit and all
recommendations made by the scheme's actuary to eliminate the scheme deficit within an agreed timeframe have been fully
implemented.

Treasury policy
The Group seeks to reduce or eliminate financial risk to ensure sufficient liquidity is available to meet foreseeable needs and to
invest cash assets safely and profitably. The policies and procedures operated are regularly reviewed and approved by the
board. By varying the duration of its fixed and floating cash deposits, the Group maximises the return on interest earned.
With just over half of profit before tax earned and held in foreign currencies the Group continues to hedge internally where
possible and to consider the need to use derivatives in the form of foreign exchange contracts to manage its currency risk, as
reported in note 25.

Dividends
Although the pension deficit remains a concern and a liability to be funded, the directors consider that some of the cash
generated by the sale of Inverness Road should be returned to shareholders. They are therefore recommending a 5p special
dividend in addition to the normal dividend of 7.02p. The total dividend for 2012 of 12.02p per share, up 79.7% against last
year’s 6.69p, is covered 3.7 times by earnings. Total equity declined from £21.8 million to £21.6 million. Dividends are
accounted for when paid or approved by shareholders, and not when proposed, therefore the proposed final dividend for 2012
has not been accrued at the balance sheet date.
There was no change in the number of allotted shares during the year.
Jared Sinclair
Finance Director
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8200

Richard Dewhurst, Chairman
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Seymour Pierce Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
Rick Thompson / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 30 September 2012
Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs
Operating profit before goodwill write down and gain on property
disposal
Goodwill write down
Gain on disposal of property
Operating profit
Share of loss from associate
Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Tax on profit
Profit for the financial year
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests
Basic and diluted earnings per share

2012
£(000)

2011
£(000)

51,555

41,487

(45,895)

(37,063)

5,605

4,880

(3,889)
3,944
5,660

(456)
4,424

124
(342)
5,442

(29)
62
(137)
4,320

(1,688)

(1,428)

3,754

2,892

3,786
(32)
3,754

2,924
(32)
2,892

44.10p

33.98p

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense
2012

2011

£(000)

£(000)

(3,619)

(2,423)

49

(41)

821

640

(2,749)

(1,824)

Profit for the financial year

3,754

2,892

Total recognised income and expense for the year

1,005

1,068

1,004

1,071

1

(3)

1,005

1,068

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity
Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity in the year

Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests

Consolidated balance sheet
At 30 September 2012
2012

2011

£(000)

£(000)

3,555

7,357

125

158

Property, plant and equipment

9,669

9,581

Deferred tax asset

2,037

1,779

15,386

18,875

Inventories

4,852

4,269

Trade and other receivables

8,421

8,394

-

203

11,101

5,009

24,374

17,875

39,760

36,750

5,583

5,222

Current tax liabilities

35

-

Short-term provisions

722

475

6,340

5,697

Retirement benefit obligation

11,856

9,299

Total liabilities

18,196

14,996

Net assets

21,564

21,754

Share capital

851

851

Share premium account

157

157

Capital redemption reserve

286

286

Translation reserve

2,097

2,059

Retained earnings

18,173

18,252

Total attributable to equity

21,564

21,605

-

149

21,564

21,754

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles

Current assets

Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

Non-current liabilities

Equity

shareholders of the company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

The financial statements were approved by the board of directors and authorised for issue on 3 December 2012 and were
signed on its behalf by:
Richard Dewhurst Chairman
Jared Sinclair Finance Director
Company Registration Number: 160314

Consolidated cash flow statement
For the year ended 30 September 2012
2012
£(000)

2011
£(000)

Operating profit

5,660

4,424

Goodwill write down

3,889

456

875

812

(1,399)

(1,313)

(155)

(208)

(3,964)

(4)

4,906

4,167

(583)

202

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables

(27)

(674)

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

361

191

Increase/(decrease) in provisions

247

126

4,904

4,012

Cash flows from operating activities

Depreciation and amortisation
Additional (income)/costs to pension scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
(Increase)/decrease in inventories

Cash generated from operations

(5)

Interest paid

(16)

Income tax paid

(889)

(1,095)

Net cash from operating activities

4,010

2,901

(585)

(869)

-

(907)

4,588

7

(1,374)

(5,124)

(104)

(129)

124

61

2,649

(6,961)

Dividends paid

(579)

(551)

Net cash used in financing activities

(579)

(551)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

6,080

(4,611)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

5,009

9,593

12

27

11,101

5,009

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of subsidiary undertakings
Acquisition of business and assets
Net proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash generated from/(used in) investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Notes

1. AGM, results and dividends
The trading profit for the year, after taxation, amounted to £3,754k (2011: £2,892k).
A 5p special dividend in addition to the normal final dividend on the Ordinary and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary shares of 4.68p per
share (2011: 4.46p) for the financial year ended 30 September 2012 will be proposed at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) to
be held on 5 February 2013. If approved, this dividend will be paid on 21 February 2013 to members on the register at 18
January 2013.
An interim dividend of 2.34p per share (2011: 2.23p) was paid on 28 August 2012.

2. Earnings per share and dividend per share
Weighted average number of shares
For basic and diluted earnings per share

2012
No.

2011
No.

8,511,398

8,511,398

The calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share is based on the profit for the financial year of £3,753,494 and on
8,511,398 Ordinary 10p and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares, being the weighted average number of shares in issue
throughout the financial year.
Paid dividends per 10p ordinary share
2011 final paid of 4.46p (2010: 4.24p)
2012 interim paid of 2.34p (2011: 2.23p)

2012
£(000)

2011
£(000)

(380)

(361)

(199)

(190)

The final proposed dividend is based on 3,309,200 Ordinary 10p shares and 5,202,198 ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares,
being the latest number of shares in issue. The directors are proposing a 5p special dividend in addition to the normal final
dividend of 4.68p (2011: 4.46p) per share, totalling £824k (2011: £380k). This dividend has not been accrued at the balance
sheet date.

3. Basis of preparation
The financial information set out above does not constitute the company’s statutory accounts for the years ended 30 September
2012 or 2011. Statutory accounts for 2011, have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies. The statutory accounts for 2012
which are prepared under IFRS as adopted by the EU will be delivered to the Registrar of Companies following the company's
annual general meeting.
The preliminary statement of results has been reviewed by and agreed with the Company’s auditor, Chantrey Vellacott DFK
LLP, who have indicated that they will be giving an unqualified opinion in their report on the statutory financial statements for
2012. The auditor has also reported on the 2011 accounts. Their report was unqualified, did not include references to any
matters to which the auditor drew attention to by way of emphasis without qualifying the opinion and did not contain a statement
under section 498 of the Companies Act 2006.
Dewhurst plc has prepared its consolidated and company financial statements in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union (EU) from 1 October 2005. The group and company financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with those parts of the Companies Act 2006 that are applicable to companies
adopting IFRS. The company is registered and incorporated in the United Kingdom; and quoted on AIM.
It is expected that the audited Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 September 2012 will be sent to shareholders and will
also be available on the Company’s website www.dewhurst.co.uk on 21 December 2012.

Potential Aquisition in Dual Engraving
12 November 2012

Dewhurst plc (the "Company" or "Dewhurst")
Potential Acquisition in Dual Engraving
Dewhurst plc, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and
transport industries, is pleased to announce it has signed a conditional agreement to
acquire 70% of the business and assets of the partnership trading as Dual Engraving
from D.E. Corporate Pty Ltd and Datree Pty Ltd (the "Business" or "Dual"). The
agreement is subject to satisfactory due diligence on the Business.
Dual, based in Perth, Western Australia (WA), is a lift car interior and fixture
manufacturer which works with all the major lift companies in the local WA market. In
addition the Business supplies lift components to that market, including products
from Dewhurst, Designcom, TL Jones and Memco.
Subject to successful completion, the acquisition of a 70% stake in Dual
demonstrates the Company's commitment to continue to expand its international
operations. Part of the Company's strategy over recent years has been to seek to
add additional fixture businesses around the world that can act as an outlet for sales
of the Company's components and add value with local supplies and support for
customers. Dual Engraving is already a customer of the Dewhurst Group, so this
acquisition will not generate additional component sales, but it will secure those
sales.
The key terms of the deal are as follows:
The Company will acquire the 50% stake of David Waideman (held by Datree Pty
Ltd) for a maximum cash consideration of A$2,050,000 on completion. David
Waideman will retire from the business and has agreed to certain restrictive
covenants for a period of 3 years.
The Company has also agreed with Michael Cook (held by D.E. Corporate Pty Ltd),
the remaining shareholder in Dual, to acquire a further 20% stake for a maximum
cash consideration of A$820,000 on completion. Michael will retain a 30% stake
within the business and act as Director and Operations Manager of Dual. There is
also provision within the agreement for Dewhurst to acquire an additional 10% stake
within the first 2 years for a maximum of $410,000 as well as pre-emption rights on
the remaining 20% shareholding. Michael also has certain restrictive covenants for a
period of 3 years.
Richard and David Dewhurst will be appointed as directors of Dual Engraving Pty
Ltd.
In the year ended 30 June 2012 (the most recently filed financial information), Dual
Engraving made a profit before tax of A$1.58m on turnover of approximately
A$5.65m.

Commenting on the acquisition, Richard Dewhurst, Chairman of the Company, said:
"Assuming we proceed to completion, the deal will allow us to provide better
geographical support to customers in our important Australian market. Dual has
been a customer of our Lift Material subsidiary for several years and we have been
impressed with the way the business has developed over that period. There are long
term plans for further development in Perth, which should support continued growth
of the business, although, of course, there are cycles in all economies."
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc Tel: +44 (0)20 8744 8251
Richard Dewhurst / Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd Tel: +44 (0)20 7107 8000
Richard Thompson / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Holding(s) in Company
28 September 2012

Dewhurst Plc (‘Dewhurst’ or ‘the Company’)
Holdings in Company
Dewhurst Plc (AIM:DWHT) an independent supplier of quality components to the
lift, keypad and transport industries, received notification on 24 September 2012
that following the acquisition of 7,000 ordinary shares in the Company (“Ordinary
Shares”) on 21 September 2012, FMR LLC, the parent holding company of FIL
Management Trust Company, now holds a total of 170,500 Ordinary Shares,
representing 5.15 per cent. of the total voting rights of the Company.
**ENDS**
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0)20 8744 8251

Richard Dewhurst / Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Rick Thompson
Finance)

/

Tel: +44 (0)20 7107 8000
David Foreman (Corporate

Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Pre-Close Trading Update
13 September 2012

Dewhurst PLC
(“Dewhurst” or the “Group”)
Pre-Close Trading Update
Dewhurst PLC (AIM:DWHT), an independent supplier of quality components to the
lift, keypad and transport industries, is pleased to announce the following pre-close
trading update for the year ending 30 September 2012.
Profit before taxation for the year is projected to be significantly ahead of market
expectations primarily due to better than expected sales both in the UK and
overseas.
Dewhurst’s preliminary results for the year ending 30 September 2012 are expected
to be announced in early December 2012.
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director, commented “Despite the concerns reported in the
interims of market fragility, demand has remained healthy through the second half,
resulting in the Group performing better than expected.”
- ends -

For further information please contact:
Dewhurst PLC
Jared Sinclair, Finance Director

Tel: +44 (0)208 744 8251

Seymour Pierce Limited (Nominated Adviser)
Rick Thompson / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0)207 107 8000

Acquisition Update
01 August 2012

Dewhurst PLC (the "Company" or "Dewhurst")
Acquisition Update
Further to the announcements on 30 June 2010 and 20 December 2010, Dewhurst
PLC, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and rail
industries, announces the acquisition of the remaining shareholding of Clive Mann in
Elevator Research & Manufacturing Corp. ("ERM") and Winter & Bain
Manufacturing, Inc. ("W&B"), both Californian corporations which specialise in the
elevator market.
On 19 May 2011 W&B was merged into ERM. The shareholding of Clive Mann
became 20% of the newly combined ERM corporation.
The Company has now agreed with Clive Mann, the only remaining shareholder in
the newly combined ERM, that it shall immediately purchase his entire shareholding
for US$906,950 (previously reported as a maximum consideration of US$1,067,000
subject to certain performance criteria).
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0)20 8744 8251

Richard Dewhurst / Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd

Tel: +44 (0)20 7107 8000

Freddy Crossley / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Half Yearly Report
13 June 2012

Dewhurst plc - Interim Results for the 6 months ended 31 March 2012
Directors' Interim Report
FIRST HALF
Group turnover was up 34% at £26.0 million compared to £19.4 million last year and profit before tax
increased 45% to £2.9 million (2011: £2.0 million). The first half profit includes a net gain of £0.4
million from the sale of property offset by goodwill impairments detailed below. Operating profit before
these exceptional items improved 25% to £2.6 million (2011: £2.1 million). Earnings per share
increased 47% to 24.2p (2011: 16.4p).
Sales improvements were broadly based with increases in all three major product groups and growth
both in the UK and overseas. Part of the increase in sales in the keypad division is as a result of the
change in product content previewed in last year's annual report.
During the first half we moved the headquarters and factory to our new home in Feltham. We also
sold our old premises at Inverness Road, Hounslow. There was a gain of £3.9m on the sale of the old
premises, which the Directors believe qualifies for Capital Gains Tax roll-over relief. These results
have been prepared on that basis.
Although we have seen a recovery in the performance of TMP, our traffic products company, this is
insufficient to support the goodwill on acquisition and it has been written down substantially. We have
taken action to improve the performance of our US acquisition, ERM, but that business is still not
generating sufficient profit to support its goodwill on acquisition, so that has also been written off.
Despite the write downs we remain committed to these businesses and consider they can make an
important contribution to the group in the future.
OUTLOOK
Currently sales remain healthy, but market confidence is fragile. The economic news in the press is
remorselessly gloomy, so we feel this must impact on our demand at some point. Contacts in the UK
industry point to a dearth of new projects commencing and this will feed through to us in time.
Overseas demand seems steadier, though subject to the same concerns regarding fragility.
The sale of the premises has put our cash position back on a sound footing. Whilst we are committed
by the agreed funding plan to direct some of this cash towards the pension fund over the next few
years, we are well placed to continue our investment in new products and take advantage of any
other growth opportunities that arise.
DIVIDENDS
The Directors have declared an interim dividend of 2.34p which amounts to £199,000, compared with
2.23p last year (£190,000). The interim dividend is payable on 28 August 2012 and will be posted on
23 August 2012 to shareholders appearing in the Register at 3:00 p.m. on 13 July 2012 (ex-dividend
date being 11 July 2012).
A final 2011 dividend of 4.46p which amounted to £380,000, compared with 4.24p previous year
(£361,000) was approved at the AGM held on 26 January 2012 and was paid on 14 February 2012 to
members on the register at 13 January 2012.
By Order of the Board
J C SINCLAIR
Finance Director & Secretary
12 June 2012

Half year
ended
31 March
2012
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2011
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2011
£(000)’s

25,997

19,409

41,487

(22,981)

(17,359)

(37,063)

2,568
(3,498)
3,946
3,016

2,050
2,050

4,880
(456)
4,424

-

(21)

(29)

32
(152)

37
(63)

62
(137)

2,896
Est. (840)

2,003
Est. (605)

4,320
(1,428)

Profit for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

2,056

1,398

2,892

2,077
(21)
2,056

1,411
(13)
1,398

2,924
(32)
2,892

Basic and diluted earnings per share
Dividends per share

24.16p
2.34p

16.43p
2.23p

33.98p
6.69p

Half year
ended

Half year
ended

Year
ended

31 March
2012
£(000)’s

31 March
2011
£(000)’s

30 September
2011
£(000)’s

Est. 768

Est. 583

(2,423)

104
(227)
645

558
(319)
822

(41)
640
(1,824)

2,056

1,398

2,892

2,701

2,220

1,068

2,721
(20)
2,701

2,242
(22)
2,220

1,071
(3)
1,068

Consolidated income statement

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs
Operating profit before goodwill write down and
gain on disposal of property
Goodwill write down
Gain on disposal of property
Operating profit
Share of loss from associates
Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Tax on profits

Consolidated statement of recognised
income and expense
Net income/(expense) recognised
directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined
benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation
of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity
Net income / (expense) recognised
directly in equity in the period
Profit for the financial period
Total recognised income and expense
for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

Half year
ended
31 March
2012
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2011
£(000)'s

Year
ended
30 September
2011
£(000)’s

3,980
122
9,808
1,408
15,318

7,814
184
8,812
1,097
17,907

7,357
158
9,581
1,779
18,875

4,505
10,032
9,982
24,519
39,837

4,046
8,704
3,098
15,848
33,755

4,269
8,394
203
5,009
17,875
36,750

6,970
237
596
7,803

3,420
41
421
3,882

5,222
475
5,697

Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation
Total liabilities

7,979
15,782

6,927
10,809

9,299
14,996

Net assets

24,055

22,946

21,754

851
157
286
2,137
20,495
23,926

851
157
286
2,468
18,994
22,756

851
157
286
2,059
18,252
21,605

129

190

149

24,055

22,946

21,754

Consolidated balance sheet

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax asset
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current tax liabilities
Short term provisions

Equity
Share capital
Share premium account
Capital redemption reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings
Total attributable to equity shareholders of the
Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

Half year
ended
31 March
2012
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2011
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2011
£(000)’s

3,016
3,498
300
(640)
(7)

2,050
303
(579)
166

4,424
456
812
(1,313)
(208)

(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

(3,946)
2,221
(236)
(1,638)
1,748
121
2,216
(2)
(418)
1,796

1,940
424
(1,005)
(1,190)
72
241
(470)
(229)

(4)
4,167
202
(674)
191
126
4,012
(16)
(1,095)
2,901

Cash flows from investing activities
Proceeds from sale of associate undertaking
Acquisition of subsidiary undertakings
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash used in investing activities

4,538
(1,061)
32
3,509

667
(1,955)
(919)
8
(3,870)
37
(6,032)

(869)
(907)
7
(5,124)
(129)
61
(6,961)

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Net cash used in financing activities

(380)
(380)

(361)
(361)

(551)
(551)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents

4,925

(6,622)

(4,611)

5,009

9,593

9,593

48

127

27

9,982

3,098

5,009

Consolidated cash flow statement

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Goodwill write down
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional income to pension scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of
property, plant and equipment

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

These half-year condensed financial statements are unaudited and do not constitute statutory accounts
within the meaning of Section 435 of the Companies Act 2006. The results for the 2011 year set out above
are abridged. Full accounts for that year reported under IFRS, on which the auditors of the Company made
an unqualified report have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies.
The presentation of these Interim Financial Statements is consistent with the 2011 Financial Statements
and its accounting policies, but where necessary comparative information has been reclassified or
expanded from the 2011 Interim Financial Statements to take into account any presentational changes
made in the 2011 Financial Statements or in these Interim Financial Statements.

For further information, please contact:
Dewhurst Plc
Richard Dewhurst / Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Limited
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0)20 8744 8251
Tel: +44 (0)20 7107 8000

Sale of Freehold Property

05 March 2012

Dewhurst PLC (the "Company" or "Dewhurst")
Sale of Freehold Property
Dewhurst PLC, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, transport and keypad
industries, is pleased to announce the sale of its freehold property known as Melbourne Works,
Inverness Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 3LT to Willowcharm Limited for the total cash
consideration of £6.0 million (£5.0 million plus £1.0 million VAT).
The Company recently moved its headquarters and factory from Melbourne Works to a fully
refurbished freehold property at Unit 9 Hampton Business Park, Hampton Road West, Feltham
providing a modern set of offices and factory more appropriate to the current needs of the business.
Prior to the sale of Melbourne Works, the Company had successfully obtained residential planning
permission for the site to enable it to realise the maximum possible value to offset against the cost of
the new premises. Melbourne Works is reported in the books of the Company with a net book value of
£0.6 million, giving rise to an estimated profit on disposal of £3.9 million (assuming associated costs
of disposal of £0.5 million).
The net cash proceeds from the sale will enable the Company to full pay down any short-term
indebtedness to its bank, enabling a return to its core strategy of maintaining a strong cash position
together with minimal or no borrowing.
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0)20 8744 8251

Richard Dewhurst / Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0)20 7107 8000

Result of AGM
26 January 2012

Dewhurst PLC (the "Company" or "Dewhurst")
Result of AGM
The Company is pleased to announce that, at its Annual General Meeting held today at 11:00 am, all
resolutions were duly passed.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8264

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Change of Registered Office
21 December 2011

Dewhurst PLC (the “Company” or “Dewhurst”)
Change of Registered Office
Dewhurst PLC, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and rail
industries, announces the change in registered office to:Unit 9 Hampton Business Park
Hampton Road West
Feltham
TW13 6DB
United Kingdom

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 744 8264

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Preliminary Results
1 December 2011

Dewhurst PLC

(“Dewhurst” or the “Group”)

Preliminary Results for the year ended 30 September 2011
Chairman’s Statement
Results
With the continued turbulent economic climate I am pleased to be able to report sales at record levels and operating profit
before goodwill write-off also just ahead of last year’s record.

Sales were up 12% to £41.5 million (2010: £37.0 million),

operating profit before goodwill write-off was £4.9 million (2010: £4.9 million) and profit before tax was £4.3 million (2010: £4.8
million) after goodwill write-off.
Sales benefited from the first time contribution of Elevator Research and Manufacturing (ERM) in the USA and JAS Engineering
(JAS) in Australia. We also saw improved sales from Hong Kong. The lift market picked up over the summer and we ended the
year with stronger sales.
It has been a tough year in many respects and these results are a real credit to the Group’s employees, who have worked hard
to overcome the difficult conditions. My congratulations and thanks to the whole team.

Property
We have put in a huge amount of work over the year preparing our new headquarters and factory for occupation.
for a phased move during this December and January.

Our plan is

We should be fully operational in the new premises by the end of

January and our AGM will take place at the new site. This will be a good opportunity for shareholders to see the new facilities.

Acquisitions
During the year we acquired a controlling interest in ERM on the basis of our agreement with the shareholders in July 2010. As
a result the assets of the company are now consolidated in the Group’s results. The US market has not been an easy one over
the past year and so we have felt it prudent to write down the goodwill on acquisition by £0.5 million. This is disappointing, but
we still believe the business has good long term prospects in the US market and will prove a worthwhile investment when
economic conditions improve.

In the meantime we have taken action to reduce fixed costs at the company to lower its

breakeven point.
Earlier in the year we also acquired JAS, a lift fixture company based in Sydney.

JAS builds on the market position we have

with ALC in Australia, but also allows us to expand the range of sheet metal products and services we offer to customers in New
South Wales.

Outlook
The more positive feel to the lift market that started in the summer has continued through the autumn.

Despite the uncertain

financial position in Europe we expect our UK and main international markets to remain reasonable for the first half after which
they may tail off depending on the economic environment.
Keypad sales are likely to rise due to a change in product content, but margins will fall in percentage terms. Transport demand
remains weak due to Local Authority and Central Government cutbacks.

There will be costs this year due to the premises

move but we will be doing our best to minimise both the costs and any disruption to our customers.
Richard Dewhurst
Chairman

Review of Operations
Operating Highlights
We anticipated that this year would not see any real improvement over the last financial year and that has been the case.
Although not all our markets were down, indeed Australia and Canada were quite robust, trading conditions in the UK and the
USA were extremely tough. It is therefore encouraging that towards the end of the year these markets, particularly certain
sectors in the UK, started to show some signs of recovery.
Once again, all our employees across all companies have made a significant contribution and we are very grateful to them for
their hard work and dedication.

UNITED KINGDOM
Dewhurst UK Manufacturing
This year has been another year of progress at Dewhurst UK Manufacturing and although the company once again did not
show a profit, the losses were reduced on broadly flat sales.
Our programme of continuous focus on quality and errors has been very successful. The number of errors leaving the factory
gate has fallen dramatically over the last twelve months. This helps support our image and reputation within the lift industry.
We have also focused hard on our on time delivery and for the second year in a row we have achieved above 95% on time
delivery.
Last year’s Annual Report spoke of the move to our new site at Hampton Business Park. The move is now imminent and will
take place effectively over the Christmas period in December 2011. A great deal of hard work has taken place to get us where
we are now and even more activity will take place over the next month as we complete the office and factory fit out and carry out
the actual move itself.

Senior management have been supported by a relatively small team led by Keith Timberlake, Martin

O’Neill and Steve Ward who have worked tirelessly to ensure that the new building is set up for our needs and that the move
goes seamlessly.

They have had to work long hours, focus on intricate detail and remain calm at all times, so that Dewhurst

employees can look forward to their future in the new location; we owe this team a great debt of gratitude.
The move to Hampton Business Park also made us think long and hard about the current structure of our UK business.

The

UK lift industry was served by LiftStore out of two locations: Flint where we make controllers and Hounslow where we supply
fixtures and loose components.

The management team for LiftStore has always been based in Flint and the management of

the Hounslow operation has always been problematic. Also, customer feedback led us to believe that the brands we were not
using in the UK, Dewhurst and Thames Valley Controls, were stronger than that of LiftStore.

The move to Hampton was a

catalyst for addressing these issues and as a result the activities of Dewhurst UK Manufacturing and LiftStore Hounslow were
merged. This means that Dewhurst UK Manufacturing now supplies fixtures and lift components throughout the UK as well as to
Europe and the rest of the world.
The LiftStore Flint operation has revived the Thames Valley Controls name and their focus now is purely on controllers, control
systems and monitoring. The feedback from the market to this significant change in our UK structure has been very positive. It
has also been well received internally.
We have not had any major new product launches this year but we have worked hard on extending our existing product range.
We have introduced two new hall lanterns both of which appear in pictures in this report.

We have extended our offering on

pressel finishes so that customers can now choose any bespoke finish for their pushbuttons.
On the keypad side of the business we have developed a very neat 38 key keypad for a Canadian customer who manufactures
parking payment machines. This keypad allows people to enter their licence plate, which is then printed on their parking ticket.

LiftStore
This year began quite slowly for LiftStore as the UK lift industry market did not show any signs of recovery.

However the

second half of the year saw a significant improvement in general market conditions. It is not easy to determine why there has
been such a marked improvement but our impression is that work has been postponed over the last couple of years and people
are now in a situation where they cannot put off these works any longer. We have seen this growth in both private and local
authority work during the year.
The Ethos Hall Call Destination System has been a major development project for LiftStore for more than a year and has
absorbed a significant amount of resource. This year following all the hard work to bring the product to market we were
delighted to win two major Ethos HCD projects.

The installation of the first of these projects is currently underway and initial

reactions from the customer are very positive. The Ethos controller, which is the mainstay of the LiftStore product range,
continues to gain market share in the UK and now has an excellent reputation amongst both private and public users.
The Monitoring Division has had a steady year with good sales throughout the year. Demand for their autodialler products and
monitoring systems continues to be reasonable. The CMS Anywhere product that was launched a number of years ago and
allows customers to monitor their lifts from any PC over the internet, has given our monitoring products new lease of life.

It

provides customers with the flexibility they require in today’s world.

Traffic Management Products (TMP)
Local authority spending on bollards and road signage has been held back throughout the year and this has made 2011 a very
challenging year.

We have also seen an increasing number of competitors enter the market for non-illuminated and solar

powered bollards.

The sales team at TMP has nonetheless worked hard and achieved a good level of sales in this difficult

market.
There has been a lot of emphasis placed on development work and a number of new designs are currently in the pipeline. The
first of these is an improved design for our self fronting bollard base, which will be launched very shortly.
We exhibited two new sign lights at the Traffex exhibition and these were well received. These are now moving to tooling with
a launch programmed for the second half of the financial year. We have made the conscious decision to invest heavily in new
product development for TMP, with the aim of increasing revenue and profit in the medium term.

Cortest
Cortest has been successful in securing larger projects this year particularly on Private Finance Initiative contracts where we
have provided non-destructive and electrical testing services to some of the largest highways and electrical contractors in the
UK.
As a result our customer portfolio now includes several blue chip companies as well as our traditional mix of Local Authority and
private customers. Much of our work has remained oriented towards street lighting and street furniture for highways and
airports but we have also completed Specialist Non-Destructive inspections for both the Port of Dover and Bournemouth Pier,
supporting our strategy to extend our services further into the non-highways arena.
Despite strong sales growth, margins remain under pressure as we continue to invest in new equipment and people to drive the
business further forward in 2012.

EUROPE
Dewhurst Hungary
Having completed its third full year of operation Dewhurst Hungary has settled down and the team there operate quite
autonomously now.
They continue to face the same problems that we have always faced in the keypad market, where there is constant focus on
price and margins are always under pressure. We have completed some successful value engineering projects on a number of
products this year and the focus in the New Year will be to extend such projects more widely.
Our customers in this sector have sustained their pressure on product and process quality.

This has meant that the team in

Hungary have had to further enhance their quality processes and procedures towards the levels found in the auto components
industry. Operating at this level is very useful for the Group as a whole and once we have established a stable system in
Hungary, we need to look at how we can use this knowledge more widely in our other subsidiary companies.
Demand for our keypad products has held up well and we have shipped a significantly greater quantity of keypads in this
financial year.

NORTH AMERICA
Dupar Controls
We had another strong year of sales at Dupar and a reasonable improvement in profits.
Dupar have continued the theme of the last few years with further process improvements in their manufacturing plant to
streamline the labour intensive assembly of Car Operating Panels. This has been quite successful, allowing them to increase
the flow of work through the plant. Dupar are currently setting the benchmark for fixture production within the Group and in the
coming year we need to flow these advances through to Dewhurst UK, ERM and ALC.

We are tasking our Group Operations

Director with this job and we look forward to seeing the benefits of this project.
We launched the new US91 Optic pushbutton in this financial year.

This is an upmarket product where the braille tag to the

side of the button is permanently illuminated. It has been very well received by the market and has already been installed in a
number of prestigious sites across North America.

Elevator Research & Manufacturing (ERM)
We acquired a majority stake in ERM at the end of 2010. It has been a difficult time to take on a new acquisition in the United
States and the Californian market, where ERM predominantly operates, has been weak throughout 2011.

However all our

acquisitions are long term ventures and the opportunity to expand ERM out of California and to gain sales from the Western half
of the USA remains excellent.
There are two divisions within ERM. One side designs and manufactures lift fixtures, making this business very similar to
Dupar Controls and ALC. ERM however have a second division which designs and manufactures lift cars, doors and entrances.
The manufacture of lift cars is a complementary business to fixtures and is a possible opportunity in other markets.
Just after the end of the year we carried out some organisational changes at ERM to put us in a stronger position to move
forward in the medium term.

AUSTRALASIA & ASIA
Australian Lift Components (ALC)
ALC recorded slight growth in sales over the previous year. The growth was due to strong sales of GAL and Hollister Whitney
products, which we started to distribute in 2010.

The team at ALC have done an excellent job in promoting these products

throughout Australia.
The fixture business has proved more difficult. The demand for new lifts in Australia has reduced and although modernisation
work has increased quite substantially there was still a contraction in our overall market.

Lift Material
Many of the components sold by Lift Material are aimed more at the modernisation market than that for new lifts, and Lift
Material have benefited from this swing in the market.
We continue to search for opportunities to extend our product range and this year we have been successful in adding two new
product groups to our portfolio which should help us build sales in the medium term.

JAS Engineering
We acquired JAS at the end of 2010. Their business is very similar to that of ALC but they focus on smaller, shorter lead time
work and have a high level of flexibility. They are also able to engineer and manufacture a wide range of bespoke sheet metal
fabrications for the industry.
They achieved a reasonable first year and the outlook for the coming year looks promising.

Dewhurst Hong Kong
Dewhurst Hong Kong have had a very good second year in business.

They have built up a reputation for good service and

prompt deliveries and this has allowed them to more than double lift component sales.
There continues to be a lot of activity in Hong Kong which is encouraging for the future.
David Dewhurst
Group Managing Director

Financial Review
Strong Results
We experienced two sides to the unsettled UK economy with strong demand in the lift sector in the second half of the year but
poor demand throughout the year in the transport sector as public sector spending cuts continued. Despite this environment
Dewhurst returned a strong performance on the back of its lift and keypad products. Revenue increased 12.2% from £37.0
million to £41.5 million whilst operating profit before goodwill write down remained at £4.9 million.
The growth in revenue principally came from our acquisitions in the year: JAS in Australia and ERM and Winter & Bain (W&B)
in America. With the current ‘soft’ US market, ERM and W&B struggled to deliver the kind of returns required for the long-term
and this resulted in an impairment of £0.5 million against goodwill at the year end.

Acquisition Integration
ERM and W&B, being US corporations operating from the same premises and under common control, were merged into one
legal organisation, ERM during May 2011. Dewhurst plc’s controlling stakes in each company became a collective 80% holding
of the combined business with the remaining 20% stake being held by ERM’s General Manager. All acquisitions have
successfully implemented our Group IT system and policies and procedures are being reviewed and harmonised.

Solid Cash Position
Cash flow was once again very good with £4.0 million of cash being generated from operations. Despite increased pension
contributions of £1.4m, two acquisitions totalling £1.8m during the year and investment of £4.9m to date in the new property the
group still ended the year with cash and short-term deposits at a very respectable £5.0 million. This is aligned with the Group’s
philosophy of maintaining a strong cash position together with minimal borrowing.
We started and finished the year with no borrowing but as a precaution secured a £2m bank overdraft facility.

Pension Scheme Deficit
A more detailed analysis of the retirement benefit fund assets and liabilities movements is reported in note 22 under IAS 19, but
this year has seen the scheme deficit increased further from £8.1 million to £9.3 million. Although we closed the scheme to
future accrual from 1 October 2010 and paid £1.4m into the scheme during the year this was more than offset by the poor
performance of equities in the last few months of the year. The FTSE 100 index stood at 5,128 at 30 September 2011 compared
to 5,549 a year ago.
The Group will continue to pay a fixed sum of £1.4 million annually to reduce the defined benefit pension scheme deficit and all
recommendations made by the scheme's actuary to eliminate the scheme deficit within an agreed timeframe have been fully
implemented.

Treasury Policy
The Group seeks to reduce or eliminate financial risk to ensure sufficient liquidity is available to meet foreseeable needs and to
invest cash assets safely and profitably. The policies and procedures operated are regularly reviewed and approved by the
board. By varying the duration of its fixed and floating cash deposits, the Group maximises the return on interest earned.
With just under a half of profit before tax earned and held in foreign currencies the Group continues to hedge internally where
possible and to consider the need to use derivatives in the form of foreign exchange contracts to manage its currency risk, as
reported in note 25.

Dividends
Dividends are accounted for when paid or approved by shareholders, and not when proposed, therefore the proposed final
dividend for 2011 has not been accrued at the balance sheet date. The total dividend for 2011 of 6.69p per share, up 5.2%
against last year’s 6.36p, is covered 5.1 times by earnings. Total equity improved from £21.1 million to £21.8 million.
There was no change in the number of allotted shares during the year.
Jared Sinclair
Finance Director
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7300

Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Seymour Pierce Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 30 September 2011
2011
£(000)

2010
£(000)

41,487

36,975

(37,063)

(32,104)

Operating profit before goodwill write down
Goodwill write down
Operating profit

4,880
(456)
4,424

4,871
4,871

Share of (loss)/profit from associates
Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation

(29)
62
(137)
4,320

6
103
(153)
4,827

(1,428)

(1,339)

2,892

3,488

2,924
(32)
2,892

3,488
3,488

33.98p

40.97p

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs

Tax on profit
Profit for the financial year
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests
Basic and diluted earnings per share

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense
2011

2010

£(000)

£(000)

(2,423)

(2,497)

Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations

(41)

613

Tax on items taken directly to equity

640

528

(1,824)

(1,356)

Profit for the financial year

2,892

3,488

Total recognised income and expense for the year

1,068

2,132

1,071

2,132

(3)

-

1,068

2,132

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined benefit pension scheme

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity in the year

Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

Consolidated balance sheet
At 30 September 2011
2011

2010

£(000)

£(000)

7,357

6,122

158

184

Property, plant and equipment

9,581

4,609

Deferred tax asset

1,779

1,563

-

639

18,875

13,117

Inventories

4,269

4,009

Trade and other receivables

8,394

6,908

203

111

5,009

9,593

17,875

20,621

36,750

33,738

5,222

4,234

475

349

5,697

4,583

9,299

8,068

Total liabilities

14,996

12,651

Net assets

21,754

21,087

Share capital

851

851

Share premium account

157

157

Capital redemption reserve

286

286

Translation reserve

2,059

2,089

Retained earnings

18,252

17,704

Total attributable to equity

21,605

21,087

149

–

21,754

21,087

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles

Investments in associates
Current assets

Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Short-term provisions
Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation

Equity

shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

Consolidated cash flow statement
For the year ended 30 September 2011
2011
£(000)

2010
£(000)

4,424

4,871

Goodwill write down

456

-

Depreciation and amortisation

812

680

(1,313)

(654)

(208)

23

(4)

(2)

4,167

4,918

202

(26)

(674)

169

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

191

(306)

Increase/(decrease) in provisions

126

(9)

4,012

4,746

(16)

-

(1,095)

(1,262)

2,901

3,484

Acquisition of subsidiary undertakings

(869)

-

Acquisition of business and assets

(907)

-

-

(667)

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit

Additional (income)/costs to pension scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables

Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities

Acquisition of associate undertakings
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment

7

75

(5,124)

(484)

(129)

(38)

61

103

(6,961)

(1,011)

Dividends paid

(551)

(524)

Net cash used in financing activities

(551)

(524)

(4,611)

1,949

9,593

7,476

27

168

5,009

9,593

Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash used in investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Notes
1. AGM, results and dividends
The trading profit for the year, after taxation, amounted to £2,892k (2010: £3,488k).
A final dividend on the Ordinary and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary shares of 4.46p per share (2010: 4.24p) for the financial year ended
30 September 2011 will be proposed at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) to be held on 26 January 2012. If approved, this
dividend will be paid on 14 February 2012 to members on the register at 13 January 2012.
An interim dividend of 2.23p per share (2010: 2.12p) was paid on 30 August 2011.

2. Earnings per share and dividend per share
Weighted average number of shares
For basic and diluted earnings per share

2011
No.

2010
No.

8,511,398

8,511,398

The calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share is based on the profit for the financial year of £2,892,223 and on
8,511,398 Ordinary 10p and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares, being the weighted average number of shares in issue
throughout the financial year.
Paid dividends per 10p ordinary share
2010 final paid of 4.24p (2009: 4.04p)
2011 interim paid of 2.23p (2010: 2.12p)

2011
£(000)

2010
£(000)

(361)

(344)

(190)

(180)

The final proposed dividend is based on 3,309,200 Ordinary 10p shares and 5,202,198 ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares,
being the latest number of shares in issue. The directors are proposing a final dividend of 4.46p (2010: 4.24p) per share,
totalling £380k (2010: £361k). This dividend has not been accrued at the balance sheet date.

3. Basis of preparation
The financial information set out above does not constitute the company’s statutory accounts for the years ended 30 September
2011 or 2010. Statutory accounts for 2010, have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies. The statutory accounts for 2011
which are prepared under IFRS as adopted by the EU will be delivered to the Registrar of Companies following the company's
annual general meeting.
The preliminary statement of results has been reviewed by and agreed with the Company’s auditor, Chantrey Vellacott DFK
LLP, who have indicated that they will be giving an unqualified opinion in their report on the statutory financial statements for
2011. The auditor has also reported on the 2010 accounts. Their report was unqualified, did not include references to any
matters to which the auditor drew attention to by way of emphasis without qualifying the opinion and did not contain a statement
under section 498 of the Companies Act 2006.
Dewhurst plc has prepared its consolidated and company financial statements in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Union (EU) from 1 October 2005. The group and company financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with those parts of the Companies Act 2006 that are applicable to companies
adopting IFRS. The company is registered and incorporated in the United Kingdom; and quoted on AIM.
It is expected that the audited Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 September 2011 will be sent to shareholders and will
also be available on the Company’s website www.dewhurst.co.uk on 22 December 2011.

Notifications of Major
Interests in Shares
23 June 2011

TR-1: Notifications of Major Interests in Shares

1. Identity of the issuer or the
underlying issuer of existing
shares to which voting rights are
attached:
2. Reason for notification (yes/no)

Dewhurst PLC

An acquisition or disposal of voting rights
An acquisition or disposal of financial instruments which
may result in the acquisition of shares already issued to
which voting rights are attached
An event changing the breakdown of voting rights

Yes
No
No

Other (please specify):______________

No
Value Investments Limited

3. Full name of person(s)
subject to notification
obligation:
4. Full name of shareholder(s) Rulegale Nominees Limited
(if different from 3):
Account JAMSCLT
5. Date of transaction (and date 9th June 2011
on which the threshold is crossed or
reached if different):

6. Date on which issuer
notified:
7. Threshold(s) that is/are
crossed or reached:

22nd June 2011
3%

8: Notified Details
A: Voting rights attached to shares
Class/type
of shares
If possible
use ISIN
code

Situation
previous to the
triggering
transaction
Number Number
of
of
shares
voting
rights
108000
108000

Resulting situation after the triggering
transaction

Number
of
shares
85500

Number of
voting rights

Percentage of
voting rights

Direct
-

Direct
-

Indirect
85500

Indirect
2.584%

B: Financial Instruments

Resulting situation after the triggering transaction
Type of
financial
instrument

Expiration
date

Exercise/
conversion
period/date

No. of voting rights
that may be acquired
(if the instrument
exercised/converted)

Percentage of
voting rights

-

-

-

-

-

Total (A+B)
Number of voting rights

Percentage of voting rights
2.584%

85500
9. Chain of controlled undertakings through which the voting
rights and /or the financial instruments are effectively held, if
applicable:
Proxy Voting:
10. Name of proxy holder:

-

11. Number of voting rights
proxy holder will cease to
hold:

-

12. Date on which proxy
holder will cease to hold
voting rights:

-

13. Additional information:

-

14 Contact name:

Michael Tulip

15. Contact telephone name:

0161 764 4043

Interim Results
08 June 2011

Dewhurst plc
Interim Results for the 6 months ended 31 March 2011
Directors' Interim Report
FIRST HALF
Group turnover was up 9% at £19.4 million compared to £17.8 million last year but profit before
tax fell 8% to £2.0 million (2010: £2.2 million). Earnings per share also decreased 8% to 16.4p
(2010: 17.9p).
Sales performance benefited from the first time contributions of our recent acquisitions of ERM
and Winter & Bain in the US and JAS Engineering in Australia, referred to below. Excluding
these new businesses, sales performance was essentially flat. UK sales fell in a difficult market
in all three product divisions. Overseas sales were steady in local currency, but gained a little
from foreign exchange movements.
The weak market has dented profitability in the UK and disappointingly the US acquisitions are
not yet contributing to Group profits. We are facing ever increasing cost pressures which we
have not been able to pass on to our customers. Although reported sales have benefited from
currency translation, exchange rates have had an adverse impact this year on profits particularly
in Hungary, where the currency has been quite volatile.
ACQUISITIONS
On 1 December 2010, JAS Engineering (Australia) Pty Limited, a newly formed and wholly
owned Australian subsidiary of Dewhurst plc, acquired the business and assets of J.A.S.
Engineering (NSW) Pty Limited for a maximum cash consideration of A$1.5 million (£0.9 million).
On 20 December 2010, Dewhurst plc acquired further shares in Elevator Research &
Manufacturing Corp. (“ERM”) and Winter & Bain Manufacturing, Inc. ("W&B"), both US
corporations under common control which specialise in the lift market. The Group acquired an
additional stake in ERM (50%) and W&B (41.67%) for a total cash consideration of US$1.8
million (£1.2 million). The Group now has a 75% stake in ERM and an 83.34% stake in W&B.
OUTLOOK
Public sector spending in the UK has been significantly reduced and the Board anticipate that
this is likely to persist over the next few years. There is currently no sign of growth in private
sector demand taking up the slack from the public sector. These factors are negatively affecting
our UK Lift and Transport Divisions. Overseas the market is not buoyant, but it is generally
stable, apart from the US, which is appropriately described by economic commentators as “soft”.
We still expect our US business to contribute positively to the Group as market conditions return
to more normal levels.
Work on our new UK factory and headquarters continues according to plan. We currently expect
to be moving in to the new premises in the first half of the next financial year. This investment
has absorbed a significant portion of the Group’s cash in the short term, leaving us with cash of
£3.1 million (2010: £8.8 million) at the half year end. It is still currently the directors’ intention to
place the existing premises up for sale following our move and we anticipate this will significantly
improve the cash position of the Group.
DIVIDENDS
The Directors have declared an interim dividend of 2.23p which amounts to £190,000, compared
with 2.12p last year (£180,000). The interim dividend is payable on 30 August 2011 and will be
posted on 25 August 2011 to shareholders appearing in the Register at 3:00 p.m. on 15
July 2011 (ex-dividend date being 13 July 2011).
A final 2010 dividend of 4.24p which amounted to £361,000, compared with 4.04p previous year
(£344,000) was approved at the AGM held on 27 January 2011 and was paid on 15 February
2011 to members on the register at 14 January 2011.
By Order of the Board
J C SINCLAIR
Finance Director & Secretary

7 June 2011
The unaudited consolidated income statement, statement of recognised income and expense,
balance sheet and cash flow statement of Dewhurst plc and its subsidiaries for the half-year
ended 31 March 2011, as compared with the corresponding half-year ended 31 March 2010 and
the year ended 30 September 2010, shows the following results:

Consolidated income statement
Half year
ended
31 March
2011
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2010
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2010
£(000)’s

19,409

17,843

36,975

Operating costs

(17,359)

(15,637)

(32,104)

Operating profit

2,050

2,206

4,871

Share of (loss)/profit from associates

(21)

-

6

Finance income
Finance costs

37
(63)

46
(70)

103
(153)

2,003

2,182

4,827

Est. (605)

Est. (655)

(1,339)

Profit for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

1,398

1,527

3,488

1,411
(13)
1,398

1,527
1,527

3,488
3,488

Basic and diluted earnings per share
Dividends per share

16.43p
2.23p

17.94p
2.12p

40.97p
6.36p

Continuing operations
Revenue

Profit before taxation
Tax on profits

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense

Net income/(expense) recognised
directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined
benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation
of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity
Net income / (expense) recognised
directly in equity in the period
Profit for the financial period
Total recognised income and expense
for the period
Attributable to:
Equity shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests

Half year
ended
31 March
2011
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2010
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2010
£(000)’s

Est. 583

Est. (645)

(2,497)

558
(319)
822

636
2
(7)

613
528
(1,356)

1,398

1,527

3,488

2,220

1,520

2,132

2,242
(22)
2,220

1,520
1,520

2,132
2,132

Consolidated balance sheet
Half year
ended
31 March
2011
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2010
£(000)'s

Year
ended
30 September
2010
£(000)’s

7,814
184
8,812
1,097
17,907

6,109
264
4,852
1,104
12,329

6,122
184
4,609
1,563
639
13,117

4,046
8,704
3,098
15,848
33,755

3,720
7,239
8,766
19,725
32,054

4,009
6,908
111
9,593
20,621
33,738

3,420
41
421
3,882

4,380
246
275
4,901

4,234
349
4,583

Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation
Total liabilities

6,927
10,809

6,497
11,398

8,068
12,651

Net assets

22,946

20,656

21,087

851
157
286
2,468
18,994
22,756

851
157
286
2,252
17,110
20,656

851
157
286
2,089
17,704
21,087

190

-

-

22,946

20,656

21,087

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax asset
Investment in associates
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current tax liabilities
Short term provisions

Equity
Share capital
Share premium account
Capital redemption reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings
Total attributable to equity shareholders of
the Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity

These half-year condensed financial statements are unaudited and do not constitute statutory
accounts within the meaning of Section 435 of the Companies Act 2006. The results for the
2010 year set out above are abridged. Full accounts for that year reported under IFRS, on
which the auditors of the Company made an unqualified report have been delivered to the
Registrar of Companies.
The presentation of these Interim Financial Statements is consistent with the 2010 Financial
Statements and its accounting policies, but where necessary comparative information has been
reclassified or expanded from the 2010 Interim Financial Statements to take into account any
presentational changes made in the 2010 Financial Statements or in these Interim Financial
Statements.

Consolidated cash flow statement

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional income to pension scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of
property, plant and equipment
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other
receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other
payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of associate undertaking
Proceeds from sale of associate
undertaking
Acquisition of subsidiary undertakings
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and
equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash used in investing activities

Half year
ended
31 March
2011
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2010
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2010
£(000)’s

2,029
303
(579)
187

2,206
285
(290)
20

4,871
680
(654)
23

1,940
424
(1,005)

2,221
263
(162)

(2)
4,918
(26)
169

(1,190)

(280)

(306)

72
241
(470)
(229)

(83)
1,959
(359)
1,600

(9)
4,746
(1,262)
3,484

667

-

(667)
-

(1,955)
(919)
8

1

75

(3,870)
37
(6,032)

(270)
46
(223)

(484)
(38)
103
(1,011)

(361)
(361)

(344)
(344)

(524)
(524)

(6,622)

1,033

1,949

9,593

7,476

7,476

127

257

168

3,098

8,766

9,593

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Net cash used in financing activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning
of period
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of
period
For further information, please contact:
Dewhurst Plc
Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Limited
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7351
Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Result of AGM
27 January 2011

Dewhurst PLC (the "Company" or "Dewhurst")
Result of AGM
The Company is pleased to announce that, at its
Annual General Meeting held today at 11:00 am,
all resolutions were duly passed.

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Acquisition Update
20 December 2010

Dewhurst PLC (the “Company” or “Dewhurst”)
Acquisition Update
Further to the announcement on 30 June 2010 Dewhurst PLC, an independent supplier of quality
components to the lift, keypad and rail industries, is pleased to announce the acquisition of the
remaining shareholding of Ed Park in Elevator Research & Manufacturing Corp. (“ERM”) and
Winter & Bain Manufacturing, Inc. ("W&B"), both Californian corporations which specialise in the
elevator market.
The Company had announced that it had acquired the stakes of Lynn Park (held by Lynn and
Susanne Park Trust) in ERM (25%) and W&B (41.67%) for a total cash consideration of
US$1million with effect from 1 July 2010.
The Company had also announced that it had agreed with the two remaining shareholders in
ERM and W&B, Ed Park (shares held in the name of Frank Edward Park Revocable Separate
Property Trust) and Clive Mann (shares held in the name of Mann Family Trust), that it shall
purchase their entire shareholdings in ERM and W&B no later than 1 July 2014.
The Company has now agreed with Ed Park, one of the two remaining shareholders in ERM and
W&B, that it shall immediately purchase his entire shareholding for a maximum consideration of
US$2,017,000 subject to certain performance criteria.
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Preliminary Results
2 December 2010

Dewhurst PLC
(“Dewhurst” or the “Group”)
Preliminary Results for the year ended 30 September 2010
CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
Highlights
o

Sales increase to £37.0 million (2009: £35.8 million)

o

Profits before tax increase to £4.8 million (2009: £4.4 million)

o

Proposed final dividend increased to 4.24p (2009: 4.04p)

o

Overseas markets remain buoyant

Results
It gives me great pleasure to report a set of record results, particularly in the current economic climate. Sales were up 3.2% to
£37.0 million (2009: £35.8 million) and profits before tax were up 9.0% to £4.8 million (2009: £4.4 million).
The explanation of the sales performance for the full year is essentially the same as it was for the first half. Lift Division sales
were higher, but this was mainly due to currency strength in overseas markets. The Transport Division achieved meaningful
growth assisted by a full year contribution from Cortest acquired during last year. Keypad sales fell on lower volumes and lower
prices, though they did recover somewhat in the second half.
It has been another very challenging year with unpredictable demand and employees have had to be constantly ready to adapt
to changing circumstances. They have responded magnificently and I would like to thank them on your behalf.

Investment
The most significant project of the year has been the search for new headquarters and factory premises and the subsequent
agreement to purchase a building at Hampton Farm Industrial Estate. The site is approximately 2 miles from our present
location in Hounslow. The building is in the process of being refurbished and will be extended and fitted out to our requirements
in 2011. We anticipate that we will move sometime in the second half of 2011.
We have also made an investment in two linked businesses in California with the expectation that we purchase the remaining
shares no later than 1 July 2014. Elevator Research & Manufacturing (ERM) and Winter & Bain (W&B) are both in the US
elevator business. ERM manufactures lift car and door control fixtures, whilst W&B make platforms, cabs, doors, pumps and
hydraulic jacks. This investment strengthens our presence in the US elevator market. While the US market is not particularly
strong at the moment, it is a significant market and we are investing here for growth in the long term.

Pension
After many years trying to support and maintain our defined benefit pension scheme, we have this year agreed with the
members to close it to future accrual. We have seen the deficit on the scheme worsen substantially over recent years and we

have had to act to limit the risks to shareholders and the business going forward. Whilst this change will not necessarily reduce
the deficit immediately, it is envisaged that this will in the very long term control future risk.

Outlook
We have seen the nervousness at UK local authorities about their future funding lead to a slowdown in orders in the UK in the
second half. We expect this situation to continue to bear down on UK orders for the foreseeable future. Overseas markets
however remain more buoyant, particularly in Asia and Australia.
Clearly there will be abnormal costs associated with our planned major factory move next year, which will affect our bottom line
profit before tax. We will be making every effort to minimise the effect on the Group’s operating performance.

Richard Dewhurst
Chairman

REVIEW OF OPERATIONS
Operating Highlights
Although the trading environment in the UK continued to be very difficult, our overseas markets were not impacted by the
slowdown to nearly the same extent. This has allowed us to report an improvement in turnover and profits over the last financial
year.
The building industry tends to be affected by recessions comparatively later in the economic cycle and since our products are
used in the last stages of a building programme, we do see recessions later than other companies. As such, we expect that the
coming financial year will be a challenging one for us.
Across all our companies we have focussed significantly on quality. This involves continuously improving the quality of service,
of our designs and of our manufacturing processes. We have been aided and encouraged by our key suppliers and nowhere
has more progress been made than in our plant in Hungary. Dewhurst Hungary has the most experience with advanced quality
systems and we are working to adopt their best practices across all Group companies.
Once again, in difficult circumstances all our employees, across all companies have made a significant contribution and we are
very grateful to them for their hard work and dedication.

UNITED KINGDOM
Dewhurst UK Manufacturing
In 2009, its first year as a stand-alone company following the reorganisation and transfer of the bulk of assembly to Hungary,
Dewhurst UK Manufacturing made a substantial loss. Last year, in its second year of operation, that loss was greatly reduced.
In the coming year we aim to make substantial further progress.

There has therefore been significant focus on cost control,

margin improvement and increasing sales. We have significantly increased sales in North America to two independent fixture
manufacturers as well as improved sales through Europe to both OEM’s and distributors.

Significant improvements in Customer Satisfaction and Quality have been made, with on time deliveries running at 96%. There
is an enormous variety in the range of products that we manufacture which involves a great deal of human intervention.
Inevitably errors occur but we have worked throughout the year on closed loop corrective actions to eradicate these errors. This
has led to improvements but there are further opportunities in this area.
We have worked harder on our lean and continuous improvement programmes and have appointed a programme manager to
ensure that projects are driven forward in these areas. Through the year we have halved the lead-times for the majority of our
products. This has allowed our subsidiaries in turn to offer greatly improved lead-times to their customers, thus increasing
levels of service throughout the Group. Our progress in this area was assisted by the investment in a second Amada laser
machine for our pushbutton production.

This means we now have two identical machines in this area which makes

programming easier and improves flexibility.
The forthcoming move out of the Inverness Road manufacturing site is of course a major project. Having been on this site for
over 90 years we have accumulated a fair amount of obsolete stock and plant.

Throughout the year, the team has worked

extremely hard to sort and then dispose of these items and they have done an excellent job.

There is still more to do but we

will be in the position by the end of January 2011 where anything that is left in Inverness Road will be current and will need to be
moved to our new site. The move itself is likely to take place in the second half of 2011 and will be an interesting challenge for
all those at Dewhurst UK Manufacturing. We believe that we can complete this move with only minimal, if any impact to
deliveries or the quality of the product we are shipping.
We have had a steady year within our Design department. There has been considerable work in ensuring that we explore new
designs thoroughly and we now have a rigorous programme that includes both Design and Process FMEA’s. At the recent
National Association of Elevator Contractors Exhibition we launched our new illuminated Braille product for the North American
market, the US91 Optic. It has been extremely well received and should help to strengthen our position in that market.

LiftStore
As previously indicated, during the last financial year the UK market did not really improve for LiftStore. Despite this LiftStore
were able to slightly increase their sales. Through a difficult year, the whole team has continued to work very hard and
positively, making good progress in a number of key areas. We continued to hold our market share in tough times and that is a
testament to the product quality and to the service that LiftStore supplies. We have also continued to invest significantly in new
products for the future.

The Ethos Hall Call Destination Control that was reported in the last Annual Report is a major

development programme that continued throughout last year and is now ready for sale. Further improvements have been made
to our Eco Mode offering.

There is a global drive to improve the efficiency of buildings and both of the above products offer

building owners good energy savings in their lifts.
Work has continued with our auto dialler partner Design Com of Australia, who have developed a new and improved LX8 auto
dialler product for the UK market. This product together with its Health Check Software (which validates that the phone is
functioning correctly), has proved very popular across a wide range of customers with large lift portfolios.
On the fixture side of the business there has been a real focus on improving margins by taking more of the manufacturing
process in house. In the past LiftStore have been reliant on two or three key fabrication suppliers. We have now however,
brought laser cutting, welding and finishing in house, which has not only allowed us to improve margins but also to improve our
responsiveness and reduce our lead-times.

Traffic Management Products (TMP)
In what was a very soft market in the last financial year, TMP managed to achieve solid growth in sales. Demand for our nonilluminated and solar powered traffic bollards remained very strong but in addition, we delivered good growth through our
signpost columns.

TMP Spectralyte Signposts are passively safe, which means when a vehicle hits them, they will collapse,

causing minimum damage to the vehicle and its occupants. The advantage of this type of product to the highways authorities is
that they do not need to place a crash barrier around the sign.

Also our signposts are maintenance free and have no scrap

value so are not attractive to thieves.
In the traffic bollard sector of the market, one can see just by driving around that many more competitors have entered the
market. On one hand that helps us, in as much as it gives greater momentum to the acceptance of non-illuminated bollards but
it does create pricing pressures.
As with LiftStore, the market is not easy in the UK at the moment and a lot of our customers are facing budget constraints for
the coming year. However with a number of new products due to come on line in 2011, our objective is to improve the outlook.

Cortest
The first full year of the business under Dewhurst ownership saw a tentative start as we focussed on increasing market
awareness of the business and of non-destructive testing in general. Sales in the second half were much stronger with several
new clients engaging the services of Cortest for a mixture of PFI and remedial works ranging from specialist non-destructive and
electrical testing to data collection.
The nature of Cortest’s services lend themselves well to supporting private and public clients whose own expertise and resource
has been lost as a result of reduced Government spending. Our focus is to continue the proactive marketing of the business
whilst continuing to seek new business through technical innovation and development of new markets.

EUROPE
Dewhurst Hungary
In its second full year of operation Dewhurst Hungary has been able to show some growth as demand for our keypad products
improved during the second half of the year. As usual we face significant price pressure on these products and we are working
continually to reduce costs by value engineering all products.
As intimated in the introduction, Dewhurst Hungary have made great progress in their quality systems and in our sector we are
developing world class quality systems that should put us in a strong position to win more business. One of the great
challenges we now face is to broaden our customer base, both in the banking and lift industries.

NORTH AMERICA
Dupar Controls
In 2009 Dupar showed excellent sales growth in the Elevator sector and in the last year they have maintained a high level of
sales. Our products are very different to the standard North American offerings and are proving to be popular with end
customers.

As with other Group companies, Dupar has focussed on improving quality within its operations.

A number of Process FMEA

exercises were performed, which resulted in the assembly process, being streamlined and the opportunities for error being
minimised. Even though the U.S. market is stagnant at present, the Canadian market is still reasonably buoyant.

The Fixture Company (TFC)
The US Elevator Industry has been impacted quite hard by the reduction in construction projects and this slowdown has
necessitated further restructuring of the management organisation at TFC. Control of the company now comes under Dupar and
together they are working hard to increase their market share in the mid-west.

AUSTRALASIA & ASIA
Australian Lift Components (ALC)
After two very good years, this was always going to be a more difficult year as the building industry in Australia faced a
slowdown. Overall sales increased but were boosted through a strategic partnership that we set up with GAL/Hollister Whitney
of the U.S.A.
GAL/Hollister Whitney produces a range of components for lifts including items such as door operators, locks, machines and
rope gripping devices. These products have been well received in the Australian market and ALC are confident that they can
build substantial sales over the coming years.

Lift Material
Sales fell back slightly at Lift Material after a very strong year the previous year. We have however introduced and established
a number of good new products into the Australian market such as Roller Guides and LED lighting for lifts.
We continue to work hard to broaden the range of lift products that we are able to offer the Australian market and reduce of
dependency on any one high volume product.

Dewhurst Hong Kong
It is a creditable achievement that in its first year of operation, Dewhurst Hong Kong has made a small but important contribution
to the Group’s profits.
Hong Kong has always been an important market for us but over the years our customers buying profiles have changed from a
small number of large orders to a larger number of smaller orders. As a result of this, we have had to alter the way that we
service this market. The only sensible way to do that was to start up a company in Hong Kong and supply orders from stock.
This has worked well and we are now developing a good reputation for delivery and service within the local market.
The market in Hong Kong is currently relatively buoyant with a large number of new building projects due to start in the next
twelve months. As well as new build projects, the modernisation market is at last starting to gather pace and this can only
increase over the coming years. With our new operation in Hong Kong we are well positioned to take full advantage of these
opportunities.

David Dewhurst
Group Managing Director

FINANCIAL REVIEW
Solid Results
Despite a depressed UK economy and previously reported nervousness over public sector spending cuts, Dewhurst had a solid
performance particularly with its lift and transport products. Revenue increased 3.2% from £35.8 million to £37.0 million and
operating profit rose 8.0% from £4.5 million to £4.9 million.
The weak pound this year meant the group benefited on consolidation from a strong currency translation of our overseas sales
and profits in particular from our Canadian and Australian subsidiaries.

Good Cash Flow
Cash flow was once again very good with £4.7m of cash being generated from operations. Despite acquiring shares in ERM
and W&B for a total consideration of £667k (US$1m) and investing in new property, plant and equipment the group ended the
year with cash and short-term deposits, up £2.1 million at £9.6 million.
As detailed in the directors’ report the company recently exchanged contracts to purchase a new property for the Group
headquarters and factory. The financing of this capital commitment, expected to be in the region of £5.2 million, will come from
existing cash balances. When the move is complete the board’s intention is to sell the Inverness Road site, subject to approval
of the planning application currently in process.
We started and finished the year with no borrowing.

Pension Scheme Deficit
A more detailed analysis of the retirement benefit fund assets and liabilities movements is reported in note 22 under IAS 19, but
yet again this year has seen significant increases in both assets and liabilities. Unfortunately the scheme deficit increased
further from £6.1 million to £8.1 million.
With the cost of the final salary pension provision continuing to increase, the board reluctantly closed the defined benefit
scheme to future accrual in order to secure the pensions already accrued, achieve future risk reduction and protect the long
term future of the Group. Closing the scheme to future accrual will help limit the increase in liabilities and help the Group to fulfill
its commitment to eliminate the current deficit.
Current contributing members, who from 1 October 2010 will no longer build up future benefits in the defined benefit scheme,
will build up future pension benefits in a new group defined contribution scheme.
In addition to the new defined contribution costs, the Group will continue to pay a fixed sum of £1.4 million annually to reduce
the defined benefit pension scheme deficit and all recommendations made by the scheme's actuary to eliminate the scheme
deficit within an agreed timeframe have been fully implemented.

Treasury Policy
The Group seeks to reduce or eliminate financial risk to ensure sufficient liquidity is available to meet foreseeable needs and to
invest cash assets safely and profitably. The policies and procedures operated are regularly reviewed and approved by the
board. By varying the duration of its fixed and floating cash deposits, the Group maximises the return on interest earned.

With around a third of profit before tax earned and held in foreign currencies the Group continued to use derivatives in the form
of foreign exchange contracts to manage its currency risk, as reported in note 25.

Dividends
Dividends are accounted for when paid or approved, and not when proposed, therefore the proposed final dividend for 2010 has
not been accrued at the balance sheet date. The total dividend for 2010 of 6.36p per share, up 5.0% against last year’s 6.06p, is
covered 6.4 times by earnings. Shareholders’ funds improved from £19.5 million to £21.1 million.
There was no change in the number of allotted shares during the year.

Jared Sinclair
Finance Director

For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7330

Jared Sinclair, Finance Director
Seymour Pierce Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 30 September 2010
2010
£(000)

2009
£(000)

36,975

35,835

(32,104)

(31,324)

Operating profit

4,871

4,511

Share of profit from associates
Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation

6
103
(153)
4,827

–
87
(170)
4,428

(1,339)

(1,157)

3,488

3,271

40.97p

38.43p

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs

Tax on profit
Profit for the financial year
Basic and diluted earnings per share

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense
2010

2009

£(000)

£(000)

(2,497)

(2,765)

Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations

613

1,134

Tax on items taken directly to equity

528

457

(1,356)

(1,174)

Profit for the financial year

3,488

3,271

Total recognised income and expense for the year

2,132

2,097

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined benefit pension scheme

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity in the year

Consolidated balance sheet
At 30 September 2010
2010

2009

£(000)

£(000)

6,122

5,896

184

264

Property, plant and equipment

4,609

4,519

Deferred tax asset

1,563

1,218

639

–

13,117

11,897

Inventories

4,009

3,983

Trade and other receivables

6,908

7,077

111

17

9,593

7,476

20,621

18,553

33,738

30,450

4,234

4,540

349

358

4,583

4,898

8,068

6,072

Total liabilities

12,651

10,970

Net assets

21,087

19,480

Share capital

851

851

Share premium account

157

157

Capital redemption reserve

286

286

Translation reserve

2,089

1,648

Retained earnings

17,704

16,538

Total equity

21,087

19,480

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles

Investments in associates
Current assets

Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Short term provisions
Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation

Equity

Consolidated cash flow statement
For the year ended 30 September 2010
2010

2009

£(000)

£(000)

4,871

4,511

680

575

(654)

(562)

Exchange adjustments

23

70

(Profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment

(2)

1

4,918

4,595

(Increase)/decrease in inventories

(26)

139

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables

169

77

(306)

(124)

(9)

8

4,746

4,695

–

(1)

(1,262)

(1,555)

3,484

3,139

(667)

–

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional (income)/costs to pension scheme

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of associate undertakings
Acquisition of business and assets

–

(260)

75

4

(484)

(396)

Development costs capitalised

(38)

(50)

Interest received

103

87

(1,011)

(615)

Dividends paid

(524)

(499)

Net cash used in financing activities

(524)

(499)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

1,949

2,025

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

7,476

5,120

168

331

9,593

7,476

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment

Net cash used in investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities

Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

Notes
1.

AGM, results and dividends

The trading profit for the year, after taxation, amounted to £3,488k (2009: £3,271k).
A final dividend on the Ordinary and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary shares of 4.24p per 10p share (2009: 4.04p) for the financial year
ended 30 September 2010 will be proposed at the Annual General Meeting (AGM) to be held on 27 January 2011. If approved,
this dividend will be paid on 15 February 2011 to members on the register at 14 January 2011.
An interim dividend of 2.12p per share (2009: 2.02p) was paid on 31 August 2010.

2.

Earnings per share and dividend per share

Weighted average number of shares

For basic and diluted earnings per share

2010
No.

2009
No.

8,511,398

8,511,398

The calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share is based on the profit for the financial year and on 8,511,398 Ordinary
10p and ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares, being the weighted average number of shares in issue throughout the financial
year.
Paid dividends per 10p ordinary share
2009 final paid of 4.04p (2008: 3.84p)
2010 interim paid of 2.12p (2009: 2.02p)

2010
£(000)

2009
£(000)

(344)

(327)

(180)

(172)

The final proposed dividend is based on 3,309,200 Ordinary 10p shares and 5,202,198 ‘A’ non-voting ordinary 10p shares,
being the latest number of shares in issue. The directors are proposing a final dividend of 4.24p (2009: 4.04p) per share,
totalling £361k (2009: £344k). This dividend has not been accrued at the balance sheet date.

3.

Basis of preparation

The financial information set out above does not constitute the company’s statutory accounts for the years ended 30 September
2010 or 2009. Statutory accounts for 2009, have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies. The statutory accounts for 2010
which are prepared under IFRS as adopted by the EU will be delivered to the Registrar of Companies following the company's
annual general meeting.
The preliminary statement of results has been reviewed by and agreed with the Company’s auditor, Chantrey Vellacott DFK
LLP, who have indicated that they will be giving an unqualified opinion in their report on the statutory financial statements for
2010. The auditor has also reported on the 2009 accounts. Their report was unqualified, did not include references to any
matters to which the auditor drew attention to by way of emphasis without qualifying the opinion and did not contain a statement
under section 498 of the Companies Act 2006.
Dewhurst plc has elected to prepare its consolidated and company financial statements in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union (“EU”) (IFRS) from 1 October 2005. The group and company

financial statements have been prepared in accordance with those parts of the Companies Act 2006 that are applicable to
companies adopting IFRS. The company is registered and incorporated in the United Kingdom; and quoted on AIM.
It is expected that the audited Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 September 2010 will be sent to shareholders and will
also be available on the Company’s website www.dewhurst.co.uk on 22 December 2010.

Trading Update
12 October 2010

Dewhurst PLC
(“Dewhurst” or the “Group”)
Pre-Close Trading Update
Dewhurst PLC, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and rail
industries, is pleased to announce the following pre-close trading update for the year
ended 30 September 2010. Profit before taxation for the period is expected to be
significantly ahead of market expectations. This is primarily due to better than expected
sales in Europe and Asia as well as benefiting from positive exchange rate movements
of our overseas operations.
Dewhurst’s preliminary results for the year ended 30 September 2010 are expected to
be announced in early December 2010.
Richard Dewhurst, Chairman, commented “The international spread of our business has
given us resilience this year and allowed the Group to perform better than expected
despite the poor economic conditions in the UK.”
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd (Nominated Adviser)
Freddy Crossley / David Foreman (Corporate Finance)
Paul Jewell (Corporate Broking)

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Purchase of Freehold Property
22 September 2010

Dewhurst PLC
(the “Company” or “Dewhurst”)
Purchase of Freehold Property

Dewhurst Plc is pleased to announce that it has exchanged contracts with Electricity Supply
Nominees Ltd for the conditional purchase of the freehold property known as Units 9,10 and 11
Hampton Farm Industrial Estate, Hampton Road West, Hanworth, Middlesex TW3 6DB (the
“New Property”). The purchase is conditional on the refurbishment of the building and planning
approvals.
The Company has been on its current site since 1921. The premises have been added to and
changed over the years, but are now dated, inefficient to operate and have restricted vehicular
access. The Directors believe it is time to relocate the business locally to a more appropriate
site and into a more modern industrial building.
The New Property, of some 45,000 square feet, is being purchased for £3.7 million. The
purchase of the New Property will be financed from the Company's existing cash balances.
Further costs, currently estimated at £1.5 million, will be incurred once the purchase has been
completed to modify and fit out the building to the Company’s specific requirements.
The Company is in the process of applying for planning permission for the redevelopment of its
current site. When the move to the New Property is completed, the Directors anticipate, subject
to prevailing property market conditions, placing the current site for sale.
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Stewart Dickson/Nicola Marrin

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Director Shareholding
04 August 2010

Dewhurst PLC
(the “Company” or “Dewhurst”)
Director Dealing

Dewhurst Plc was notified today that Mr. John Bailey, a Director, purchased 1,000 ordinary
shares in the Company on 02 August 2010. The ordinary shares were purchased at a price of
275 pence per share. Accordingly Mr. Bailey’s beneficial interest in the share capital of the
Company is now 1,000 ordinary shares representing approximately 0.03 per cent of the issued
share capital of the Company.
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Nicola Marrin/Stewart Dickson

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Pension Scheme
8 July 2010

Dewhurst PLC
(the “Company” or “Dewhurst”)
Closure of the Group's defined benefit pension scheme to future accrual
Dewhurst plc yesterday concluded a two month consultation period with employees over its proposal to
close the Group's defined benefit pension scheme to future accrual.
Ever since the scheme assets dropped below the liabilities back in the late 1990's, the Board have
regularly discussed the future of the pension scheme. Over the years various steps have been put in
place to try and reduce the deficit, whilst keeping the scheme open to future accrual. In September
2007 the IAS19 deficit stood at £3.8m and the Company agreed to make annual contributions of £0.5m to
clear the deficit. Despite making these extra payments there is no indication of the deficit decreasing and
instead the latest IAS19 pension valuation reported in September 2009 showed assets of £18.3m and
liabilities of £24.4m giving rise to a deficit increase from £3.8m to £6.1m. The increase in the deficit is due
to various factors including fluctuating asset returns and increasing life expectancy.
With the cost of final salary pension provision continuing to increase the Board reluctantly feel the closure
of the defined benefit scheme to future accrual is now essential in order to secure the pensions already
accrued, achieve future risk reduction and protect the long term future of the Group. Closing the scheme
to future accrual will help limit the increase in liabilities and help the Group to fulfill its commitment to
eliminate the current deficit.
st

Current contributing members, who from 1 October 2010 will no longer build up future benefits in their
defined benefit scheme, will be given the choice of building up future pension benefits in a new proposed
Group defined contribution scheme.
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Nicola Marrin/Stewart Dickson

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Acquisition
30 June 2010

Dewhurst PLC (the “Company” or “Dewhurst”)
Acquisition of stakes in Elevator Research & Manufacturing Corp. and Winter & Bain
Manufacturing, Inc.
Dewhurst PLC, an independent supplier of quality components to the lift, keypad and rail
industries, is pleased to announce the acquisition of stakes in Elevator Research & Manufacturing
Corp. (“ERM”) and Winter & Bain Manufacturing, Inc. ("W&B"), both Californian corporations
which specialise in the elevator market.
ERM is a fixture and controller manufacturer which provides a range of products to the elevator
market. W&B supplies elevator cabs, hydraulic packages and related parts to the elevator
industry. Both companies are under common ownership.
The acquisition of these stakes in ERM and W&B demonstrates the Company's commitment to
continue to expand its international operations. Part of the Company’s strategy over recent years
has been to seek to add additional fixture businesses around the world that can act as an outlet
for sales of the Company’s components and add value with local supplies and support for
customers. The Company also aims to sell a wider range of products to its existing customers.
The ERM acquisition provides an additional fixture business for the Company in the established
market of the US west coast. ERM is already a customer of Dewhurst, so this acquisition will not
generate additional component sales, but it will secure those sales. The W&B acquisition
provides Dewhurst with the ability to sell complementary products to customers across the North
American market.
The key terms of the deal are as follows:
•

The Company has acquired the stakes of Lynn Park (held by Lynn and Susanne Park Trust)
in ERM (25%) and W&B (41.67%) for a total cash consideration of US$1million with effect
from 1 July 2010. Lynn Park will retire from the business and has agreed to certain restrictive
covenants for a period of 3 years.

•

The Company has also agreed with the two remaining shareholders in ERM and W&B, Ed
Park (shares held in the name of Frank Edward Park Revocable Separate Property Trust)
and Clive Mann (shares held in the name of Mann Family Trust), that it shall purchase their
entire shareholdings in ERM and W&B no later than 1 July 2014. There are also provisions in
the agreement for Dewhurst to purchase this balance of the shares in ERM and W&B earlier
in certain circumstances, such as the death or disability of Ed Park and Clive Mann. The
consideration, to be payable in cash, will be the greater of (a) 3 times the sum of EBITDA of
the best 2 consecutive financial years prior to the sale less net debt; or (b) $2,017,000 for
Park’s shares and $1,067,000 for Mann’s shares subject to certain discounts depending on
the profit before tax for the financial years prior to the sale.

•

Richard Dewhurst will be appointed as a director of both ERM and W&B. Following the sale
of Ed Park’s and Clive Mann’s shares, they may continue to be employed in the business for
12 months, and will be on 12 months’ notice, following which they will be subject to certain
restrictive covenants.

In the year ended 31 December 2008 (the most recent filed financial information), ERM made a
profit before tax of US$445,421 on turnover of approximately US$4,932,222 and W&B made a
profit before tax of US$213,281 on turnover of approximately US$4,697,748.

The acquisition of the stakes in ERM and W&B, due to its size relative to the Company, is
deemed to be a substantial transaction under the AIM Rules.
Commenting on the acquisition, Richard Dewhurst, Chairman of the Company, said: "We have
known the management team at ERM and W&B for many years and believe we share many
common values. Adding these businesses to the Dewhurst group should enable us to grow our
market share in the important US market. As ERM already uses Dewhurst components the
business should be relatively easy to assimilate into the group in due course. Clive Mann used to
work for the Company’s Canadian subsidiary and I will look forward to working with him again. I
also look forward to working with Ed Park who is a highly respected member of the North
American Elevator industry."
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Nicola Marrin/Stewart Dickson

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Directorate Change
18 June 2010

Dewhurst PLC
(the “Company” or “Dewhurst”)
Director’s Appointment
Dewhurst is pleased to announce the appointment of Mr John Bailey an Executive Director of Dewhurst
with immediate effect.
John Bailey is currently Managing Director of Traffic Management Products Ltd and Cortest Ltd and
although he will retain his current duties his appointment to the parent company board will enable him to
make a wider contribution to the strategy and operations of the Group and its subsidiaries.
Disclosures under Schedule 2 of the AIM Rules
John Robert Bailey, aged 39, is or has been a director of the following companies during the previous five
years:
Current Directorships – Traffic Management Products Ltd and Cortest Ltd
Directorships held within the previous five years - Waterloo Air Management plc
Mr Bailey resigned as a director of Waterloo Air Management plc on 21 February 2003.
Waterloo Air Management plc went into liquidation on 28 January 2004 (petition date 1 December 2003)
As this was narrowly within the 12 months following his resignation it requires disclosure pursuant to
paragraph (g) of Schedule 2 of the AIM Rules.
There are no other matters, which are required to be announced with regard to this appointment under
paragraph (g) of Schedule 2 of the AIM Rules.
For further details please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Nicola Marrin

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Director / PDMR Shareholding
17 June 2010

Dewhurst PLC
(“the Company” or “Dewhurst”)
Director’s Shareholding
The Board of the Company has received formal notification that on 28 April 2010 Richard Dewhurst, a
director of the Company, made the following share transfers to his wife, Janet Dewhurst. The combined
quantities have not changed for either share type and the beneficial interest held by Mr Dewhurst remains
the same. The transfers were as follows:
•

Ordinary Shares – transfer of 461,833 shares (Richard Dewhurst 471,833 to 10,000 and Janet
Dewhurst 22,500 to 484,333)

•

A ordinary Shares – transfer of 30,000 shares (Richard Dewhurst 30,000 to 0 and Janet Dewhurst
93,666 to 123,666)

Interim Results
09 June 2010

Dewhurst plc
Interim Results for the 6 months ended 31 March 2010
Directors' Interim Report
FIRST HALF
Group turnover was less than 1% down at £17.8 million compared to £17.9 million last year but
profit before tax rose 3% to £2.18 million (2009: £2.13 million). Earnings per share increased
3% to 17.94p (2009: 17.48p).
Sales performance varied considerably across the Group. Lift Division sales were higher, but
this was principally due to currency gains in overseas markets. The Transport division provided
growth in the UK assisted by a first half contribution from Cortest acquired during last year.
Keypad sales fell on lower volumes and lower prices. However the Group demonstrated some
resilience in the face of difficult market conditions.
The picture is really a mirror image of last year’s first half. This year Europe and North America
have generally been weaker, whilst Australia and the Far East have bounced back from last
year’s depressed levels.
OUTLOOK
In the UK we have already seen some nervousness from local authorities and other public sector
bodies about their budgets and as a result a hesitation in placing orders. We know a squeeze
on UK public sector spending is imminent and now expect that this is likely to have some impact
on the Group in the second half of the financial year. It is unlikely that the private sector will pick
up the slack immediately. Overseas we are less dependent on the public sector and would
expect demand to gradually recover. However this will depend on market economic conditions
and confidence.
As happened last year, we made some modest gains in the first half from favourable exchange
rate movements. Again, as last year, some of these movements have been partially unwound in
the last two months since the half year end.
We have been looking for some time for new premises for our headquarters and Hounslow
factory. No contracts have been signed, but we have located premises nearby that we hope will
prove suitable. If we go ahead, refurbishment will be necessary, so this is not likely to have a
material effect on this year’s results.
DIVIDENDS
The Directors have declared an interim dividend of 2.12p which amounts to £180,000, compared
with 2.02p last year (£172,000). The interim dividend is payable on 31 August 2010 and will be
posted on 26 August 2010 to shareholders appearing in the Register at 3:00 p.m. on 16
July 2010 (ex-dividend on 14 July 2010).
A final 2009 dividend of 4.04p which amounted to £344,000, compared with 3.84p previous year
(£327,000) was approved at the AGM held on the 28 January 2010 and was paid on 1 March
2010 to members on the register at 8 January 2010.
By Order of the Board
J C SINCLAIR
Finance Director & Secretary
8 June 2010

Dewhurst plc
The unaudited consolidated income statement, statement of recognised income and expense,
balance sheet and cash flow statement of Dewhurst plc and its subsidiaries for the half-year
ended 31 March 2010, as compared with the corresponding half-year ended 31 March 2009 and
the year ended 30 September 2009, shows the following results:

Consolidated income statement
Half year
ended
31 March
2010
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2009
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2009
£(000)’s

17,843

17,928

35,835

Operating costs

(15,637)

(15,793)

(31,324)

Operating profit

2,206

2,135

4,511

46

60

87

(70)

(66)

(170)

2,182
Est. (655)

2,129
Est. (641)

4,428
(1,157)

1,527

1,488

3,271

17.94p
2.12p

17.48p
2.02p

38.43p
6.06p

Continuing operations
Revenue

Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Tax on profits
Profit for the period
Basic and diluted earnings per share
Dividends per share

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense

Net income/(expense) recognised
directly in equity:

Half year
ended
31 March
2010
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2009
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2009
£(000)’s

Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined
benefit pension scheme

Est. (645)

Est. (1,389)

(2,765)

Exchange differences on translation
of foreign operations

636

284

1,134

Tax on items taken directly to equity

2

327

457

(7)

(778)

(1,174)

Profit for the financial period

1,527

1,488

3,271

Total recognised income and expense
for the period

1,520

710

2,097

Net income / (expense) recognised
directly in equity in the period

Dewhurst plc

Consolidated balance sheet
Half year
ended
31 March
2010
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2009
£(000)'s

Year
ended
30 September
2009
£(000)’s

6,109
264
4,852
1,104
12,329

5,604
43
4,258
1,372
11,277

5,896
264
4,519
1,218
11,897

3,720
7,239
8,766
19,725
32,054

3,999
5,832
6,797
16,628
27,905

3,983
7,077
17
7,476
18,553
30,450

4,380
246
275
4,901

3,953
475
461
4,889

4,540
358
4,898

Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation
Total liabilities

6,497
11,398

4,750
9,639

6,072
10,970

Net assets

20,656

18,266

19,480

Equity
Share capital
Share premium account
Capital redemption reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings

851
157
286
2,252
17,110

851
157
286
948
16,024

851
157
286
1,648
16,538

Total equity

20,656

18,266

19,480

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax asset
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current tax liabilities
Short term provisions

These half-year condensed financial statements are unaudited and do not constitute statutory
accounts within the meaning of Section 435 of the Companies Act 2006. The results for the
2009 year set out above are abridged. Full accounts for that year reported under IFRS, on
which the auditors of the company made an unqualified report have been delivered to the
Registrar of Companies.
The presentation of these Interim Financial Statements is consistent with the 2009 Financial
Statements and its accounting policies, but where necessary comparative information has been
reclassified or expanded from the 2009 Interim Financial Statements to take into account any
presentational changes made in the 2009 Financial Statements or in these Interim Financial
Statements.

Dewhurst plc

Consolidated cash flow statement

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional (income)/costs to pension
scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of
property, plant and equipment
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other
receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other
payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

Half year
ended
31 March
2010
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2009
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2009
£(000)’s

2,206
285
(290)

2,135
200
(200)

4,511
575
(562)

20

(338)

70

2,221
263
(162)

1,797
123
1,322

1
4,595
139
77

(280)

(711)

(124)

(83)
1,959
(359)
1,600

111
2,642
(730)
1,912

8
4,695
(1)
(1,555)
3,139

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and
equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash used in investing activities

1

-

(260)
4

(270)
46
(223)

(115)
60
(55)

(396)
(50)
87
(615)

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Repurchase of shares
Net cash used in financing activities

(344)
(344)

(327)
(327)

(499)
(499)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents

1,033

1,530

2,025

7,476

5,120

5,120

257

147

331

8,766

6,797

7,476

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning
of period
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of
period

For further information, please contact:
Dewhurst Plc
Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Nicola Marrin /Stewart Dickson

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364
Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

AGM Statement
Dewhurst plc
28 January 2010

Dewhurst Plc
(“Dewhurst” or the “Company”)
Result of AGM and Directorate Change
The company announces that at the AGM held today resolutions were duly
passed. Following his withdrawal from re-election, Dr Mel White has stepped
down from the Board of Directors of the Company. Dr White remains within the
Group as a Director of Dewhurst UK Manufacturing Ltd.
For further information, please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
Nicola Marrin
Christopher Wren

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Final Results
01 December 2009

CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
Results
In extremely turbulent world economic conditions I am pleased to report that the Group has performed with some degree of
resilience. Sales were down just 1.4% to £35.8 million (£36.3 million) and profits before tax were £4.4 million (£4.7 million)
down 5.4%. Although we have not reached the level of last year’s records, these figures are still the second best in the
company’s history and a creditable performance in our 90th year.
The second half was the opposite of the first half, with sales lower in the UK and North America, while in Australia sales
recovered from the poor first half figures. The deterioration in UK output was expected given the decline in orders in the first
half, reported in the interim statement.
Achieving these results has certainly been tough and I know it has taken even greater effort than last year’s record
performance. I would like to register my thanks to all our employees, who have dedicated themselves to achieving the best
possible outcome in a difficult environment.
Review
The recent celebration of our 90th birthday on November 5th prompted me to review our longer term progress, particularly that
since our 75th anniversary in 1994. The company had had a difficult period during the 1970s in common with much of UK
manufacturing, but had survived and refocused in the 1980s enabling it to grow and prosper. By 1994 sales and profits were at
then record levels of £11 million and £1.3 million respectively. During the year the company had bought Thames Valley Lift
Company. This was to signal a new period of expansion for the group. The biggest change since that year has been to extend
the geographical and product spread of the business. We are still a specialist, but we are spread into more areas to reduce our
risk and dependence on individual markets. Since the start of 1994 the Group has gone from a business at Hounslow with one
Canadian subsidiary to a global business with 10 operating subsidiaries on 4 continents.
This change has not been without its difficulties and the biggest upheaval has certainly been on the original Dewhurst Hounslow
business. The pressure on prices and as a result on costs has taken its toll in some ways, but it has also forced us to become
more productive. Work on making our operations leaner has been one of the major achievements of the last few years. This
has enabled us to strip out huge amounts of waste, improve competitiveness, make people’s jobs more fulfilling and most
importantly improve our service to the customer.
I believe we can be proud of the progress the Group has made in these last 15 years. Both sales and profits are more than 3
times higher than 1994. Sales are more broadly spread, 65% being overseas compared with 28% in 1994. On time delivery
and overdue orders have significantly improved over the period. The product range is broader and stronger with more sales
coming from more modern products. That we are achieving this with only 6% more people than we had back in 1994 shows
how we have improved our productivity throughout the organisation.
Outlook
Although we aim to continue our progress in the long term, short term 2010 is likely to be more challenging than 2009. The
economic climate means there is no let up on the pressure on prices and costs. Project related demand is beginning to tail off
as few new projects have been started in the last year. We are also likely to be affected by the coming squeeze in UK public
finances, as directly and indirectly the public sector is an important proportion of our UK sales, but it is difficult to predict the
degree and the timing of the impact.

Richard Dewhurst
Chairman

REVIEW OF OPERATIONS
Operating Highlights
We are operating in a very difficult economic environment, so it was clear from the outset that this year was going to be a real
challenge. The strong results achieved in 2008 however acted as a significant incentive to try to build on.
On the back of 2008, we set some very challenging objectives and although we did not achieve them all, we produced
reasonable results. We have had considerable pressure on pricing in all our markets but particularly in keypad. Demand has
been down and therefore the competition for orders has been fierce. However all our employees in all the companies have
really worked very hard to ensure cost reductions are driven through, to improve levels of customer service and to win orders in
the face of strong opposition. We are very grateful for the hard work put in by everyone throughout the year.
Good progress has been made during the year in strengthening our sales resource and developing new products. This will
provide a good platform for the coming year.
UNITED KINGDOM
Dewhurst UK Manufacturing
The UK component manufacturing element of the business has been separated into a new company (Dewhurst UK
Manufacturing), although this is still trading under the Dewhurst name. With the completion of the move of keypad and auxiliary
manufacture to Hungary, what is left in the UK is essentially the Lift Pushbutton business and we intend to continue to
manufacture these items long term in the UK. After five years of significant change it is refreshing to look forward, knowing that
there is no further need for major reorganisation. The job now is to focus within our sector in the lift industry and to just grow that
business to the best of our ability. This is a challenge that everyone at Dewhurst is confident of achieving.
Lift Division
The new products that were alluded to in last year’s Annual Report were launched in the second quarter of the year. We have
redesigned our flagship Compact 2 product. The depth of the product has been reduced which is a big benefit to the lift
companies, especially when they are modernising lifts. This new product is Compact 3 and we have refined and improved
features that were previously popular (in Compact 2) making the product significantly easier to install and wire. Initial response
from customers has been very positive and the product was well received at the recent elevator trade show Interlift.
We have also launched a new Anti-Bacterial pushbutton the US95AB. Teaming up with Microban who are a Global leader in
anti-bacterial additives for plastic, we have produced the first European pushbutton product of this type. Within the industry and
the medical profession it is recognised that elevator pushbuttons are responsible for transmitting bacteria such as MRSA and EColi. The new US95 AB is resistant to these and many other bacteria and will offer lift users a new level of protection. Although
it is early days since the launch, initial reaction has been very positive and we expect the product to be successful in the coming
financial year.
Sales of Lift products through Dewhurst have held up well during the year. European sales continue to be firm and although Far
East sales have not been as buoyant as last year, we have benefited from some good contracts in other regions. Our Jumbo
pushbuttons have been selected to be used on the lifts in the new Delhi Metro, our first major contract in India.
Dewhurst has worked hard during the year to support the needs of its subsidiary company customers. Lead-times have been
reduced by a further five days on fast moving items, allowing deliveries from the subsidiaries to be improved. There have also
been more products designed to meet the specific needs of key customers around the group, which will bring growth in
revenues in the coming year.
LiftStore
This has been a more difficult year for LiftStore with the UK economy being harder hit than many of the other markets around
the world. In previous years we were involved in a large number of infrastructure projects and these slowed down last year. It is
felt though that despite this, there will be a push to complete a lot of these projects before the 2012 Olympics.
This slow down had the greatest effect on our Fixture Business, with demand for our Controller and Monitoring products holding
up very well. The Ethos controller product continues to be very popular throughout the UK and we launched a new variant of this
product at the Interlift exhibition.
The Ethos Lift Destination Control System allows a user to select and register the floor that they wish to travel to, in the lift lobby
on the ground floor. A display then informs them which lift they should take. They walk to that lift and it takes them to their
desired floor. The advantage of this is that the lift system has advanced information on which floors need to be served and can
arrange the selection of lifts more efficiently. This reduces waiting times for passengers and energy costs for owners.
On the Fixture side of the business, although this has been a more challenging year, the arrival of new products such as
Compact 3 and the Microban Range of pushbuttons, boost our opportunities for the future.

Traffic Management Products (TMP)
The business has operated for its first full year from the new premises in Crawley and it has been a real plus to have all the
manufacturing and offices under one roof.
In November the TMP Heritage Solalite won the prestigious ‘Innovative Road Construction / Maintenance Product of the Year’
Award at the 2008 Highways Magazine Excellence Awards. As the first ever solar powered, internally illuminated bollard
available in the UK, the TMP Heritage Solalite provides considerable cost savings and benefits to the environment for its users.
As you drive around the country now, TMP non-illuminated and solar powered bollards are becoming more and more common
and even though a number of competitors have entered the market, we still remain the strong market leader. There are further
opportunities in this area and we are working hard to realise them.
July saw the completion of our acquisition of Cortest. The Company is a specialist in non-destructive testing of lighting columns,
which is a growing requirement in the UK. Cortest have diversified into testing other highway products as well as carrying out
general maintenance and data collection. They are now able to offer an unparalleled and comprehensive service to all those
involved in street lighting and highways maintenance. The opportunities for Cortest look excellent in the current climate where
testing of such products is becoming increasingly important.
EUROPE
Dewhurst Hungary
We have had our first full year of production in our new Hungary plant and by and large things have gone very well. The task of
coming to terms with the keypad and function display key (FDK) products has been made all the more difficult as this year we
have had to phase out the current range of products and phase in an all-new range. This has gone very smoothly but it was a
complex juggling act, ensuring that we were able to deliver the outgoing product on short lead-times while at the same time
keeping a good eye on inventory so that any obsolescence issues were minimised.
We were concerned at the start of the credit crunch that demand for capital assets such as automatic teller machines (ATMs)
would be badly affected. Sales of our keypad and FDK products have been hit but the sector held up during the year better than
we feared. The biggest challenge we currently face is the enormous price pressure that we are under with margins constantly
being squeezed. We are working hard to ensure that we can still achieve a fair margin on these products but it is getting more
difficult every year.
We have now completed the transfer of assembly of our lift auxiliary products to Hungary and we continue our parts localisation
programme to reduce material and transport costs.
NORTH AMERICA
The continent is a key market for our elevator pushbuttons. The Group has two subsidiaries in North America but we have
worked hard over the years to partner with other fixture manufacturers where there is little likelihood (from a geographical
standpoint) of these companies competing with Dupar Controls or The Fixture Company. We now have two key partners in the
USA, one in Los Angeles and another in New York and the opportunity for sales growth through these two companies is
promising. The Group will continue to explore opportunities as they arise in the North American market.
Dupar Controls
Dupar have had an impressive year on all fronts, rejecting any thought or talk of a downturn. They have benefited from
continued strength in the Canadian building industry and produced good figures.
Despite the solid results, the North American market remains very competitive and subject to considerable price pressure.
Dupar have had to work hard to preserve their margins, increase market share and continually improve productivity.
Dupar are rigorous in the way that they keep improving their production techniques. Although this is a theme across the Group
at all our manufacturing sites, it is probably at Dupar where the greatest attention is paid to continuous improvement. They have
carried out a third plant reorganisation, as they strive to ensure that production is as efficient as possible.
The Fixture Company (TFC)
Having essentially rebuilt the business in the last financial year, this year was one to capitalise on the improvements in customer
service and quality and to translate those benefits into improved sales. This has been achieved although TFC still has a
relatively small national market share, so the opportunity is there for further progress. In the coming year TFC will strive to build
on the successes and relationships forged this year to establish themselves as the primary supplier of Fixtures in the mid west.

AUSTRALASIA
Australian Lift Components (ALC)
The previous year saw strong growth in Australia and it was always going to be difficult to match that. The first quarter saw a
sharp reduction in demand as a result of nervousness regarding the world economy. However confidence recovered quickly and
Australia avoided recession leading to good demand for our products in the second half of the year.
We have invested further in sales resource, which has proven invaluable in these competitive times but will also allow us to
broaden ALC’s product offering in the coming years.
During the year we formed a strategic partnership with the leading Australian Lift Phone and Display manufacturer. This
partnership has worked well in Australasia and we are now distributing this company’s products in the UK and Europe.
Lift Material
Lift Material saw a similar picture in terms of demand to that at ALC, so they also benefited from a stronger second half.
The challenge that we face at Lift Material is to have a stream of new lines to distribute. We had previously taken on a European
line of pit ladders and last year was a year when this product really caught on. This success was gained after a number of years
of effort promoting the product and seeking acceptance from our customers. This scenario is really the norm for Lift Material.
Each year we add a number of new lines, which we promote hard. Some fall away, but those that become established in the
market can be very rewarding.

David Dewhurst
Group Managing Director

FINANCIAL REVIEW
Strong Results
As predicted in the interim results the second half of 2009 was expected to be difficult with a depressed UK economy and
continuing pricing pressures. The UK operations worked hard to limit the impact, whilst overseas operations performed strongly
resulting in revenue only decreasing by 1.4% from £36.3 million to £35.8 million.
The impact of our efforts on operating profit was even more marked. Despite the falling revenue, operating profit rose 3.7% from
£4.4 million to £4.5 million. This reflects an increase in margins to 12.6% (2008: 12.0%) and sets a new group record.
Finance income reflects the loose monetary policy necessitated by the financial crisis. Despite increasing our cash during the
year bank interest rates available dropped drastically resulting in reduced interest income. Finance costs show the other side of
this effect with a decline in the defined benefit pension scheme costs. The net result is an overall profit before tax decrease of
£0.25 million from £4.7 million to £4.4 million.
Group Restructuring
The board has restructured the group by separating trading businesses from the holding operation and property. As a result on
1 April 2009 the property in LiftStore Ltd was transferred to Dewhurst plc and from 1 October 2009 the UK manufacturing
business of Dewhurst plc was extracted into Dewhurst UK Manufacturing Ltd.
Pension Scheme Deficit
A more detailed explanation of the retirement benefit fund assets and liabilities movements is reported in note 22 under IAS 19,
but this year has seen significant increases in both assets and liabilities. Yet again the movement in the equity and bond
markets and in discount rates has caused significant changes in the valuation of the scheme assets and liabilities resulting in
the overall scheme deficit increasing from £3.7 million to £6.1 million. In addition to current service contributions the group
continues to pay a fixed sum of £0.5 million annually to reduce the fund deficit and all recommendations made by the scheme's
actuary to eliminate the scheme deficit within an agreed timeframe have been fully implemented.
Good Cash Flow
Cash flow was once again very good. With Hungary now in full production and inventory decreasing, the group was able to
generate £4.7 million cash from operations. This coupled with the fact no shares were repurchased during the year and no
acquisition of property meant the group ended the year at £7.5 million, up £2.4 million.
We started and finished the year with no borrowing, ensuring the balance sheet remained strong, an important stabiliser in the
current environment.
Treasury Policy
The group seeks to reduce or eliminate financial risk to ensure sufficient liquidity is available to meet foreseeable needs and to
invest cash assets safely and profitably. The policies and procedures operated are regularly reviewed and approved by the
board. By varying the duration of its fixed and floating cash deposits, the group maximises the return on interest earned.
With the group growing and increasing its percentage of profit before tax earned and held in foreign currencies during the year
from 33% to 40% and seeing significant exchange rate movements, active steps were taken by the board to monitor and
manage this currency risk. As reported in note 25 the group used derivatives in the form of foreign exchange contracts to
manage its risk.
Dividends
Dividends are accounted for when paid and approved, and not when proposed, therefore the proposed final dividend for 2009
has not been accrued at the balance sheet date. The total dividend for 2009 of 6.06p per share, up 5.2% against last year’s
5.76p, is covered 6.3 times by earnings. Shareholders’ funds improved from £17.9 million to £19.5 million.
There was no reduction in the number of allotted shares during the year.

Jared Sinclair
Finance Director

Consolidated income statement
For the year ended 30 September 2009
2009
£(000)

2008
£(000)

35,835

36,326

(31,324)

(31,974)

Operating profit

4,511

4,352

Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation

87
(170)
4,428

329
(2)
4,679

(1,157)

(1,238)

3,271

3,441

38.43p

38.92p

Continuing operations
Revenue
Operating costs

Tax on profit
Profit for the financial year
Basic and diluted earnings per share

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense
2009

2008

£(000)

£(000)

(2,765)

(440)

1,134

433

457

(68)

(1,174)

(75)

Profit for the financial year

3,271

3,441

Total recognised income and expense for the year

2,097

3,366

Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined benefit pension scheme
Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations
Tax on items taken directly to equity
Net income/(expense) recognised directly in equity in the year

Consolidated balance sheet
At 30 September 2009
2009

2008

£(000)

£(000)

5,896

5,554

264

43

Property, plant and equipment

4,519

4,219

Deferred tax asset

1,218

877

11,897

10,693

Inventories

3,983

4,122

Trade and other receivables

7,077

7,154

17

–

7,476

5,120

18,553

16,396

30,450

27,089

4,540

4,664

–

492

358

350

4,898

5,506

6,072

3,700

Total liabilities

10,970

9,206

Net assets

19,480

17,883

Share capital

851

851

Share premium account

157

157

Capital redemption reserve

286

286

Translation reserve

1,648

832

Retained earnings

16,538

15,757

Total equity

19,480

17,883

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles

Current assets

Current tax assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current tax liabilities
Short term provisions
Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation

Equity

Consolidated cash flow statement
For the year ended 30 September 2009
2009

2008

£(000)

£(000)

4,511

4,352

575

534

(562)

(423)

70

199

1

(15)

4,595

4,647

139

(1,294)

77

(177)

(124)

786

8

250

4,695

4,212

(1)

(2)

(1,555)

(1,147)

3,139

3,063

(260)

(250)

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional (income)/costs to pension scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment

4

21

(396)

(1,890)

(50)

(7)

87

235

(615)

(1,891)

(499)

(495)

–

(2,334)

Net cash used in financing activities

(499)

(2,829)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

2,025

(1,657)

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

5,120

6,659

331

118

7,476

5,120

Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash used in investing activities

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Purchase of own shares

Exchange adjustments on cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

AGM, results and dividends
The trading profit for the year, after taxation, amounted to £3,271k (2008: £3,441k).
A final dividend on the Ordinary and ‘A’ ordinary shares of 4.04p per 10p share (2008: 3.84p) for the financial year ending 30
September 2009 will be proposed at the Annual General Meeting to be held on 28 January 2010. If approved, this dividend will
be paid on 1 March 2010 to members on the register at 8 January 2010.
An interim dividend of 2.02p per share (2008: 1.92p) was paid on 25 August 2009.

Earnings per share and dividend per share
Weighted average number of shares

For basic and diluted earnings per share

2009
No.

2008
No.

8,511,398

8,841,253

The calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share is based on the profit attributable to shareholders and on 8,511,398
Ordinary 10p and ‘A’ ordinary 10p shares, being the weighted average number of shares in issue throughout the financial year.
Paid dividends per 10p ordinary share
2008 final paid of 3.84p (2007: 3.60p)
2009 interim paid of 2.02p (2008: 1.92p)

2009
£(000)

2008
£(000)

(327)

(331)

(172)

(164)

The final proposed dividend is based on 3,309,200 Ordinary 10p shares and 5,202,198 ‘A’ ordinary 10p shares, being the latest
number of shares in issue. The directors are proposing a final dividend of 4.04p (2008: 3.84p) per share, totalling £344k (2008:
£327k). This dividend has not been accrued at the balance sheet date.

Basis of preparation
The financial information set out above does not constitute the company’s statutory accounts for the years ended 30 September
2009 or 2008. Statutory accounts for 2008, have been delivered to the Registrar of Companies. The statutory accounts for 2009
which are prepared under IFRS as adopted by the EU will be delivered to the Registrar of Companies following the company's
annual general meeting.
The preliminary statement of results has been reviewed by and agreed with the Company’s auditor, Chantrey Vellacott DFK
LLP, who have indicated that they will be giving an unqualified opinion in their report on the statutory financial statements for
2009. The auditor has also reported on the 2008 accounts. Their report was unqualified, did not include references to any
matters to which the auditor drew attention to by way of emphasis without qualifying the opinion and did not contain a statement
under section 237(2) or (3) of the Companies Act 1985.
Dewhurst plc has elected to prepare its consolidated and company financial statements in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union (“EU”) (IFRS) from 1 October 2005. The group and company
financial statements have been prepared in accordance with those parts of the Companies Act 2006 that are applicable to
companies adopting IFRS. The company is registered and incorporated in the United Kingdom; and quoted on AIM.

ENDS
Contacts:
Dewhurst plc
Jared Sinclair

Tel: 020 8607 7364

Seymour Pierce Limited
20 Old Bailey
London EC4M 7EN
John Depasquale Tel: 020 7107 8000

Interim Results
04 June 2009

Dewhurst plc
Directors' Interim Report
FIRST HALF
Turnover at the Group was up 8% to £17.9 million compared to £16.6 million last year and profit
before tax rose 17% to £2.13 million (2008: £1.81 million). Earnings per share increased 30% to
17.48p (2008: 13.44p). The earnings per share performance is enhanced by the effect of the
share buy backs that took place in the first half of 2008.
We again achieved sales growth in all three product divisions: lift, transport and keypad. As was
the case last year, transport showed the strongest growth, with our bollard product range
continuing to generate increases in sales. The sales and profit figures for the period were
helped by the fact that about one third of sales are made in foreign currencies and these have
increased in value when reported in pounds.
Sales revenue held up reasonably well in the UK and North America in the first half though
Australia was weaker than normal. However orders received in the UK have been declining and
orders on hand at the end of the first half were at a significantly lower level than at the start of
the year.
OUTLOOK
We have benefited up to now from the fact that demand for our lift products tends to come
towards the end of construction projects. We have made sales this period to projects that were
committed before the current climate of uncertainty prevailed. The corollary of this is that we
may not see a recovery in demand until some time after the general economic recovery is well
under way. Having said that, there are still opportunities for sales to the public sector and to lift
refurbishment markets.
We also made profits in the first half from favourable exchange rate movements. The pound has
already moved back to some extent against the US Dollar, so it is likely the first half gains may
be at least partially reversed. Together with cost pressures this is likely to impact on margins in
the second half.
It remains very difficult to predict the pattern of demand in our markets, but overall we do not
expect to reach last year’s record levels. The strength of the company’s balance sheet remains
an important stabiliser in the current environment.
DIVIDENDS
The Directors have declared an interim dividend of 2.02p which amounts to £172k, compared
with 1.92p last year (£163k). The interim dividend is payable on 25 August 2009 and will be
posted on 20 August 2009 to shareholders appearing in the Register at 3:00 p.m. on 10
July 2009 (ex-dividend on 8 July 2009).
A final 2008 dividend of 3.84p which amounted to £327k, compared with 3.60p previous year
(£331k) was approved at the AGM held on the 29 January 2009 and was paid on 2 March 2009
to members on the register at 9 January 2009.
By Order of the Board
J C SINCLAIR
Finance Director & Secretary
3 June 2009

Dewhurst plc
The unaudited consolidated income statement, statement of recognised income and expense,
balance sheet and cash flow statement of Dewhurst plc and its subsidiaries for the half-year
ended 31 March 2009, as compared with the corresponding half-year ended 31 March 2008 and
the year ended 30 September 2008, shows the following results:

Consolidated income statement
Half year
ended
31 March
2009
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2008
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2008
£(000)’s

17,928

16,619

36,326

Operating costs

(15,793)

(14,907)

(31,974)

Operating profit

2,135

1,712

4,352

60

132

329

(66)

(31)

(2)

2,129
Est. (641)

1,813
Est. (580)

4,679
(1,238)

1,488

1,233

3,441

17.48p
2.02p

13.44p
1.92p

38.92p
5.76p

Continuing operations
Revenue

Finance income
Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Tax on profits
Profit for the period
Basic and diluted earnings per share
Dividends per share

Consolidated statement of recognised income and expense
Half year
ended
31 March
2009
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2008
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2008
£(000)’s

Est. (1,389)

Est. (1,437)

(440)

Exchange differences on translation
of foreign operations

284

(276)

433

Tax on items taken directly to equity

327

514

(68)

Net income / (expense) recognised
directly in equity in the period

(778)

(1,199)

(75)

Profit for the financial period

1,488

1,233

3,441

710

34

3,366

Net income/(expense) recognised
directly in equity:
Actuarial gains/(losses) on the defined
benefit pension scheme

Total recognised income and expense
for the period

Dewhurst plc

Consolidated balance sheet
Half year
ended
31 March
2009
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2008
£(000)'s

Year
ended
30 September
2008
£(000)’s

5,604
43
4,258
1,372
11,277

5,534
112
3,184
1,586
10,416

5,554
43
4,219
877
10,693

3,999
5,832
6,797
16,628
27,905

3,579
6,258
4,073
13,910
24,326

4,122
7,154
5,120
16,396
27,089

3,953
475
461
4,889

3,957
399
160
4,516

4,664
492
350
5,506

4,750
9,639

5,095
9,611

3,700
9,206

Net assets

18,266

14,715

17,883

Equity
Share capital
Share premium account
Capital redemption reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings

851
157
286
948
16,024

851
157
286
319
13,102

851
157
286
832
15,757

Total equity

18,266

14,715

17,883

Non-current assets
Goodwill
Other intangibles
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax asset
Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total assets

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current tax liabilities
Short term provisions
Non-current liabilities
Retirement benefit obligation
Total liabilities

These half-year condensed financial statements are unaudited and do not constitute statutory
accounts within the meaning of Section 240 of the Companies Act 1985. The results for the
2008 year set out above are abridged. Full accounts for that year reported under IFRS, on
which the auditors of the company made an unqualified report have been delivered to the
Registrar of Companies.
The presentation of these Interim Financial Statements is consistent with the 2008 Financial
Statements and its accounting policies, but where necessary comparative information has been
reclassified or expanded from the 2008 Interim Financial Statements to take into account any
presentational changes made in the 2008 Financial Statements or in these Interim Financial
Statements.

Dewhurst plc

Consolidated cash flow statement

Cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit
Depreciation and amortisation
Additional (income)/costs to pension
scheme
Exchange adjustments
(Profit)/loss on disposal of
property, plant and equipment
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other
receivables
Increase/(decrease) in trade and other
payables
Increase/(decrease) in provisions
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

Half year
ended
31 March
2009
£(000)’s

Half year
ended
31 March
2008
£(000)’s

Year
ended
30 September
2008
£(000)’s

2,135
200
(200)

1,712
167
(130)

4,352
534
(423)

(338)

(474)

199

1,797
123
1,322

(14)
1,261
(801)
719

(15)
4,647
(1,294)
(177)

(711)

79

786

111
2,642
(730)
1,912

60
1,318
(700)
618

250
4,212
(2)
(1,147)
3,063

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of business and assets
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and
equipment
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Development costs capitalised
Interest received
Net cash used in investing activities

-

(160)
14

(250)
21

(115)
60
(55)

(576)
132
(590)

(1,890)
(7)
235
(1,891)

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid
Repurchase of shares
Net cash used in financing activities

(327)
(327)

(331)
(2,334)
(2,665)

(495)
(2,334)
(2,829)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents

1,530

(2,637)

(1,657)

5,120

6,659

6,659

147

51

118

6,797

4,073

5,120

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning
of period
Exchange adjustments on cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at end of
period

ENDS
Contacts:
Dewhurst plc
Jared Sinclair

Tel: 020 8607 7364

Seymour Pierce Limited
20 Old Bailey
London EC4M 7EN
John Depasquale Tel: 020 7107 8000

AGM Statement
Dewhurst plc
29 January 2009
Dewhurst Plc
(“Dewhurst” or the “Company”)
Result of AGM
The company announces that at the AGM held today resolutions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
were duly passed. Resolution 6, being to approve limited authority to purchase
own shares, was not passed.
For further information, please contact:
Dewhurst Plc

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7364

Jared Sinclair
Seymour Pierce Ltd
John Depasquale
Christopher Wren

Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000

Holdings in Company
Dewhurst PLC
22 January 2009

Dewhurst Plc
('Dewhurst' or the 'Company')
Holding in Company
The Company received notification on 22 January 2009 that on 20 January 2009
Value Investments Ltd purchased 62,500 Ordinary Shares at a price of 180 pence per share.
Following this purchase Value Investments Ltd is interested in 101,000 Ordinary Shares in the
Company representing 3.052 per cent of the Company's total voting rights.
ENDS
For further information, please contact:
Dewhurst Plc
Jared Sinclair

Tel: +44 (0) 208 607 7331

Seymour Pierce Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 207 107 8000
John Depasquale / Christopher Wren
This information is provided by RNS
The company news service from the London Stock Exchange
END

